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Assist On-Site
RACF and encryption updates
Hot Topics “How to” articles

John Eells
IBM System z Software Designer

As part of our tenth anniversary issue, we thought we’d change from our usual letter
writing and conduct an interview with one of our contributors. As a System z Senior
Information Architect, Geoff Smith is familiar to many of you at SHARE. He’s the coauthor of “Who’s keeping score? We are! Customers and System z documentation.” Hot
Topics also welcomes Marcie Corral, our new Art Director, to the team and says goodbye
to Natasha Fray, off to explore new opportunities.
HT: Geoff, what would you say are the major strengths of the mainframe?
GEOFF: RAS, RAS, and RAS … Seriously, the mainframe has developed a great
reputation for being one of the most reliable, available, and serviceable platforms in the
business. To see what we mean check out the article “IBM makes house calls with Assist
on site” by Nicole Fagen and Louis Ruggiero.

Jim Guilianelli

Jodi Everdon

HT: Speaking of anniversaries, this is the 40th year anniversary of IMS. The article “40
year-old version (10)” talks about the latest enhancements to the Information Management
System product. Should our readers be excited?
GEOFF: Yes. IMS V1R10 has invested in its traditions of high performance on z/OS with
cost-cutting enhancements that include transaction expiration and transaction flood
monitoring. Read all about it in the article authored by Dave Cameron, Ben Johnson,
and Jack Yuan.
HT: We understand there have been lots of exciting changes to disk storage. Can you talk
about those?
GEOFF: Solid state disk technology (SSD) is poised to transform enterprise storage on
the IBM System z platform, and IBM is there with the DS8000 storage subsystem. In
“Stop spinning your storage wheels” Jack A. Altman, Leslie F. Sutton, and Peter G.
Sutton provide a good overview.
HT: What’s new with VSAM and storage management on z/OS?
GEOFF: Well, there’s a host of great articles on VSAM and storage management in this
issue of the newsletter. I’ll let some of those titles on the “Contents” page speak for
themselves.

Tim Flaherty

Wayne O'Brien

Victor Sachar

Marcie Corral

HT: The article “2009: An MSO odyssey” is a play on a well known title of a celebrated
science fiction film. What’s in the future for multiple system outage analysis on z/OS?
GEOFF: The future is bright: By analyzing multiple system outage themes we can
develop insight into the causes of outages on z/OS to better direct future investments
by IBM.
HT: IBM has done a lot to ensure the future of z/OS on the Java platform. Just what is
happening there?
GEOFF: Again, a number of articles on the latest Java enhancements like what’s new
for the IBM Java SDK and Java tools like JinsightLive for System z gives you insight on
what’s going on.
HT: We know IBM is serious about the future of z/OS. Geoff, in your 25 plus years of IBM
experience, what do you see as the future of IBM’s mainframe and the z/OS operating
system?
GEOFF: z/OS on the mainframe continues to be one of the most reliable platforms in
the business, offering peerless security. Also, server consolidation through System
z software and hardware help save costs, making the mainframe the perfect “green”
machine.
HT: Finally, what can you say about our cover feature “Memories of a mainframe?” by John
Eells?
GEOFF: John is an old hand at Hot Topics and brings years of experience to the System z
platform. In addition to this first feature installment, John is planning on doing more
articles that explore IBM’s long and illustrious mainframe history, so be sure to check
out future issues and the Hot Topics Web site for more on the mainframe.
Thanks to John! And thank you, Geoff! Happy Birthday Hot Topics. And thank you,
readers! We couldn’t do it without you.
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First in a series of mainframe reflections

by John eells

T

he tenth anniversary of Hot Topics
seems a good time to look back at
mainframe history. Isaac Newton
once said, “If I have seen further
than other men, it is because I have stood
upon the shoulders of giants.” Those who
went before us designed an enduring
and extensible architecture for business
computing. Let’s look back at how things
were in this first installment. So kick off
your shoes and sit back as we look all the
way back to…
Punched cards
It all started with a guy named Herman
Hollerith. He invented the practical
punched card for the United States Census
Bureau (patent for which was granted in
1889). Herman’s original punched cards
had 24 columns and there were several
other formats. We had settled on
80-column cards by the time System/360™
came around about 75 years later.

Although I’m sure punched cards are
still in use somewhere—you can still buy
new cards! They seem like ancient history
to most. Nonetheless, the influence of the
humble 80-column punched card remains
with us today. The default 3270 screen size
is 80 columns wide. 80 bytes is a small
record on magnetic tape. Even on early
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devices, the interblock gap, or IBG, was
bigger than an 80-byte record! Blocking
was invented to write small records more
efficiently on physical media.
Sequence numbers, used to indicate
the correct order of a card deck, were
once important. Woe betide the poor
soul who dropped a deck comprising
several hundred ordered cards, like
JCL or program source code, with no
sequence numbers! It could take hours to
get the cards back in order by hand even
if they were printed. However, sequencenumbered cards could be quickly machine
sorted. JCL and High-Level Assembler
default processing today still ignore data
in columns 72-80 because they were once
reserved for sequence numbers.
Reading punched cards
Cards had to be fed “face down, nine
edge first.” (There is even a poem about
a programmer who was buried face
down, nine edge first. But I digress.) The
side of a card with row numbers was its
“face.” Each column was numbered from
nine to zero starting from the bottom.
Starting from the top, the two unlabeled
rows numbered “12” and “11” were added
later; thus, the card’s top was the “twelve
edge,” and its bottom the “nine edge.”
Some punches and most keypunches also
printed cards across the top. The cards’
shape, with one diagonally trimmed
corner at the front upper left, could be
used to orient even unprinted cards, and
some were blank on both sides. Read
errors would of course result from feeding
cards incorrectly. When a reader saw an
invalid combination of holes, it detected
a read error. Even then, we had a mania
about detecting an error and stopping (or
trying again) when one was detected.
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When the holes were not punched in
exactly the right places by keypunches
or card punches, a reader could detect a
read error. Key punches were like electric
typewriters, though much larger and, of
course, they punched cards. Errors could
also result from misregistration of a card
punch, an output device like a printer,
except that it punched cards.
Registration plate
To determine whether holes were punched
in the right places, you used a card
registration plate, lining up the card on
the plate and looking at its markings
through the holes to see whether they
were correctly aligned. Everything that
punched a card was supposed to be
checked once per shift, but in reality
registration problems were rare and cards
were only checked when they could not be
read. Operators, after all, had other things
to do…feeding printers, sorting output,
hanging tapes, and reading in still more
punched cards.

One of the most common keypunches
of the day was the IBM® 029. A skilled
operator could use the 029, with its
Selectric Typewriter-like keyboard and
feel, to punch hundreds of cards per hour.
Working from coding sheets written by
programmers or with bills on punched
cards returned by customers with checks
in payment, many thousands of keypunch
machines were used daily to turn humanreadable material into computer-readable
input. Some had a productivity feature in
the form of a drum on which to mount a
pre-punched template card. You could use
it to pre-punch part of each card, so you
only had to keypunch the columns that
differed from card to card.
The IBM 2540
The prevalent card-processing peripheral
of the day was the IBM 2540, a
combination reader and punch. On the
reader side, it could read up to 1,000
cards per minute. This was a remarkable
speed considering that each card was
stopped at each row while being read to
allow time for the metal brushes to push
through the holes in the card, contact the
metal drum beneath, and “read” the holes
in the card as it was fed. In addition to
passing the data on to a program, the 2540
allowed programs to direct that each card
be placed in three of the machine’s five
output bins, perhaps based on what was
read.
On the other side was the card punch,
which could punch 300 cards per minute
and sort them into any of three output
bins. This feature allowed programs to
read, punch, and merge cards into the
shared center bin.
Despite its mechanical complexity,
2540s were not very noisy and were quite
reliable as long as the cards they were fed
were in good shape—that is, not folded,
spindled, mutilated, or very worn. When
unsuitable cards were fed into a 2540, two
or more cards would often try to fit into
the space meant for one. This was called a
“card jam.”
Some lucky person, usually a
Customer Engineer (CE), got to use a card
saw to clear jams. Made of thin spring
steel the same thickness as a card and
serrated at one end, card saws were quite
uncomfortable to use. Eventually, you
could clear a card jam using one. The deck
was returned to its owner, who figured out

which cards were destroyed and replaced
them before trying again.
Falling chads
Chads from punches and keypunches
resembled confetti and were collected
in a bucket inside the machine. Chads
were used as confetti until it became
obvious that their very sharp edges could
be hazardous to the eyes. Nevertheless,
chads were so available that mischievous
operators could find any number of uses
for them and some did.
On the tile floors common to most
computer rooms, chads were easily swept
away or vacuumed up. However, some
computer rooms had carpeted floors, with
the carpet resembling indoor/outdoor
carpeting. They helped quiet the room, but
neither broom nor vacuum would easily
remove chads from any carpeted area,
as one CE found one day upon opening
his tool bag to find that a mischievous
operator had filled it with hundreds of
chads, which spilled onto the carpet.
(Yes, he did get even eventually. Never
mind how.) Perhaps needless to say, floors
around the card processing equipment
were rarely if ever carpeted.
Cards, cards, everywhere
It is hard to believe today, but punched
cards were pervasive in the 1970’s.
Everything from utility bills to warranty
cards were printed and punched on cards.
Some enterprising people tried to trick
their creditors’ computers by punching
their own holes in the cards, one of the
earliest forms of computer hacking. These
attempts rarely if ever succeeded. Most
simply caused read errors and someone
would punch a new card with the actual
payment reflected on it.
Cards were surprisingly durable, and
could be read hundreds of times before
being replaced. If your card began to show
wear, the smart thing to do was to submit
a batch job to punch a new deck.
Cards were handy for other things.
Notes, memos for coworkers, shopping
lists, bookmarks—the list was nearly
endless. One hand-held card was stiff
enough to write on and several of them
would fit nicely in a shirt or hip pocket.
They marked you as a computer nerd, but
when computers were mysterious things
used by the few and locked up behind
glass walls, nobody seemed to mind.

Knowing that a punched card was
seven-thousandths of an inch (.007)
thick came in handy with the cars of the
day, too. Most cars had point gaps set to
around .030; four thicknesses of punched
card could be used to set the points if they
wore closed and the engine died…which
always seemed to happen in the middle
of a rainy night on our way home from
the computer room. With a flashlight,
a screwdriver, and a punched card you
could be on your way again.
IBM Port-A-Punch
Like electronic ignitions, many things
were still in our future then. Cell
phones, video games, and PDAs waited
for technology. But the need to record
information in the field to be processed
by computer later was recognized early,
leading to a device called the
Port-A-Punch®. “Designed to fit in a
pocket” implied somewhat larger pockets
than I usually have, but this hand-carried
device could be used with its stylus to
push out pre-punched chads to create a
computer-readable card.

Sorting it out
Sometimes, you did not need a computer
to use cards. Sorting, or separating cards
according to one or more fields punched
in them and collating, or merging them
into one deck according to another set
of rules, could be done with stand-alone
sorters and collators. We have gratefully
abandoned the control panels once used
for sorters and collators and today use
SORT/MERGE’s descendent, DFSORT™.
I hope you have enjoyed the first
installment in our trip down memory
lane. Next installment: Printers! Visit the
Hot Topics Web site: ibm.com/servers/
eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/hot_topics.
html n
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Fix the future with Predictive Failure Analysis
BY J I M C A F F R EY, K A R L A A R N D T,
A N D A S P EN PAY T ON

W

ith all of the things you have to
do (from keeping up with the
latest changes to z/OS ®, CICS ®,
WebSphere ®, and DB2 ® to
helping the application team deploy that
critical application), why should you add
one more thing to your list of work? Why
should you look for abnormal behavior
on your z/OS image? Besides, how do you
do that? With the sustained investment in
reliability, availability, and serviceability
(RAS), which IBM has made in z/OS and
its predecessors over the last 40 years,
most of the quick, immediate failures
known as “hard failures” have been
eliminated. These hard failures typically
happen on a machine time scale before
anyone can do anything to prevent them.
Therefore, just in case one does occur, you
have automation and procedures in place
to recover rapidly from the failure. What
remains are soft failures.

Present-day soft failures

Unlike hard failures that have a clear
start and a clear cause, soft failures are
much more amorphous and are caused
by abnormal, but allowable behavior. Soft
failures often affect your business for long
periods because the cause of the problem
is dependent on a certain sequence or
combination of events that are unique and
infrequent making a solution difficult to
determine. Soft failures have a number of
colorful names. Some of the names (the
ones you can say in polite company) are
sick, but not dead, and ghost problems.
Over the last couple of years, the z/OS
team has been studying this phenomena
looking for patterns and solutions. We’ve
learned that multiple atypical, but legal
actions performed by components on the
z/OS image cause most soft failures. By
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design, most components of operating
systems like z/OS are stateless and are
therefore unable to detect soft failures
caused by atypical behavior. Common
storage usage exhaustion is the classic
example. A low priority, authorized task
obtains common storage, but obtains
significantly more common storage
than usual. Then, a critical authorized
system component attempts to obtain
a normal amount of common storage
and fails. Although the problem occurs
in the second critical component, this
component is actually the victim. The first
component caused the problem and is
considered the villain. We can group soft
failures into four generic areas:
• Exhaustion of shared constrained
resources
• Recurring or recursive failures often
caused by damage to critical control
structures
• Serialization problems such as classic
deadlocks and priority inversions
• Unexpected state transitions.
This investigation made it clear that z/OS
needs to detect soft failures caused by
abnormal behavior because of exhaustion
of a shared resource or a damaged image
before they result in a major system
problem.
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Alternative future

To help eliminate these soft failures, z/OS
has developed Predictive Failure Analysis ®
(PFA). PFA is designed to predict that a
soft failure is occurring and identify the
cause while keeping the base operating
system components stateless. PFA is
intended to detect abnormal behavior
early enough to allow you to correct the
problem before it affects your business.
PFA uses remote checks from IBM
Health Checker for z/OS to manage the
behavior of PFA. PFA collects data about
your installation. PFA then uses machine
learning to analyze this historical data to
identify abnormal behavior. It warns you
by issuing an exception message when a
system trend might cause a problem. To
help you correct the problem, it identifies
a list of potential villains.
Common storage usage exhaustion
Was common storage exhaustion the
culprit behind a system problem you
had? Was your system slowly exhausting
common storage generating random
failures on its way over the cliff? Do you
want to know if your system is in jeopardy
of exhausting common storage before it
occurs? With the PFA common storage
usage check, you can receive a warning
when storage in the common storage area
(CSA) plus system queue area (SQA) has
the potential of being exhausted by the
end of the check’s next model interval.

The common storage usage check
detects three classes of common storage
exhaustion:
1. Spike: Code uses more common storage

over time with usage growing linearly
or exponentially.

2. Leak: Code often returns some, but

not all, of the storage obtained, which
results in more usage over time.

3. Creep: CSA plus SQA usage grows

slowly over time because of the amount
of work sent to the LPAR.

If the check runs and your CSA plus
SQA usage is normal, PFA issues an
informational message. If CSA plus SQA
exhaustion is likely to occur, the check
issues an exception message and produces
a report to help you analyze the situation.
The check reports the usage of CSA plus
SQA above and below the line along with
the predicted usage for those storage
locations. The check also provides a list of
the top users of CSA plus SQA. To provide
additional information, a more detailed
file is available in comma-separated value
(.csv) format for you to use in spreadsheet
applications. The PFA documentation
contains a “best practices” section
that outlines these and other steps to
determine the appropriate action to take
when the exception occurs.
LOGREC arrival rate
Have you had system problems caused
by recurring undetectable software
failures? Do you want early notification
that software errors are occurring before
they cause damage to your system? With
the PFA LOGREC arrival rate check, you

mainframe

Home

Profile

can know when your system is generating
an unusually large number of LOGREC
entries.
z/OS has the ability to tolerate and
recover from failures within an address
space. The capability of z/OS to tolerate
failures has become so robust that it’s
able to continue running for extensive
periods after such failures occur. The
studies conducted by the z/OS team
identified cases in which system outages
were eventually traced back to earlier
recurring failures. Essentially, the system

message. If the number of LOGREC
entries is unusually high, the check issues
an exception message and produces a
report to help you analyze the situation.
The report shows the actual number of
LOGREC entries that have been generated
on your system in the most recent
collection interval as well as the predicted
number of entries PFA would expect
to see based on the last hour, 24 hours,
seven days, and 30 days of collected data.
LOGREC counts are collected based on
program key. The check makes separate

PFA is intended to detect abnormal behavior
early enough to allow you to correct the
problem before it affects your business.
might fall into a recurring series of failure
and recovery scenarios that can eventually
lead to an outage. The PFA LOGREC
arrival rate check is designed to detect
recurring failures on your system early
enough to allow you to take corrective
action before a system outage results. It’s
standard practice for the operating system
and subsystems to create a software
LOGREC entry to record significant
events occurring within a component. The
majority of these entries are for failures
including failures within a recovery
scenario. By examining these LOGREC
entries, PFA can help detect recurring
failures on the system that have the
potential to cause a system outage.
When the check runs and finds the
number of LOGREC entries is within the
expected range, it issues an informational

Friends

Inbox

predictions for jobs running in key 0,
keys 1 through 8, and keys 9 through 15.
The PFA documentation contains a “best
practices” section that outlines these and
other steps to determine the appropriate
action to take when the exception occurs.
Change the future

As the value of work being done on z/OS
images experiences explosive growth,
tolerance for any failure by the business
units is shrinking. With the reduction in
hard failures, the next resiliency challenge
for large, enterprise class systems like
z/OS is soft failures. PFA is designed
to detect soft failures before they are
visible to users of the z/OS image and to
provide you with hints about correcting
the problem. To find out more, see z/OS
Problem Management, G325-2564. n

Settings Logout

Get some face time with the mainframe
Wall

Info

Photos

Boxes

Are you a student interested in learning more about the mainframe or an IT professional
looking to connect with others in the community? Come check out IBM System z ®
on Facebook (Search: systemz mainframe). It doesn’t matter if you are interested in
hardware, operating systems, or software—it’s all there. IBM System z on Facebook is
an open group. Anyone can join and invite others to join. What are you waiting for? Get
connected and join the discussion!
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2009: An MSO odyssey
Multiple system outage analysis on z/OS

BY J I M C A F F R EY, N I C K M AT S A K I S , a n d B I LL S C HOEN

T

he last time you opened a problem
management record (PMR) to
report a z/OS problem to IBM, you
might remember outage impact
questions such as:

• Did it cause an outage?
• Was it a multiple system outage (MSO)?
• How many systems where involved?  
Did you wonder why IBM was asking
these questions? It all started in 1999
when, seeking to improve quality, the
OS/390 ® team assigned a cross-discipline
team to review outages suffered in the
highest availability environment—Parallel
Sysplex®. The MSO team’s task was
to determine where the high impact
and high frequency problems existed
and to assist the associated teams with
developing quality actions beyond just
addressing the specific problem. The
team looked across the outage records,
aggregating problems into classes or MSO
themes.
Changes that were influenced by MSO
theme analysis include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Console restructure
Parallel VARY command support
Sysplex failure management
Auto IPL
z/OS UNIX latch analysis
JES2 and JES3 monitors.    

Continuing this list are themes that relate
to sysplex complexity and the capture of
better diagnostic information from the
stand-alone dump program and SVC
dump. The themes and analysis also help
identify smaller items we deliver that are
less noticeable. Often one problem can
result in multiple items that go beyond
the immediate fix. It might sound strange,
but the MSO team is often not concerned
with the immediate fix during the analysis

8
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process. Instead, the MSO analysis team is
looking for less obvious improvement, the
subtle change that might prevent a future
problem.
Based on the positive results we have
seen from the MSO process, we consider it
essential to further improving the worldclass reliability of a Parallel Sysplex. The
team continues to monitor the incoming
MSOs, address some large and many
small, less noticeable items, and review
the list of already identified items. For the
small subset of PMRs that are MSOs, this
rigorous process of review and analysis
continues to go forward.
The life of an MSO
Here’s how it works. After you open a
PMR with IBM, you work with IBM
Service to determine the cause of the
problem. If the problem is a new software
defect, IBM Service opens an APAR that
the development team usually fixes.
After IBM Service closes the PMR, a
designated developer from the associated
component reviews the PMR with a pair
of “MSO glasses.” During the preliminary
outage analysis, the component owner
updates the outage record with the outage
circumstances, assigns the record to a
potential theme, and looks for additional
actions to improve the reliability,
availability, and serviceability (RAS) of
Parallel Sysplex. Then, the MSO review
board (a team of system experts) reviews
and verifies the component owner’s
findings, and looks for patterns in the
component or across the entire operating
system.
Both reviews use the outage
information available at IBM to look for
additional actions. Actions range from
large investments, such as line items,
to small items, such as documentation
enhancements that are immediately
available. As part of planning each new
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release of z/OS, the MSO review board
provides its list of recommended next
actions to reduce multiple system outages.
The following are typical examples:
• Identifying new functions, defects, IBM
Health Checker for z/OS checks, or
APARs to prevent or reduce the chance
of similar outages that go far beyond
simply fixing the original problem.
• Determining new functions, defects,
or APARS that can capture additional
documentation to speed the resolution
of the problem.
• Marking an existing solution PTF
HIPER and in doing so encourage you
to apply it more aggressively. Though
some problems do not always result
in a multiple system outage, a verified
multiple system outage warrants a
HIPER PTF.
• Updating documentation to reduce
the chance that a z/OS image will
be incorrectly configured or that an
operator enters the wrong command
when responding to a message.
• Defining additional education for
IBM Education Assistant or for user
conferences, such as SHARE, and
thereby decrease the chance of user
error.
Results of our analysis
While we cannot say that the MSO
process single-handedly produced the
substantial reduction in multiple system
outages illustrated in Figure 1, the
reduction in customer reported multiple
system outages for North America over
the last six years is impressive.

2000 - 2007

Combined
z/OS
DFSMS™

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Figure 1. Outage trends 2000 - 2007

This data (PMR and expert analysis of the multiple system outages) provides us with the
ability to find trends over time and determine the causes of outages occurring on your
z/OS images. To build a profile of multiple system outages, we did a detailed analysis of
a random 30% sample of multiple system outages for z/OS from 2001 to 2007. This study
reviewed both the expert analysis and the actual PMR when building a profile for each
sampled multiple system outage. Here are some of the results of this detailed analysis:

# software
2001

2002

2003

2004

During startup

37

44

48

48

48

31

30

During normal
operations

63

56

52

52

52

69

70

estimated # of MSOs

MSO occurs

2005
2006
# configuration

2007

Reduce your risk
Our analysis of multiple system outages
suggests that missing a HIPER PTF
and configuration errors, like incorrect
parmlib setting, have become an
important contributor to outages on z/OS.
Here are three simple steps that
you can do to reduce your chances of
experiencing an outage:
• Run IBM Health Checker for z/OS
on a frequent basis to validate your
configuration. See z/OS IBM Health
Checker for z/OS, SA22-7994.
• Keep your maintenance current. See
zSeries Maintenance Suggestions to Help
Improve Availability in a Parallel Sysplex
Environment at ibm.com/servers/
eserver/zseries/library/whitepapers/
psos390maint.html.

Table 1. Percentage of MSO that occur during startup versus normal operations
Time scale

Applying these percentages against the
actual number of multiple system outages
shows a dramatic reduction in multiple
system outages triggered by software
defects. Given the increased proportion
of multiple system outages triggered in
part by configuration errors, these outages
are now more prevalent than outages
triggered by software defects.

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Human time scale

37

46

44

37

47

38

49

Machine time scale

63

54

56

63

53

62

51

• Maintain a highly skilled team to avoid
MSO from configuration errors or user
errors.
Future resiliency

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Software

67

62

54

50

52

51

49

Configuration
settings

45

34

33

60

39

46

51

The MSO process for analyzing outages
on z/OS and the actions that result from
this analysis are one of many investments
that IBM is making to advance the quality
of z/OS. The process gives us insight into
the causes of outages on z/OS and helps
to direct future investments by IBM. The
time you spend filling out problem record
multiple system outage questions is well
worth the effort—we continue to use this
information to improve the resiliency of
z/OS.

Operations

30

29

26

23

23

15

14

Acknowledgements

Hardware
configuration

18

17

24

27

23

30

20

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Table 2. Percentage of MSO duration from detect to failure
Trigger
Single type of trigger

2006

2007

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

52

47

48

40

66

59

61

Table 3. Percentage of MSO by a single type of trigger
Type

Table 4. Percentage of software MSO by software defect, configuration error, operator mistake, or
hardware problem

Thanks to the z/OS team for participating
in the analysis and review of multiple
system outages, the MSO process, and for
contributing to this article. n

Configuration problems included incorrect parmlib and other configuration settings,
plus any missing HIPER PTFs that were available for more than six months. Hardware
errors are hardware failures not successfully masked by the operating system.
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Sail away
with SOA
SOA on z/OS
BY kar e n s m o l ar

I

t’s March—cold here in the
northeastern US—and business
is HOT! The travel agents are all
buzzing with customers itching for
a vacation. And SOA on z/OS is the ideal
destination!
I know what my fellow mainframe
brethren are thinking: “S-O-what?”
“SOA’s just a concept; it isn’t real, is
it?” and “This new stuff is way too
complicated—give me my COBOL
copybook and leave the Web stuff to those
UNIX® guys.” On the contrary, SOA on
z/OS is as easy as planning a vacation...
or at least, it’s not as hard and scary as
you might think. Sure, it takes a bit of
planning, but once you figure out your
itinerary, it’s fun and exciting. SOA and
z/OS are the perfect combination for a
vacation adventure. So come explore SOA
on z/OS with me as we plan a trip for two
customers.
What kind of vacation?
With so many vacation options, it can be
hard to know where to begin: a monthlong trip around the world, a two-week
family vacation to the beach, or maybe a
seven-day cruise.
To pick the right vacation, it’s
important to know who is going to be
traveling. You also need to know the
key dates, resources, and objectives.
The clients are two fictional insurance
companies that recently merged, Lord
General Insurance (LGI) and DirectCar
(DC). LGI is a large, established company
with z/OS skills, infrastructure, and
applications. DC is a new internetbased company with UNIX skills,
infrastructure, and applications.
Following their merger, LGI and DC
implemented an insurance quote and
policy system based on Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA).
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The system includes:
• A direct internet channel for end users
• An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) to
transform and route messages to the
back-end systems
• Two distinct back-end systems (DC
and LGI), each capable of performing
the business logic required to issue
insurance quotes and policies
• A common business process used to
handle the off-line background checks
required for final acceptance of an
insurance policy
• Web services to perform specific
application functions.
We built and tested this solution in
two environments: a mixed-platform
environment with both AIX® and
z/OS, and a pure z/OS environment
where all infrastructure and application
components run on z/OS. For the
purposes of this vacation plan, I’ll focus
on the pure z/OS solution. (You can read
the full experience report at
ibm.com/support/techdocs/
atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101300.)

Now that we fully understand the
situation, we can finalize their vacation
plan. These clients are ready for a cruise to
SOA on the fine ship z/OS!
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What’s the itinerary?
I’m thinking a cruise is the right fit, and
LGI and DC are excited! It’s time to fill
in the details: ports of call, excursions,
on-ship amenities, and of course, service!
This is the point where business meets
IT—and this is what cruising to SOA is all
about. The insurance business is dynamic;
flexibility is critical. We need to make
sure this cruise meets all their service
requirements.
IBM WebSphere Message Broker
(WMB) is our Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB). WMB takes requests from the
front-end IBM WebSphere Application
Server, finds the service providers
we need, passes those requests to the
appropriate providers, and ensures the job
is done right. In other words, the ESB is
our cruise director. ESB coordinates our
activities, excursions, and services, but
our cruise director does not work alone.
Consider a simple “Get Quote” request:
1. The Web application sends a Java™

Message Service (JMS) message to the
message broker.

2. WMB sends three concurrent requests:

one to the DC back-end (provided by
WebSphere Application Server) to get
a quote; the second to the LGI backend (provided by CICS) to get a quote;
and the third to the underwriter Web
service to get an adjustment value. It

uses WebSphere Service Registry and
Repository (WSRR) to lookup the SOAP
address URL.
3. WMB aggregates the replies from the

DC and LGI back-ends, selects the
lowest quote, and then applies the
underwriter’s adjustment to the result.

4. WMB returns the adjusted quote value

to the client.

5. The Web application presents a message

in the user interface with the quote.

Accepting a quote has two parts. The first
part is the following synchronous flow in
which the customer accepts a quote and
obtains a policy:
1. The Web application sends a JMS

message to the message broker.

2. WMB sends a request to the back-

end system that issued the quote. The
back-end system adds the customer and
policy details to its database and returns
a policy number.

3. WMB returns the issued policy

number as a JMS message to the Web
application.

4. The Web application presents a message

in the user interface to inform the
customer that the policy is provisionally
accepted.

The synchronous process is now complete.
The second part is an asynchronous call to
perform background checks. WebSphere
Business Process Server (WPS)
coordinates the remaining asynchronous
steps:
1. As WMB returns the policy number

to the Web application, it initiates the
business process by sending a
SOAP/JMS message over WebSphere
MQ to invoke a BPEL flow in
WebSphere Process Server.

2. The BPEL flow makes two SOAP/HTTP

requests to call the Credit Check and
MVR Check Web services to perform
the necessary checks.

3. The BPEL flow aggregates the results

from the two Web services and returns
the consolidated result to the message
broker.

4. The message broker stores the result in

its application database.

Now that our cruise director has planned
our services, it’s time to think about
reliability.

queue facilities provide high availability
and workload balancing for our ESB.
This is one reliable cruise!

Will it be smooth sailing?
Because LGI and DC value availability,
reliability, and scalability, we’re sailing
on the best ship on the high seas: z/OS!
Nevertheless, what happens if there’s a
flight delay or cancellation? With z/OS,
you simply get another flight. There’s
always another WebSphere Application
Server, database manager, or queue
manager to get the job done and ensure a
smooth trip. There are varieties of features
that make this cruise a trusted solution.
First, this solution takes advantage of
the Parallel Sysplex capabilities within
each product, allowing any component
to run on any available logical partition
(LPAR) with the highest quality of service.
Next, WebSphere Application Server
clusters provide workload balancing and
failover. The WebSphere Application
Server environment is critical, providing
application components and the WPS
and WSRR product infrastructure.
The WebSphere Application Server
environment is configured in a Network
Deployment topology. This allows
Workload Manager (WLM) to manage the
WebSphere Application Server workload
across multiple LPARs. Clustering the
servers across the various LPARs provides
the highest availability possible.
In addition, DB2 data sharing on
z/OS provides maximum availability,
reliability, and recovery. This is important
not only for the application components.
Most of the WebSphere products used
in the solution require DB2 (WebSphere
Application Server, WebSphere MQ,
WMB, WPS, and WSRR).
WebSphere MQ shared queues on
z/OS also provide serious availability and
scalability. Combined with WebSphere
Application Server clusters and CICSplex,
messages can be processed anywhere
in the sysplex. A combination of WMQ
features provide the most robust, secure,
and available environment possible.
Components use shared, clustered, and
local queues along with cluster channels
and intragroup queuing for connectivity
between queue managers.
Finally, multiple WebSphere Message
Brokers in a broker domain using
WebSphere MQ clustering and shared

What about safety?
No one wants to worry about security on a
vacation. That’s why I trust z/OS—it’s the
safest ship on the water.
With RACF® on duty, security
is covered. Form-based login and
WebSphere Enterprise JavaBeans™ (EJB)
roles are used for authentication and
authorization from the user interface. The
authorizations established at the front-end
are used to determine what functions the
user can invoke. If the user is authorized,
the transaction continues using the
WebSphere Application Server user ID
for the remainder of the transaction. Each
subsystem uses RACF for authorization
and authentication. RACF profiles are
used by CICS, DB2, WMQ, WebSphere
Application Server (including WPS,
WSRR, and WMB) to control access to
subsystem resources.
WebSphere MQ is the messaging
backbone of the solution. Where shared
queues are used, no additional security
setup is required: RACF secures the
queue managers and objects. Where
channels communicate with queue
managers outside the queue-sharing
group, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) secures
the communication links, such as that
between WMQ and WPS. SSL secures the
channels used by the WebSphere MQ Link
between the Business Process Container
(BPC) Service Integration Bus (SI Bus) in
WPS and the WMQ queue managers. It
is also used to secure the communication
between WSRR and WMB. The certificate
is extracted from WebSphere Application
Server and imported into the WMB
keystore.
Time to set sail…
With such a trusted solution, I feel good
as we send LGI and DC on their SOA
adventure. Just as I’m about to start
wishing I was cruising on z/OS with
them, another tired client walks in my
door looking frustrated, disorganized,
and in need of some good quality service.
Feels like another case for SOA on z/OS to
me.... n
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Stop spinning your storage wheels
z/OS support for solid state drives in the DS8000 storage subsystem

BY J AC K A . A LT M A N , LESL I E F. S U T T ON , A N D P E T E R G . S U T T ON

A

re your traditional storage devices
spinning out of control? With the
shift to flash memory technology
that uses solid state disk drives
(SSD), the IBM System z platform, z/OS
operating system, and IBM DS8000™
storage subsystem are uniquely positioned
to help clients fully exploit SSD as part
of their enterprise storage technology.
Together they help manage the transition
from traditional spinning storage to SSD.
Introduction to SSD
SSD is designed to replace traditional
spinning disk as the backend persistent
memory to store data. SSD provides the
following advantages over traditional
storage:
•
•
•
•

Lower power consumption
Higher I/O rates than traditional disk
Lower latency than traditional disks
Potentially higher reliability than
mechanical spinning disk drives.

Even though the read-and-write latency
for SSD is two orders of magnitude
lower than traditional spinning disk,
the latency to dynamic access random
memory (DRAM) in the DS8000 cache
is two orders of magnitude lower than
SSD. Therefore, I/O requests directly
from cache provide the best service times
for I/O requests. That means the latency
advantages provided by SSD drives over
spinning disk help to mitigate the time
to service a cache miss in the storage
subsystem. Also, because SSD technology
can sustain higher I/O rates, it can help
remove hot spots accessing data.
Although the cost of SSD drives will
be higher than the cost of enterprise
class disks for the next few years, we
expect SSD use to occur gradually as new
capacity is added to existing subsystems
over time and as older subsystems come
off of lease or become fully depreciated.
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As the price of SSD drives decreases, new
subsystems will have higher and higher
percentages of SSD backend storage.
IBM provides the function and
tooling needed by clients to manage
this transition to SSD storage and offers
different platform values for System z and
z/OS clients to take advantage of SSD in
IBM storage subsystems. Later in this
article, we will discuss in more detail
how IBM will be offering a new set of
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) based tools to
identify data sets and volumes that benefit
from residing on SSD.
Value of SSD over traditional disk in the
storage subsystem
SSD storage has approximately 100
microsecond service times for both
read and write operations. Traditional
spinning disk has a service time of a few
milliseconds. SSD drives can sustain I/O
rates of many tens of thousands of I/O
operations per second while traditional
spinning disk can handle only hundreds
of I/O operations per second. The use of
SSD drives in the control unit benefits the
average I/O service time by significantly
reducing the penalty for resolving a cache
miss. Additionally, those applications and
volumes that create a lot of write activity
from the NVS cache to the backend
storage benefit as the SSD drives can
sustain a higher I/O rate than traditional
spinning disk.
Potential value of SSD

Here are some of the potential values we
expect to see using SSD in your storage
subsystem:
• Improves I/O latency (service times) as
seen by the applications
• Cuts the cost of the backing store over
time
• Allows for the use of smaller cache
sizes to achieve equivalent I/O response
times.
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Identifying data sets with high cache miss
rates

The System z I/O architecture provides
a detailed breakdown of the time spent
executing I/O operations. On a machine
that runs z/OS in zArchitecture Mode
with the Extended I/O Measurement
Facility these times are stored into the
I/O measurement word whenever an
I/O interrupt occurs. Additionally,
these I/O measurements are aggregated
into the channel measurement bocks
for every device enabled to use the I/O
measurement facility.
One of the measurements surfaced
to z/OS is the device disconnect time
(DISC). DISC is a measure of the time
spent resolving cache misses for READ
I/O operations. Disconnect time also
includes the time it takes to perform
synchronous replication for WRITE
I/O operations using, for example,
IBM Metro Mirror technology on the
DS8000. SSD technology is designed to
benefit workloads that are incurring high
numbers of cache misses (for example,
random reads). However, SSD technology
doesn’t reduce the elapsed times because
of the use of synchronous replication
technologies.

Today DFSMS collects disconnect
time statistics that are summarized and
reported at the data set level (as opposed
to volume level). DFSMS will be enhanced
to separate the DISC time spent for READ
operations from the DISC time spent for
WRITE operations to get better precision
in identifying delays because of READ
cache misses. The SMF 42 subtype 6
record includes two new fields to record
the following information:
• S42DSRDD reports the average
READ_DISC time for the interval per
data set.
• S42DSRDT includes the total number of
READ operations performed to the data
set during the interval.
Identifying high de-stage rates and
contention

The DS8000 provides the ability to obtain
cache statistics for every volume in the
storage subsystem. These measurements
include the count of the number of
operations from DASD cache to the
backend storage, the number of random
operations, the number of sequential
reads and sequential writes, the time to
execute those operations, and the number
of bytes transferred. These statistics are
placed in the SMF 74 subtype 5 record.
You need to be aware when the high
number of write operations from cache to
disk occurs because of the large amount
of sequential writes. Sequential write
activity should perform well and have
good bandwidth. However, the large
sequential write activity might adversely
affect the device activity to volumes that
share RAID ranks. System programmers
need enough information to distinguish
between individual cases regarding
sustained performance in order to weed
out the effects of temporary backup
activity.
New z/OS tooling

The new z/OS tooling analyzes the SMF
42-6 and SMF 74-5 records to produce
a report that identifies data sets and
volumes that can benefit from residing on
SSD technology.
The new tools consist of SAS programs
that analyze the SMF records identified
above.

You can request three reports based on
the following activity:
• Analyze data sets for high amount of
READ_ONLY_DISC time.
READ_ONLY_DISC time is a symptom
of frequent cache misses. SSD drives
reduce the service time caused by a
cache miss. You can use z/OS Data set
Mobility Facility (zDMF) technology
to relocate the data for use after an
application restart. DB2 Online Reorg
can move table spaces to volumes
mapped by SSD drives.
• Analyze DASD cache statistics to
identify volumes with high I/O rates. A
pseudo device load is calculated in order
to identify the devices that are causing
the highest load on the backend disks.
You can use Transparent Data Migration
Facility (TDMF™) technology to relocate
these volumes to reside on SSD.
• For volumes with a high amount of
write activity (de-stage writes from
cache to disks) identify the data sets
with highest amount of write activity
(number of write requests). You can use
zDMF technology to relocate these data
sets to SSD to reduce contention.
These new tools are available for down
load from the Tools and toys Web page:

ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/
unix/tools/

z/OS data relocation tooling
IBM’s z/OS has the following tooling to
move the data to the SSD backed volumes
in order to achieve the benefits:
• IBM Softek zDMF moves data sets in
real time (an application restart might
be required to complete the migration
process if the migrated data sets are
persistently held by the application).
• IBM Softek TDMF concurrently moves
volumes with no application restart
required.
• DB2 Online Reorg moves table spaces
from one volume to another.
• DFSMSdss™ with IBM FlashCopy® or
DFSMShsm™ moves data sets with an
application restart.

DFSMS policy based storage management
will support new installation policy for
the allocation of new data sets on volumes
backed by SSD technology.
DFSMS policy-based storage
management
DFSMS maintains a table for each
supported device that provides the
millisecond response time (MSR) values
for random access read and writes (also
known as direct reads and writes), and
sequential reads and writes. Separate MSR
values are provided for cache access and
disk access (referred to as native). SMS
takes the MSR values (0 to 999) provided
by each device table and inserts each into
one of 28 discrete bands.
When a data set allocation request
is made, SMS attempts to match the
requesting MSR of the storage class
associated with the data set with one of
the 28 MSR bands.
As part of the DFSMS support, a new
device performance capability table exists
for volumes backed by solid state drives.
If a user wants to favor SSD selection over
non-SSD, the user can assign a storage
class with a direct MSR value of 1 and a
direct bias of R (and not specify any values
for sequential MSR or sequential bias).
For example, to direct storage
allocation away from SSD, specify the
following and do not specify values for
sequential MSR or sequential bias:
DIRECT MSR = 6, DIRECT BIAS = R

Conclusion
Solutions using System z servers and
hybrid combinations of traditional and
flash storage can provide value through
better, more resilient performance.
SSD provides a way to enhance your
storage technology for the future of your
enterprise.
So stop spinning your storage devices
and start using SSD! n
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Who’s your DASD?
Find out with the DEVSERV command

BY LESL I E A B A R T ON , J A N R E D D I N G , A N D TA K A S U Z U K I

T

he DEVSERV command is a
powerful tool for checking the
status of hardware devices and
diagnosing problems with your
DASD subsystem. DEVSERV reports on
various types of devices, such as DASD,
tape drives, and printers.
DEVSERV, abbreviated as DS,
retrieves configuration information about
a device by issuing an I/O request to the
device, and returns a formatted version
of the information to the system console.
You can use DEVSERV to compare the
information stored in the z/OS software
control blocks with the information
obtained by issuing the Read Device
Characteristics channel command word
(CCW), which is the information reported
by the hardware.
In z/OS V1R10, we enhanced
DEVSERV so that it can retrieve more
information about the DASD devices in
your configuration. The expanded output
is available through three forms of the
command:

DEVSERV PATHS
The DEVSERV PATHS command displays
information about your hardware devices,
including DASD. Here, DEVSERV
processing retrieves information from the
device by issuing CCWs to it.
In z/OS V1R10, we updated the
information provided by DEVSERV
PATHS to include the number of cylinders
configured for the volume. The new
information reflects improvements in
storage technology.

• DEVSERV PATHS. Hardware
information and diagnosis information
• DEVSERV QDASD. Hardware
information and diagnosis information
• DEVSERV QPAVS. Base and alias
relationship, plus other information.
Let’s take a closer look at DEVSERV
to understand how some recent
enhancements have made this versatile
command even more useful!
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CYL replaces ALT

With the introduction of the variable
capacity 3390A device and the extended
address volume (EAV), the size of a
volume becomes even more important to
know. In z/OS V1R10, a 3390A can have
up to 262,668 cylinders.
In the DEVSERV PATHS output,
the new CYL field shows the number of
cylinders configured for the volume. See
Figure 1. In previous releases, all DASD
devices with 10017 cylinders or more
always reported the same emulated device
type (DTYPE) information, 33909.

DEVSERV PATHS command output prior to z/OS V1R10:
15.09.20 SYSTEM1
IEE459I 15.09.20 DEVSERV PATHS 124
UNIT DTYPE M CNT VOLSER CHPID=PATH STATUS
RTYPE
SSID CFW TC
DFW
PIN DC-STATE CCA DDC
ALT CU-TYPE
0801,33903 ,A,058,MVSRES,60=+ 64=+ 24=+ 2C=+ 08=+ 10=+ 40=+ 50=+
2107
4000 Y YY. YY.
N
SIMPLEX
F2
F2
2107
************************ SYMBOL DEFINITIONS ************************
A = ALLOCATED
+ = PATH AVAILABLE
DEVSERV PATHS command output in z/OS V1R10:
10.43.48 SYSTEM1
ds path,d01c
10.43.48 SYSTEM1
IEE459I 10.43.48 DEVSERV PATHS 627
UNIT DTYPE M CNT VOLSER CHPID=PATH STATUS
RTYPE SSID CFW TC
DFW PIN DC-STATE CCA DDC
CYL CU-TYPE
D01C,3390A ,O,000,IODF01,14=+ 18=+
2105
8101 Y YY. YY. N SIMPLEX
1C 1C
65127 2105
************************ SYMBOL DEFINITIONS ************************
O = ONLINE
+ = PATH AVAILABLE

Figure 1. DEVSERV PATHS output in z/OS V1R10

CYL replaces the ALT field, which was
used to represent dual copy. ALT showed
the channel connection address (CCA)
value of the secondary of a duplex pair.
PPRC pair status

In the DEVSERV PATHS display, the
DC-STATE field represents the dual
copy status of the device. Current DASD
control units, such as the IBM System
Storage DS8000 2105 and 2107 servers no
longer support the original dual copy or
duplex pair. For the new control units,
this field now represents the status of a
peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) pair.
DEVSERV QDASD
The DEVSERV QDASD command
displays DASD information either from
the software control blocks in storage
or from the hardware by sending an I/O
request to the device. Here, DEVSERV
processing validates the system storage
resident control blocks for extended
function status with data acquired
directly from the storage subsystem. You
might that find this information allows
you to diagnose DASD problems without
having to use generalized trace facility
(GTF) trace.

For example, in its basic form,
DEVSERV QDASD returns a one-line
display for each device:

To determine what value to specify
for the TYPE parameter, you can use the
DEVSERV PATHS command to display
the RTYPE (real device type) and DTYPE
(emulated device type) for a device. For
example, if your data center has two
control units with the RTYPE of 2107, and
you specify 2107 as the TYPE parameter,
DEVSERV QDASD lists all of the devices
attached to those control units. If those
devices have a DTYPE of 3390, and you
specify 3390 as the TYPE parameter for
DEVSERV QDASD, the device would not
be listed.
Tips for diagnosing miscabled devices

No matter how well you document your
hardware configuration and how hard the
customer engineer (CE) works at keeping
this documentation up to date, cabling
problems can still occur. There are patch
panels and multiple places where cables
can go before they get to the box. One
of the symptoms you might encounter is
inconsistent data returned by DEVSERV

11.25.17 SYSTEM1
ds qd,d809
11.25.17 SYSTEM1
IEE459I 11.25.17 DEVSERV QDASD 681
UNIT VOLSER SCUTYPE DEVTYPE
CYL SSID SCU-SERIAL DEV-SERIAL EFC
D809 IND809 2107921 2107900
1113 6800 0113-01461 0113-01461 *OK
****
1 DEVICE(S) MET THE SELECTION CRITERIA
****
0 DEVICE(S) FAILED EXTENDED FUNCTION CHECKING

DEVSERV QDASD performs an enhanced
feature check to compare information
in the software control blocks with the
information returned by hardware. To
assist you in matching the control units
with the device numbers, the output
from DEVSERV QDASD displays the
serial number for the device along with
the SSID. It also indicates how many
cylinders have been configured for each
unit number.
To use DEVSERV QDASD for
generic device types, such as 3390 or
2107, specify the generic device type
on the TYPE option. With this option,
DEVSERV QDASD displays every device
that has paths available, returning the
device as specified in the Read Device
Characteristics CCW. For example:
DEVSERV QDASD,TYPE=2107

or other applications that display device
information. For example, a VOLSER
could be different if another path is used
that happens to go to the wrong device.
In z/OS V1R10, we added a new
subparameter, CHPID, to the DEVSERV
QDASD command. Use this subparameter
to specify the CHPID on which the
I/O is to travel. For a list of CHPIDs
that are defined and in use in your
configuration, enter the command
DEVSERV PATHS. Then, enter DEVSERV
QDASD,dddd,CHPID=xx for each defined
CHPID. The information in the display
output should be identical for each usable
CHPID.
Also, note that DEVSERV
QDASD,SSID=xxxx displays information
for an entire storage subsystem. If you
specify no other parameters on this
command, DEVSERV processing issues an
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DEVSERV has many useful parameters
for querying the status of DASD, tape,
printers, and other parts of your hardware
configuration.
I/O request to each DASD device having
a defined unit control block (UCB). The
resulting output display omits any devices
for which the I/O did not complete
successfully.
The command might take several
minutes to complete, however, if it
is queued for a reserved device. For
better command response time,
enter the command as DEVSERV
QDASD,SSID=xxxx,dddd,nnn. Here,
I/O requests are issued only to devices
starting at the specified device number for
nnn devices, up to 256 devices. Note that
dddd,nnn can span from one control unit
to another, but only the control unit with
the matching SSID is displayed.

DEVSERV QPAVS
The DEVSERV QPAVS command displays
the relationship between the software
definition and hardware definition when
there is a base and alias relationship.
This command is the only DEVSERV
command that issues an I/O request to
alias devices. It also displays HyperPav
device relationships.
No base devices are displayed
if you enter DEVSERV QPAV for a
HyperPav alias device, because HyperPav
alias devices are not bound to a base
permanently. For example, only HyperPav
device aliases are displayed if you enter
DEVSERV QPAVS,sdddd,VOL where
sdddd is a HyperPav alias with paths that
have been defined and validated. However,
if you specify a base device, the base will
be displayed along with all the aliases
associated with that base.
Figure 2 shows the output from a
DEVSERV QPAVS command in which
only HyperPav aliases are shown.

DS QP,6BF8,VOL
IEE459I 08.58.54 DEVSERV QPAVS 772
HOST
SUBSYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION
----------------------------------UNIT
UNIT
UA
NUM. UA TYPE
STATUS
SSID ADDR.
TYPE
----- -- ------------ ------------06BF8 F8 ALIAS-H
1234
F8
06BF9 F9 ALIAS-H
1234
F9
06BFA FA ALIAS-H
1234
FA
06BFB FB ALIAS-H
1234
FB
06BFC 06 ALIAS-H
1234
FC
06BFD FD ALIAS-H
1234
FD
06BFE FE ALIAS-H
1234
FE
****
7 DEVICE(S) MET THE SELECTION CRITERIA
Figure 2. Sample DEVSERV QPAVS output in z/OS V1R10
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Find potential problems
DEVSERV has many useful parameters
for querying the status of DASD, tape,
printers, and other parts of your hardware
configuration. DEVSERV communicates
with the hardware directly, rather than
relying on the z/OS software control
blocks for information. For example,
to diagnose DASD problems, you can
compare the software and hardware
information using the DEVSERV QDASD
command or the DEVSERV QPAVS
command (or both).
The next time you need to reach out
and touch your DASD—and your tape
devices, too—use DEVSERV PATHS,
QDASD, QPAVS, QTAPE or QLIB.
DEVSERV might be your key to solving
the problem, and can put you on the
“PATH” to the answer!
Help at your fingertips
To display online help for a particular
DEVSERV command, enter DEVSERV
with the parameter followed by a question
mark (?). For example:
DEVSERV QDASD,?

This action displays a help panel that
shows the valid parameters. Online help
is available for all forms of the DEVSERV
command, except for DEVSERV PATHS.
For descriptions of all the DEVSERV
parameters, see z/OS MVS System
Commands, SA22-7627, which is available
online at the z/OS Internet Library:
ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/bkserv/
v1r10books.html n

simplify LDAP administration
by users and groups
BY J ON AT H A N C O T T R ELL

I

f you are an LDAP administrator, an
important part of your job is securing
the data within the directory.
Your users need to be granted the
minimum authorization to data that they
need so that they can successfully perform
their jobs. Keeping access in line with job
responsibilities, while ensuring no one has
inappropriate privileges, is a big job.
In the IBM Tivoli® Directory Server
(TDS) for z/OS, users are authorized to
entries in the LDBM (z/OS UNIX System
Services file-base) and TDBM
(DB2-based) backends (datastores) by
using the aclEntry attribute type. The
aclEntry attribute is a multi-valued
attribute type that is present in the
internal (minimum) schema when

IBM TDS is first stated and is allowed
on any LDBM or TDBM entry. The
aclEntry attribute type specifies the
user’s distinguished name (DN) and the
authorization that is granted or denied
to that user. An LDAP administrator can
grant or deny a user read, write, search, or
compare authority to individual attribute
types or attribute classes (normal,
sensitive, and so forth) in entries. Also,
the aclEntry attribute allows an LDAP
administrator to authorize users the
power to add or delete entries in the
LDBM or TDBM backends. After a user
successfully authenticates, these aclEntry
attribute values are checked to determine
if the user has the authorization to
perform the desired operation.

dn: o=ibm
objectclass: organization
dn: cn=jay,o=ibm
objectclass: organizationalPerson
sn: jay_sn
title: programmer
dn: cn=ken,o=ibm
objectclass: organizationalPerson
sn: ken_sn
title: programmer
dn: cn=jon,o=ibm
objectclass: organizationalPerson
sn: jon_sn
title: writer
dn: cn=yvonne,o=ibm
objectclass: organizationalPerson
sn: yvonne_sn
title: writer
dn: cn=karen,o=ibm
objectclass: organizationalPerson
sn: karen_sn
title: manager

Now you are probably thinking,
if multiple users have the same
authorization, does each user need to be
authorized by having separate aclEntry
attribute values? No, that is not necessary
when you use the static, dynamic, and
nested groups support that is available
in the IBM TDS. You can add users
to a group and use the group’s DN on
the aclEntry attribute type to grant
every member of that group the same
authorization. Therefore, using groups
greatly simplifies the authorization of
multiple users to the same data.
See Figure 1.

dn: cn=special_project,o=ibm
objectclass: accessGroup
member: cn=karen,o=ibm
member: cn=ken,o=ibm
member: cn=yvonne,o=ibm
dn: cn=project_management,o=ibm
objectclass: groupOfUniqueNames
objectclass: ibm-staticGroup
member: cn=karen,o=ibm
uniquemember: cn=jay,o=ibm
dn: cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
objectclass: groupOfURLs
memberURL: ldap:///o=ibm??sub?(title=programmer)
dn: cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
objectclass: groupOfURLs
memberURL: ldap:///o=ibm??one?(title=writer)
dn: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm
objectclass: ibm-nestedGroup
objectclass: container
ibm-memberGroup: cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-memberGroup: cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-memberGroup: cn=special_project,o=ibm
cn: nested_allgroups

Figure 1. Static, dynamic, and nested groups in LDIF format
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Dynamic groups are useful to
group users that work in the same
department or job together. In Figure 1,
cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm and

3. The authenticated user is a member

Static groups

cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm

Consider using static groups when you
need to authorize users who have different
jobs or are in different departments the
same authority. Each group member
must be added individually to the static
group entry. The user’s distinguished
name (DN) is specified as a member
or uniqueMember attribute value
on the entry. Both the member and
uniqueMember attribute types are multivalued attribute types and therefore
many static group members are allowed
to be added. The member attribute is
allowed on an entry that has an object
class of accessGroup, accessRole, ibmstaticGroup, or groupOfNames; while
the uniqueMember attribute is allowed
on an entry that has an object class of
groupOfUniqueNames.
In Figure 1, cn=yvonne,o=ibm is a
writer, cn=ken,o=ibm is a programmer,
and cn=karen,o=ibm is a manager,
where all three are working on a special
project. These entries need access to
the same resources in the directory
information tree (DIT) so the LDAP
administrator creates a static group,
cn=special_project,o=ibm, which
has cn=yvonne,o=ibm,cn=ken,o=ibm,
and cn=karen,o=ibm as members of the
group. Therefore, each of these three users
who has a different job role is granted
access to the same directory entries.

are examples of dynamic group entries.
The members of the cn=programmer_
dynamicgroup, o=ibm members are any
entries below and including the o=ibm
entry where the title attribute is equal to
programmer.
The members of the cn=writer_
dynamicgroup,o=ibm group are entries
below the o=ibm entry where the title
attribute is equal to writer.

4. If the extendedGroupSearching

Groups supported
There are different groups that you can
define.

Dynamic groups

Dynamic groups are groups where
membership is determined by matching
one or more search expressions specified
on the memberURL multi-valued attribute
type. The search expression syntax is very
powerful and enables precise searches
to be performed so that only users that
match the exact search expression are
deemed to be members of the group. A
dynamic group entry uses an object class
of ibm-dynamicGroup or groupOfUrls
and the memberURL attribute type. The
memberURL attribute type specifies
where the entry where the search starts,
the search’s scope, and the search filter.
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Nested groups

Nested groups are groups that reference
other static, dynamic, and even other
nested groups. Nested groups are useful
for breaking down larger groups into
smaller groups. A nested group in IBM
TDS must have an object class of ibmnestedGroup and the ibm-memberGroup
multi-valued attribute is used to indicate
subordinate group’s DN. An example
of a nested group is: cn=nested_
allgroups,o=ibm

The members of this group include
all the members of the cn=programmer_
staticgroup,o=ibm, cn=writer_
dynamicgroup,o=ibm, and cn=special_
project,o=ibm group entries.

How groups work
After a successful user authentication, the
groups that a user belongs to are gathered
in the backend where the user’s entry
resides. Group gathering is accomplished
as follows:
1. The user is a member of a static group if

the user’s DN is present on a member or
uniqueMember attribute value with the
appropriate static group object class.

2. The user’s entry is tested against each

dynamic group search filter present
in the backend. If the bound user’s
entry matches the search criteria in the
memberURL attribute value, the user is
considered a member of that dynamic
group.
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of a nested group if any of the group
DNs appear as an ibm-memberGroup
attribute value.
configuration option is set to on in
other LDBM or TDBM backends, static
and nested groups from these other
backends are gathered for the bound
user.

Querying membership of groups
Because there are many group varieties
supported in the LDBM and TDBM
backends, it is possible to set up a
complex group hierarchy. For an LDAP
administrator, this can make it difficult
to determine the members of a group
and groups to which a user belongs.
The TDS for z/OS allows these common
administrative queries to be performed
easily by supporting the ibm-allMembers
and ibm-allGroups operational attributes
on compare and search requests. Because
the ibm-allMembers and ibm-allGroups
attributes are operational attributes in
the LDAP server’s internal schema, they
must be specifically requested on search
requests so that they are returned. If you
already have applications that search
the DIT for groups, those applications
ought to be updated to request the ibmallMembers and ibm-allGroups attributes
on searches.
ibm-allMembers attribute

The ibm-allMembers operational attribute
gives the LDAP administrator the power
to query all the members of a group. This
attribute is specified on a search request
when you are searching a group entry
and trying to determine the members
of the group. When this attribute is
requested on a search, the server works
its way through all static, dynamic,
and nested group entries to obtain all
of the group’s members. With the ibmallMembers attribute support, the LDAP
administrator does not need to create a
complex array of search requests to find
all members of a group.
ibm-allGroups attribute

The ibm-allGroups attribute is specified
on a compare or search request when
you are determining the groups that a
user entry belongs to. The ibm-allGroups
processing is the same that is done when

groups are gathered after a successful
LDAP authentication. The ibm-allGroups
operational attribute provides an LDAP
administrator a very powerful tool to
analyze a user’s groups.
Examples
Figure 2 shows the results of an LDAP
administrator performing a search and
requesting the ibm-allMembers and ibmallGroups operational attributes of the
entries in Figure 1.
dn: o=ibm
dn: cn=karen,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=project_management,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=special_project,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm
dn: cn=jon,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm
dn: cn=jay,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=project_management,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm

dn: cn=special_project,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=yvonne,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=ken,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=karen,o=ibm
dn: cn=yvonne,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=special_project,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm
dn: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=karen,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=jon,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=yvonne,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=jay,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=ken,o=ibm

dn: cn=ken,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=special_project,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allgroups: cn=nested_allgroups,o=ibm

dn: cn=writer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=jon,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=yvonne,o=ibm

dn: cn=project_management,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=jay,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=karen,o=ibm

dn: cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=jay,o=ibm
ibm-allmembers: cn=ken,o=ibm

Figure 2. LDAP search requesting only the ibm-allMembers and ibm-allGroups attribute values of the entries in Figure 1

Tips for managing groups
The ibm-allMembers and ibm-allGroups
compare and search operations are an
invaluable tool for keeping track of groups
and members. The following are tips for
simplifying the administration of groups:
• If possible, avoid using large static
groups. Static groups are more difficult
to administer when members need
to be added or deleted. Assume that
the entries in Figure 1 have been
added to your LDAP server and
cn=ken,o=ibm needs to be moved from
the cn=special_project,o=ibm group
to the cn=project_management,o=ibm
group because of an increase in job
responsibilities. In this scenario, the
LDAP administrator needs to remove

the cn=ken,o=ibm from cn=special_
project,o=ibm and add his DN as a
uniqueMember attribute value on the

cn=project_management,o=ibm group.
• Dynamic groups are easier to administer
when similar users need to be grouped
together. Although dynamic groups
initially take much effort to set up,
they are worth the extra cost. Again,
assume that the entries in Figure
1 have been added to your LDAP
server. The cn=jon,o=ibm entry
has changed jobs from a writer to a
programmer. In this scenario, the
LDAP administrator updates the title
attribute on the cn=jon,o=ibm entry
from writer to programmer. With the
flip of this switch, cn=jon,o=ibm is no
longer a member of the cn=writer_
dynamicgroup,o=ibm group and

automatically becomes a member of the
cn=programmer_dynamicgroup,o=ibm

group. Automatic group membership is
an advantage of using dynamic groups
instead of static groups.
• Avoid using dynamic groups that have
very specific search expressions on
the memberURL attribute values. For
example, the dynamic group entries
defined in Figure 1 use the person’s job
title to determine group membership,
which is generic. It is best to use generic
search criteria on your dynamic groups.
Dynamic groups that have very specific
search expressions can quickly become
obsolete.
For more on static, dynamic, and
nested groups in IBM TDS for z/OS,
see IBM Tivoli Directory Server for z/OS
Administration and Use, SC23-5191. n
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The evidence never lies
CSI can help you catch the I/O crooks

BY S T E P HEN M . B R A N C H

T

he culprit had been apprehended,
caught in the act of increasing I/O
by an indecent amount. What a
shame! At one time, this perpetrator
was a well-behaved, law-abiding VSAM
data set. That is, until recently, when you
converted it to extended format and got a
physical block size you hadn’t counted on.

The scene of the crime
Our story begins innocently enough with
a VSAM data set having been originally
defined with a control interval (CI) size of
18432 bytes. This setting is a good match
for a 3390 DASD and results in the data
set using 97% of the track capacity, with
three physical blocks per track.
So far, so good.
Some time later, however, you converted
the VSAM data set to extended format.
You might have done so for a number of
reasons, all good ones. As you know, an
extended-format VSAM data set:
• Can be an extended-addressable data set
(it can grow beyond 4 GB in size)
• Can be striped or compressed; can
release partial space
• Allows you to select between the
primary or secondary space amount
when extending VSAM data sets to
multiple volumes
• Uses system-managed buffering (SMB)
for VSAM batch programs.
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No question about it, converting a VSAM
data set to extended format can be a smart
move.
As long as you remember one small
detail. The process of converting a VSAM
data set to extended format adds a 32-byte
suffix to each block. For the data set in our
story, which had a CI size of 18432, the
conversion to extended format caused its
physical block size to decrease to 6144 to
fit neatly on the track.
That’s where the problem began.
Solving the case
The adding of 32 bytes to the block size
which, incidentally, was the data set CI
size, too (and usually is), caused the block
size limit for the blocks per track to be
exceeded and the number of blocks per
track to be reduced from three to two.
Now only two blocks could fit per track,
so VSAM processing chose a new block
size (6144) that would fit better on the
track when the 32 bytes were added.
Why does 6144 fit better? Simply
because you can fit more little things in a
big thing than you can fit big things in a
big thing.
Or, think of it this way. If you play
tennis, you know that three tennis balls
come per canister. If you were to overinflate all three balls slightly, you would
not be able to get the lid back on. To close
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the lid, you must remove one ball, leaving
the canister almost a third empty. But, if
you could choose a smaller ball, in this
case one third the original size, you can
get at least eight of them into the canister
and not as much space is lost.
For VSAM data sets, the process of
automatically adjusting physical block
sizes is intended to optimize track
capacity. With a smaller block size,
however, the system uses a larger number
of I/O requests to retrieve the same
amount of data. For the VSAM data set
in our story, the decrease in the block size
caused a threefold increase in I/O for the
data set.
Thus, the “crime” was excessive I/O,
and it was an “inside job.” But with a little
investigative work involving your ICF
catalogs, you can enjoy the benefits of
extended format without seeing excessive
I/O take over the neighborhood. ICF
catalogs contain all the information you
need to nab the I/O crooks!

Back to our story...
My cell phone rang (with an old-fashioned
ring tone). I took the call, I listened for
a bit, and then told the client about the
extended format change. He quickly
corrected the data set with a new CI size
that was better suited to extended format
and 3390 blocking.
Relieved, he asked me how he could
find out whether he had any other
potential “I/O crooks” lurking in his
installation. I recommended that he use
CSI to round up the likely suspects.
“Crime scene investigation?” he asked.
“Catalog search interface,” I corrected.
“CSI allows you to obtain information
about cataloged data sets, based on
attributes such as CI size.”
He paused for a moment and then said
doubtfully, “So I’ve heard. But I’ve also
heard that you have to write a program
to use CSI. And, the interface can be
difficult.”
“Normally this is true,” I said, “but
IBM now provides a REXX™ exec called
CATSRCHI that makes using CSI a whole
lot easier. Use CATSRCHI to call CSI
and get back a list of suspects in a nicely
formatted output.”
I gave the client the following link,
which contains the CATSRCHI exec
(II14316.clist.clist) and the JCL (II14316.
tso.cntl) for running the exec in batch:
ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/servers/
storage/support/software/dfsms/II14316

The culprit had
been apprehended,
caught in the act of
increasing I/O by an
indecent amount.
Remember, ICF catalogs contain all
of the information about your VSAM
data sets. In fact, it is the reason why
VSAM data sets must be cataloged. With
CSI, you select the catalog entries using
a generic filter key, which can be a “wild
card” so that multiple entries are returned
at once. By using CSI to investigate the
catalogs, you can list out all of the data
sets that meet the criteria you choose—in
our example, a CI size of 18342.

Besides CISIZE, you can use any of the
field names listed in DFSMS Managing
Catalogs, SC26-7409, as input to this job.
We run the job and it produces output
like what is shown in Figure 1.
CLUSTER
CISIZE

HOT.TOPICS.KSDS01
= x’FFFFFFFF’

DATA
CISIZE

HOT.TOPICS.KSDS01.DATA
= x’00004800’

INDEX
CISIZE

HOT.TOPICS.KSDS01.INDEX
= x’00004800’

Figure 1. Sample CSI output with the
CATSRCHI exec

In Figure 1, notice that the CISIZE is
reported in hex. The value  X’00004800’
equals 18432 in decimal. The CATSRCHI
exec does not report CISIZE for the
cluster; instead, this value is returned as
null (X’FFFFFFFF’).

Rounding up the suspects
You can begin your “detective work” as
soon as you download the CATSRCHI
exec and the JCL I mentioned earlier. Let’s
say that we modify the batch job to run
with some input like the following:
%CATSRCHI HOT.TOPICS.**

FIELDNAMES(CISIZE)

In this example:
• CATSRCHI is the name of the exec  
• HOT.TOPICS.** is the filter search
argument (a partially qualified data set
name)
• CISIZE is the field name that we want to
examine.
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Viewing the line up
Sure, we could have passed the output in
Figure 1 to a tool like ICETOOL to create
a report of only the data sets having a
CISIZE of 18432. But you might find it
easier to modify the CATSRCHI exec to
do this. The exec allows you to fine-tune
the output to your liking.
For example, in the exec, we can
comment out the following REXX say
statements:
/*

With a smaller block size, however, the
system uses a larger number of I/O requests
to retrieve the same amount of data.

say ‘ ‘dtype dsname */

/* say ‘

‘CSIFLD1.fkc ‘= x’’’hexfield’’’’ */

And add the following test for data and
index CI size to the PARSE_GENERIC
subroutine in the exec:
If hexfield = ‘00004800’ &
(DTYPE = ‘DATA’ | DTYPE = ‘INDEX’) then
say ‘ ‘ dsname ‘ ‘CSIFLD1.fkc ‘= x’’’hexfield’’’’

With these simple changes, the
CATSRCHI exec now produces output
like that shown in Figure 2.
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS01.DATA
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS01.INDEX
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS05.DATA
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS05.INDEX
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS07.DATA
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS07.INDEX
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS10.DATA
HOT.TOPICS.KSDS10.INDEX

CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE
CISIZE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’
x’00004800’

Figure 2. CSI output after we tweak the CATSRCHI exec

Using CATSRCHI to catch the I/O crooks
By using CSI with the Web downloadable,
easy-to-modify CATSRCHI exec, you can
identify all of the VSAM data sets having
the errant CI size. After that, it should be
a lead pipe cinch to bring them back all
into line.
Here’s hoping that you find CSI to be
an extremely useful aid in conducting any
“criminal” investigation of your own ICF
catalogs!
For information about
extended-format data sets, see z/OS
DFSMS Using Data Sets, SC26-7410. For
more information about CSI, see DFSMS
Managing Catalogs, SC26-7409. n
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VSAM terminology: A very simplified list
Virtual storage access method or VSAM
refers to both a data set type and an
access method. In a VSAM data set,
records are organized in one of several
ways, based on how the records are to
be stored and retrieved:
• Logical sequence by key field and
controlled by an index; this is a
key-sequenced data set or KSDS.
• Physical sequence in which records
are written on the data set; this is an
entry-sequenced data set or ESDS.
• Relative-record number; this is a
relative record data set or RRDS.
The VSAM record format is unique and
is not understandable by other access
methods. VSAM data sets cannot be
routinely displayed or edited with ISPF.
As an access method, VSAM allows
for direct or sequential processing of
fixed and variable-length records on
DASD. VSAM frees your program from
having to know the physical location of
a record or the specific type of storage
device.
VSAM users should know the
following terms, as well.

Catalog search interface (CSI) is an
application programming interface
(API) for searching the catalog. You
can access it from assembler and higher
level languages, such as C and REXX.
Control area (CA) is a grouping of
control intervals (CIs) into fixed-length
contiguous areas of direct access
storage. When you specify the amount
of storage to be allocated to a data set,
you implicitly define the control area
size.
Control interval (CI) is a fixed-length
area of disk storage in which VSAM
stores records and creates distributed
free space. The CI is the unit of
information (a multiple of block size)
that VSAM transmits to or from disk.
Extended addressability refers to the
ability to create and access a VSAM
data set larger than 4 GB.
Extended format (EF) is a data set with
a data set name type (DSNTYPE) of
EXTENDED. An EF data set is logically
structured the same as a data set that
is not in extended format, but the
physical format is different. Extended
format allows you to specify enhanced
VSAM functions.

Partial release is a function that
allows you to request that unused
space allocated to a VSAM data set be
released. You specify the partial release
option through the data set’s SMS
management class or on the JCL RLSE
subparameter in your job.
Striping is a software implementation
of a disk array that distributes CIs
across multiple volumes for better
sequential performance. Whether a
data set is striped is not apparent to the
application program.
VSAM record-level sharing (VSAM
RLS) provides direct record-level
sharing of VSAM data sets from
multiple address spaces across
multiple systems. VSAM RLS uses
the z/OS coupling facility to provide
cross-system locking, local buffer
invalidation, and cross-system data
caching.
VSAM volume data set (VVDS)
is a data set that describes the
characteristics of the VSAM and
system-managed data sets residing on
a given DASD volume.

Want to know more?
See z/OS DFSMS Using Data Sets, SC26-7410, which is available online at ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/bkserv/.
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Get a lock on VSAM RLS
Using VSAM RLS multiple lock structures

BY NELSON F I N C HE R

T

o help you meet the demand for
continuous availability, DFSMS
VSAM record level sharing (RLS)
provides robust, data sharing
capabilities for the VSAM applications
in your sysplex. VSAM RLS processing
uses the coupling facility to allow direct
record-level sharing of VSAM data sets
from multiple address spaces across
multiple systems.
In previous releases of z/OS, you were
limited to using a single coupling facility
lock structure for serializing record access
for all VSAM data sets— regardless of the
number of systems that might need this
function.
In z/OS V1R10, we have reduced this
restriction. VSAM RLS now supports the
use of multiple lock structures, called
secondary lock structures. When you
define these additional lock structures,
you can avoid some types of locking
constraints for your VSAM data sets.
While the use of the VSAM RLS primary
lock structure remains unchanged, you
now can use secondary lock structures to
more easily separate your VSAM RLS test
and production environments.
In this article, we help you “get a lock”
on this great new capability!
Why use multiple lock structures?
With only one VSAM RLS lock structure
for the sysplex, all of your workloads
must share it. Consequently, if one
application obtains a large number of
record locks between commit operations,
other applications must wait until the
application frees the locks.
Further, having a single lock structure
makes it more difficult for you to keep
your production environment separate
from other workloads. If, for example,
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a test application loops or encounters
some other problem that causes it to not
release the record locks properly (such
as a hang), the available locks in the lock
structure can be exhausted and cause your
production applications to fail.
By defining one or more secondary
lock structures, you can prevent
application testing from affecting your
production workloads.
Getting started
As with previous releases, you use the
administrative data utility, IXCMIAPU,
to define VSAM RLS lock structures to
your CFRM policy. In z/OS V1R10, you
still need the primary lock structure,
IGWLOCK00, but now you can further
define multiple, secondary lock structures
for particular VSAM data sets. You can
place the secondary lock structures in any
coupling facility that has connectivity to
the systems that will access the structures.
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In DFSMS, you define secondary lock
structures through the new parameter,
lock set, in the SMS storage class
definition. (A lock set is similar to the
cache set.) Using the lock set attribute,
you can define a secondary lock structure
to be associated with a single SMS storage
class. Your name for a lock structure can
be any string, as long as it conforms to the
syntax for the data utility.
You can define up to 256 lock sets with
one lock structure per lock set. However,
the maximum number of lock structures
that can connect to the SMSVSAM
address space at any one time is between
10 and 14, depending on the MAXCAD
value specified in the active IEASYSxx
parmlib member.

By defining one or more secondary lock structures, you can prevent
application testing from affecting your production workloads.
How does it work?
When an application opens a VSAM data
set, RLS processing determines which lock
structure to use by checking the storage
class defined for the data set. If the storage
class specifies a secondary lock structure,
RLS processing uses the secondary lock
structure for serializing access to records
in the data set. Otherwise, RLS processing
uses IGWLOCK00 for all record locking.
A secondary lock structure connects
only when it is needed. If no data sets
are using the lock structure, it is not
connected. Data sets are bound to a lock
structure as long as the data set is open
or it is associated with any transaction
recovery to be performed.
In Figure 1, two coupling facilities,
CF1 and CF2, each connect to two systems
that share the data sets DataSet1 and
DataSet2. Each system is running
an SMSVSAM address space, which
manages the lock structures and locks
for controlling access to the data sets.
CF1 contains the primary lock structure,
IGWLOCK00, and a secondary lock
structure, RLSLOCK_PROD00. CF2
contains only the secondary lock
structure, RLSLOCK_TEST00.

Each lock structure contains record locks
related to the data sets assigned to the
respective lock structure. IGWLOCK00
controls and communicates functions
between the SMSVSAM address spaces.
In Figure 1, observe that:
• DataSet1 uses storage class SC_PROD.
• DataSet2 uses storage class SC_TEST.
• SC_PROD contains a lock set that uses
RLSLOCK_PROD00.

• SC_TEST uses the lock set called
RLSLOCK_TEST00.

When the data sets are opened, the storage
classes are accessed and the appropriate
lock structure is connected and used.

Find out more
For more information about defining and
using VSAM RLS multiple lock structures,
see the following publications:

Preparing the sysplex
Before initializing z/OS V1R10 in a
sysplex that uses VSAM RLS, apply the
following toleration APARs to your
existing systems:

• z/OS V1R10 DFSMS Using the New
Functions, SC26-7473
• z/OS V1R10 DFSMS Storage
Administration Reference, SC26-7402
• z/OS V1R10 DFSMS Implementing
System-Managed Storage, SC26-7407
• z/OS V1R10 MVS Setting Up a Sysplex,
SA22-7625.

• OA22247
• OA25754
• OA26534.

Acknowledgement
Thanks to Terri Menendez of VSAM
Development for her contributions to this
article. n

CF1
IGWLOCK00

SYSTEM1

Lock table
Record lock

SMSVSAM
IGWLNRLB
IGWRETLK

A data set that uses only the primary lock
structure, IGWLOCK00, can be shared
with systems prior to z/OS V1R10. The
toleration APARs mentioned here prevent
data sets with secondary lock structures
from being opened on pre-z/OS V1R10
systems.
After a data set is associated with a
secondary lock structure, the data set can
be changed only after it is closed on all
systems in the sysplex and all outstanding
transaction recovery routines complete.

Special lock
LS lock

CF2
RLSLOCK_TEST00
Lock table
Record lock
Record table
RTE record lock

Record table
RTE record lock

SYSTEMn
SMSVSAM
IGWLNRLB
IGWRETLK

Record data
RLSLOCK_PROD00

DataSet1
STORCLAS
(SC_PROD)

Lock table
Record lock
Record table
RTE record lock

DataSet2
STORCLAS
(SC_TEST)

Figure 1. Example of a multiple lock structure configuration
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Sleep easy
VSAM index trap keeps your data safe and sound

BY K A M H . HO, M AYA PA N DYA , A N D V I N C EN T Y I U

I

n the storage world, data integrity
risk is a big monster in the closet that
can keep you up at night. However,
we can all sleep a bit easier when
the VSAM index trap is guarding your
data from breakage. The index trap is a
valuable tool in early failure data capture
and quicker recovery of a broken VSAM
key sequenced data set (KSDS). The
trap was introduced in z/OS V1R5 but
starting in z/OS V1R10, it is on by default.
The purpose of this article is to give an
overview of the trap.
Hello index trap, good-bye sleepless
nights!
A data set can break for a variety of
reasons. One of the most common reasons
is improper sharing, but application
errors, system bugs, corruption of VSAM
Volume Record (VVR) information,
virtual storage overlays, and others can
also break data sets. You often don’t see
the first symptom until a back up of the
data set is done, many hours or days
later; important documentation can be
long gone. Therefore, a key benefit of the
index trap is to alert you of a problem as
early as possible and allow you to collect
important documentation. If the trap
springs because corruption of the data
component occurred at some previous
time, the trap can help by preventing the
breakage from getting worse and allowing
a simple method of REPRO to recover
the data. If the trap springs because some
corruption in control blocks caused an
invalid index record, the trap actually
prevents the data set from breaking.
Access to the data set can then continue
without recovery procedures.
The index trap is a system-wide feature
and applies to all VSAM KSDSs. With the
index trap enabled, VSAM users might
notice slight increments on CPU clock
time. The overhead is more noticeable in
jobs that have greater control interval (CI)
26
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split or control area (CA) split activity
because the trap code is used every time
the index record is written. With normal
processing, performance issues are likely
not noticeable. If you have
CPU-constrained applications where
overhead is a concern, we recommend
running performance measurements
before enabling the trap.
Don’t toss and turn…
If the index trap hits, it can be a shock to
your system! We want to make sure you
have a good understanding of what to do.
One important point to keep in mind is
that the index trap might be saving the
data set. The VSAM request that triggered
the trap will fail with a request parameter
list (RPL) feedback word of xx08006D and
issue distinct console messages. The first
action the application can take is to retry
the request. If the request continues to fail,
ensure that the data set is not opened from
any address space and run the IDCAMS
EXAMINE command. If EXAMINE fails,
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a previous breakage exists and the data
set needs to be recovered. However, if
EXAMINE has no failures, the trap has
just saved this data set and you can feel
comfortable to continue processing. In
either case though, report the trap hit to
IBM Support. For detailed information on
disabling the trap, recovery procedures,
required PMR documentation, see the
following topics in z/OS DFSMSdfp
Diagnosis, GY27-7618:
• “VSAM index trap”
• “Recovering from index damage”
• “Recovering from data CI damage.”
Sweet dreams
We hope this article was useful and
enlightening. And, while we wish you
trap-free processing, we also want you to
feel secure that the trap is here to protect
your data.
Special thanks go to Helen Witter for
her contributions to this article. n

Calling all records!
Reading and writing multiple VTOC records
in single CVAFDIR and OBTAIN calls

BY C A R R I E VA N NOO R D EN , H U G H E T Z ELL , a n d J OHN PAV E Z A

D

oes your program repetitively
call the CVAFDIR or OBTAIN
macros to acquire all of the space
information for a particular data
set? In z/OS V1R10, reading the logical
chain of data set volume table of contents
(VTOC) records and any associated data
set control block (DSCB) no longer puts
your program in a dizzy loop. On the
CVAFDIR macro, you can use the new
MULTIPLEDSCBS=YES keyword to allow
your program to read and write an entire
set of DSCBs for a data set in a single call.
Similarly, on the OBTAIN macro, you can
use the new NUMBERDSCB keyword to
allow your program to read the entire set
of DSCBs for a data set in a single call.
(OBTAIN is a read-only service.)
Let’s look at how you can take
advantage of these functions to improve
your program’s performance and
eliminate CVAFDIR and OBTAIN
program loops.
Using CVAFDIR
Prior to z/OS V1R10, the DSCBs in the
VTOC that described a data set on the
volume were either format-1, which
described the data set characteristics
and the first three extents, or format-3,
which described 13 more extents for the
data set. The last five bytes (DS1PTRDS,
DS3PTRDS) of either DSCB pointed to
the next DSCB for that data set. You had
to read one DSCB to get the address of
the next logical DSCB. Programs were
coded using CVAFDIR loops to obtain all
DSCBs for a data set. This technique can
be simplified dramatically in z/OS V1R10
for all types of data sets using the multiple
read/write DSCB interface of CVAFDIR.
In z/OS V1R10, extended addressing
space (EAS)-eligible data sets have a new
DSCB structure as follows:
• A format-8 DSCB for data set
characteristics (exactly like a format-1)

• A format-9 DSCB for additional data
set characteristics and pointers to 10
possible format-3 DSCBs
• The format-3 DSCBs.
After you have the format-9 DSCB, your
program can read all of the format-3
DSCBs at the same time because the
DSCB addresses are included in the
format-9 DSCB. This feature provides a
performance improvement over reading
one DSCB at a time. Even with the old
format-1 and format-3 DSCB structure
of non-EAS eligible data sets, the new
CVAFDIR interface will do all of the work
for you. In both cases, all of the DSCBs
can be read with just one CVAFDIR call.
MULTIPLEDSCBS=YES keyword

To take advantage of this new
interface, you have to do a few things
differently. First, you have to code
MULTIPLEDSCBS=YES on the
CVAFDIR call (with EADSCB=OK if you
want DSCBs for EAS-eligible data sets).
Secondly, you have to set up multiple
buffer list entries (BFLEs) contiguously
after the buffer list header (BFLH). We
recommend changing all programs to
support extended attribute DSCBs and
28-bit cylinder numbers and specifying
their support with EADSCB=OK on all
CVAFDIR read calls.

Setting up your BFLEs

With z/OS V1R10, you can use up to
12 DSCBs to describe a data set, so this
is a good number to use for creating
additional BFLEs. Each BFLE has a
pointer to an actual buffer, so you must
provide the extra space for the additional
buffers that are to be used. Also, store
the number of BFLEs you are using into
the field BFLHNOE in the buffer list
header. Lastly, you will need to remove
the looping instructions and add code to
create the additional BFLEs and buffers,
and to process the information in each
buffer.
To write multiple DSCBs, you must
move the DSCBs into the buffers before
the CVAFDIR call. To read multiple
DSCBs, you will need to process the
contents of the buffers after the CVAFDIR
call. In general, all error checking will
be the same. However, because we have
multiple BFLEs, if an I/O error occurs,
you will have to check all BFLEs for the
one with the bit BFLEIOER set on to
determine which DSCB was being read or
written when the error occurred.
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CVAFDIR macro tips

CVAFDIR example

Here are pointers for reading multiple
DSCBs with CVAFDIR:

Figure 1 shows a sample program using the multiple DSCB interface of CVAFDIR.

• Provide sufficient BFLEs to read all the
DSCBs. The maximum number possible
in z/OS V1R10 is 12, but you could
provide more to accommodate possible
future increases.
• If you do not have enough entries to
hold all of the DSCBs for a multiple read
request, CVAF places the number of
entries needed to hold all DSCBs into
the new header field BFLHNOEN. There
is no error indication for this situation.
The number of DSCBs that are read
matches the number of buffers you have
passed in your buffer list.
• There is no RESUME function to “read
the rest.”
• DSCBs are passed back in their logical
VTOC order.
• Besides the first BFLEARG, subsequent
BFLEARGs are ignored if they are
specified.
• Reading multiple DSCBs is supported
only when the first DSCB read is a
format-1 or format-8; otherwise, only
one DSCB is returned.

MODULE DESCRIPTION

Here are some pointers for writing
multiple DSCBs with CVAFDIR:
• If you are using VERIFY=YES when the
first BFLEBUF is 96-bytes, you must set
a new bit, BLFENVER, for this BFLE
to bypass the verification of a format-0
DSCB. You cannot verify a format-0
DSCB for a 96-byte buffer write.
• If you are writing existing DSCBs with
the new format DSCBs (and using
VERIFY), specify VERIFY=YES on the
CVAFDIR macro call, and set the bit
BFLENVER to “on” for those DSCBs
that already exist, but are just being
updated.
• All BFLEs must pass any valid
BFLEARG, except when the first BFLE
has a 96-byte buffer.
• All BFLEs, excluding the first, must pass
any BFLEARG in the in the cylinder,
head, and record number format
(CCHHR).
• Set the bit BFLESKIP in the BFLE for
any DSCB that does not need to be
written.
• To have the DSCBs written in reverse
order, you must specify a new bit,
BFLHWREV, in the buffer list header.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CVDIR027 - MODULE THAT ISSUES THE CVAFDIR MACRO WHICH RETURNS
THE DSCBS FOR A GIVEN DATASET USING THE KEYWORDS
MULTIPLEDSCBS=YES AND EADSCB=OK.

*
*
*
*
THIS MODULE USES A PASSED DSN (SEARCH) AND ISSUES THE *
CVAFDIR MACRO TO PERFORM A READ OF ALL DSCBS FOR THE *
DATASET. THE DATASET PROCESSED IS VSAM AND HAS 123
*
EXTENTS. THE DSN IS CVAFDIR1.VSAM01.DATA.
*

INITIALIZE THE BUFFERS
.**********************************************************************
*
SETU1RTN
*
*
- SETUP FOR CVAFDIR - BFLHNOE = 12
*
*
- WILL SETUP 12 ENTRIES FOR CVAFDIR CALL
*
*
- CVAFDIR READ CALL (SEARCH) PASSED DSN
*
*
- 96 BYTE BUFFER - 1ST BUFFER
*
*
- 140 BYTE BUFFERS - REMAINING BUFFERS
*
*
- DSNAME=DSN WILL BE USED FOR SEARCH
*
*
- CCHHR = ZERO
*
***********************************************************************
*
SETU1RTN DS
0H
SETUP FOR CVAFDIR CALL
ST
R14,SET1SAVE
STORE C(R14) INTO SAVE AREA
LA
R4,BUFLHDR
GET ADDR OF BUF LIST HEADER
L
R5,NBRENT
LOAD R5 WITH NBR OF ENTRIES (12)
USING BFLHDR,R4
GET ADDRESSABILITY TO HEADER
MVI
BFLHNOE,TWELVE
INDICATE 12 ENTRIES
MVI
BFLHKEY,BFLHDSCB
INDICATE READ DSCB
LA
R6,DSCBBUF
LOAD R6 WITH ADDR OF 1ST DSCB BUFFER
LA
R7,BUFLIST1
LOAD R7 WITH ADDR OF BUFLIST1
USING BFLE,R7
GET ADDRESSABILITY TO ENTRY
*
* INITIALIZE 1ST ENTRY
*
OI
BFLEFL,BFLECHR
INDICATE CCHHR TO BE READ
MVC
BFLEARG(5),CCHHR0 SET ZEROES FOR ARGUMENT
MVI
BFLELTH,DSCBL96
GET LENGTH OF BUFFER
ST
R6,BFLEBUF
PUT DSCB BUF ADDR IN ENTRY
LA
R7,ENTLENG(,R7)
INCREMENT ADDR TO NEXT ENTRY
LA
R6,DSCBL96(,R6)
INCREMENT ADDR TO NEXT DSCB BUFFER
S
R5,ONE
C(R5) = C(R5) - 1
*
* INITIALIZE REMAINING ENTRIES
*
SETU0010 DS
0H
INIT REMAINING 140 BYTE BUFFERS
OI
BFLEFL,BFLECHR
INDICATE CCHHR TO BE READ
MVI
BFLELTH,DSCBL140
GET LENGTH OF BUFFER
ST
R6,BFLEBUF
PUT DSCB BUF ADDR IN ENTRY
LA
R7,ENTLENG(,R7)
INCREMENT ADDR TO NEXT ENTRY
LA
R6,DSCBL140(,R6)
INCREMENT ADDR TO NEXT DSCB BUFFER
BCT
R5,SETU0010
BRANCH TO SETU0010 IF MORE ENTRIES
SET1EXIT DS
0H
EXIT FROM SETU1RTN
L
R14,SET1SAVE
LOAD C(SAVE AREA) INTO R14
BR
R14
EXIT

Figure 1. Sample program using CVAFDIR
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SETUP FOR THE CVAFDIR CALL
MVC

DSNAME(44),VSAM01

DSNAME=CVAFDIR1.VSAM01.DATA

.
.
.
L

R2,DEBADD

LOAD R2 WITH DEB ADDRESS

*
CVAFDIR ACCESS=READ,DEB=(R2),BUFLIST=BUFLHDR,MAPRCDS=YES,
DSN=DSNAME,MULTIPLEDSCBS=YES,EADSCB=OK,
MF=(E,CVAFDIR)

X
X

*
*
***********************************************************************
*
PROGRAM BUFFERS
*
***********************************************************************
*
BUFLIST DS
0F
BUFFER LIST DECLARATIONS
BUFLHDR DC
2F’0’
BUFFER LIST HEADER
BUFLIST1 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 1
ENTLENG EQU
*-BUFLIST1
ENTRY LENGTH - 12
BUFLIST2 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 2
BUFLIST3 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 3
BUFLIST4 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 4
BUFLIST5 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 5
BUFLIST6 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 6
BUFLIST7 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 7
BUFLIST8 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 8
BUFLIST9 DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 9
BUFLISTA DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 10
BUFLISTB DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 11
BUFLISTC DC
3F’0’
BUFFER LIST ENTRY 12
*
DSCBBUF DS
XL96
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 1 - 96 BYTE
DSCBL96 EQU
*-DSCBBUF
LENGTH - 96
DSCBBUF2 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 2 - 140 BYTE
DSCBL140 EQU
*-DSCBBUF2
LENGTH - 140
DSCBBUF3 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 3 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF4 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 4 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF5 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 5 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF6 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 6 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF7 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 7 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF8 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 8 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUF9 DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 9 - 140 BYTE
DSCBBUFA DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 10- 140 BYTE
DSCBBUFB DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 11- 140 BYTE
DSCBBUFC DS
XL140
DSCB BUFFER DECLARATION 12- 140 BYTE
*
***********************************************************************
*
MAPPING MACROS
*
***********************************************************************
*

Using OBTAIN
For another method to read one or more
DSCBs, take a peek at OBTAIN. The
buffer list header and buffer list entries
required by CVAFDIR are handled
internally by OBTAIN. Consequently,
the interface is simpler. In fact, the only
return area that you need to provide is one
large enough for OBTAIN to return all of
the requested DSCBs.
Let’s review the two basic options that
OBTAIN provides for reading DSCBs.
• SEARCH for data set: With SEARCH,
you specify a data set name; OBTAIN
returns one or more DSCBs associated
with the data set.
• SEEK to DSCB record: With SEEK,
you specify a record identifier using the
CCHHR format; OBTAIN returns one
or more DSCBs associated with this data
set.
NUMBERDSCB keyword

Like CVAFDIR, OBTAIN can return
multiple DSCBs in one invocation. You
can use the NUMBERDSCB=number_of_
dscbs keyword to request this on either the
OBTAIN or CAMLST macro invocation.
For SEARCH and SEEK requests,
number_of_dscbs is a value between
1 and 12 that specifies the number
of consecutive 140-byte return areas
provided by the caller.
OBTAIN verifies that the provided
area is valid. When number_of_dscbs is
greater than one, OBTAIN returns DSCBs
for the requested data set name in logical
VTOC order until all of the 140-byte
return areas are used. The logical VTOC
order is a format-1 DSCB, followed by zero
or more format-3 DSCBs, or a format-8
DSCB followed by one format-9 DSCB,
followed by zero or up to ten format-3
DSCBs.

ICVAFPL
ICVAFBFL
Figure 1. Continued
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For SEARCH requests, the actual
number of DSCBs is returned in a
2-byte field located in the first 140byte return area at byte 101.
For SEEK requests where the
target of the seek operation is not
a format-1 or format-8 DSCB, the
NUMBERDSCB value is ignored and
only that single DSCB is returned.
For programs running on
any pre-z/OS V1R10 release, the
NUMBERDSCB value is treated as if
it were 1.
EADSCB keyword

As with CVAFDIR, you must specify
the EADSCB keyword if you want
OBTAIN to return DSCBs associated
with EAS-eligible data sets. The
keyword values are:
EADSCB = OK | NOTOK
To have OBTAIN return format-8
and format-9 DSCBs. specify
EADSCB=OK. Because the extent
descriptors in DSCBs for a data set
described with these formats might
contain 28-bit cylinder numbers,
specifying EADSCB=OK informs
OBTAIN that the caller supports
28-bit cylinder numbers.
Specifying EADSCB=OK is
accepted for data sets described by
all DSCB types, including format-1
DSCBs, regardless of the size of the
volume on which this data set resides.
You should specify EADSCB=OK on
all OBTAIN calls.

OBTAIN example

Figure 2 shows how to use the multiple DSCB interface of OBTAIN.
*
* OBTAIN EXAMPLE USING DATA SET NAME - SEARCH
* WITH NUMBERDSCB AND EADSCB KEYWORD CODED ON OBTAIN MACRO CALL
*
*
OBTAIN VSAM01SR,
OBTAIN MACRO CALL - SEARCH USING DSN X
NUMBERDSCB=12,
NUMBER OF DSCBS = 12
X
EADSCB=OK
EADSCB=OK, SUPPORT 28 BIT ADDRESSING
*
.
.
.
*
* OBTAIN EXAMPLE USING CCHHR - SEEK
* WITH NUMBERDSCB AND EADSCB KEYWORD CODED ON CAMLIST USED BY OBTAIN
*
*
OBTAIN VSAM01SK
OBTAIN MACRO CALL - SEEK USING CCHHR
*
.
.
.
***********************************************************************
*
CAMLST PARMS
*
***********************************************************************
*
VSAM01SR CAMLST SEARCH,DSNAME,VOL01,WORKA1
*
VSAM01SK CAMLST SEEK,CCHHR,VOL01,WORKA1,NUMBERDSCB=12,EADSCB=OK
*
***********************************************************************
*
PROGRAM WORK AREAS
*
***********************************************************************
*
DSNAME
DC
CL44’OBTAIN.VSAM01.DATA’
DATA SET AT 123 EXTENTS
VOL01
DC
CL6’1P9502’
VOLSER FOR DATA SET
CCHHR
DC
XL5’0000000104’
CCHHR OF DATA SET
DS
0F
WORKA1
DS
XL1680
140 BYTES * 12

Figure 2. Using the OBTAIN and CAMLST macros

For more information on the CVAFDIR and OBTAIN macros, see z/OS V1R10
DFSMSdfp Advanced Services, SC26-7400. n
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DFSORTed out
Simplify your DFSORT installation option changes

BY F ra n k ya e g e r

i

n z/OS V1R10, IBM made a giant leap
forward for DFSORT installation
option changes. Instead of using
cumbersome usermods to change
options, you can now use ICEPRMxx
members in PARMLIB. We think this
is such a good idea that we’re now
recommending ICEPRMxx members
as the best way to change any DFSORT
installation options for which the shipped
defaults are not satisfactory.
In this article, I’ll explain various
aspects of using ICEPRMxx members
to help you easily change DFSORT
installation options.
Shipped installation defaults for DFSORT
DFSORT ships a set of installation
defaults in load modules ICEAM1ICEAM4 and ICETD1-ICETD4. The
ICEAMx modules correspond to the four
DFSORT invocation environments (JCL,
INV, TSO, and TSOINV) and the ICETDx
modules correspond to the four DFSORT
time-of-day environments (TD1-TD4).
When you invoke DFSORT at run-time,
it obtains the installation defaults for the
appropriate environment from these load
modules. For example, if you are invoking
DFSORT using PGM=SORT, DFSORT
obtains the installation defaults from the
ICEAM1 JCL module.
Changing options the old way with a
usermod
Before z/OS V1R10, you had to CREATE,
RECEIVE and APPLY an SMP/E
usermod to change one or more shipped
DFSORT installation defaults for a
particular environment. This required
you to code an ICEMAC macro call for
that environment with the appropriate
keywords for the options to be changed
(for example, DIAGSIM=YES and
DYNAUTO=IGNWKDD for the JCL
environment). You had to be careful to
conform to the syntax requirements of

IEBUPDTE, assembler language, and the
ICEMAC macro. The result would be a
new load module for DFSORT to use at
run time (for example, ICEAM1 for the
JCL environment). Each environment you
wanted to change would require a separate
ICEMAC call. Quite “old school” and not
that simple.
Setting up an ICEPRMxx member
With z/OS V1R10, although you can still
change options with a usermod as before,
you probably won’t want to because
there’s a better way. Now you can just set
up and activate an ICEPRMxx member
in concatenated PARMLIB to make all
the changes you need. The syntax for
setting up an ICEPRMxx member is
quite flexible, and you can make changes
to multiple environments in the same
ICEPRMxx member.
For example, you might set up this
ICEPRM01 member to make changes to
the JCL and INV environments:
/* JCL environment changes */
JCL
DIAGSIM=YES
DYNAUTO=YES
EQUALS=NO
DSA=128
/* INV environment changes */
INV
DIAGSIM=YES
DYNAUTO=YES
RESINV=40960

The syntax for setting up an ICEPRMxx
member is quite flexible, and you can make
changes to multiple environments in the
same ICEPRMxx member.
z/OS HOT T OPICS N ews letter
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ICEPRMxx syntax
The syntax for setting up an ICEPRMxx
member is quite straightforward and
flexible:
• You can enter characters in uppercase,
lowercase, or mixed case.
• You can start comments with an asterisk
(*) in column 1 or a /* in any column.
• You can use blank lines and indentation
for readability.
• You must specify each option on a
separate line.
• You must specify an environment
keyword (JCL, INV, TSO, TSOINV,
TD1, TD2, TD3 or TD4) before one or
more options for that environment.
• You can specify an option with a
single value as KEYWORD=value
or KEYWORD(value) or
KEYWORD=(value) followed by a blank
or comma. For example, the following
are allowed and interchangeable:
DIAGSIM=YES
DIAGSIM(YES),
DIAGSIM=(YES)

• You can specify an option with multiple
values as KEYWORD=(value,...) or
KEYWORD(value,...) followed by
a blank or comma. For example,
the following are allowed and
interchangeable:
DYNALLOC=(SYSDA,5)
DYNALLOC(SYSDA,5),

Activating an ICEPRMxx member
To activate your ICEPRMxx member,
issue the following START ICEOPT
started task command from the console:
START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=xx

This message indicates ICEOPT cleared
any previously saved options, and saved
the new ICEPRMxx options. At run time,
DFSORT still obtains the installation
defaults from the load module for the
appropriate environment, but now it
merges the saved ICEPRMxx options
on top of the load module defaults. As
a result, the saved ICEPRMxx options
override the appropriate installation
defaults; for example, DFSORT uses
DIAGSIM=YES instead of the default of
DIAGSIM=NO.
If ICEOPT finds any errors, such as
incorrect keywords in ICEPRMxx, it
issues one or more ICEP5xxI messages to
the console informing you of the error,
followed by this message:

This message indicates ICEOPT did not
clear any previously saved options and
did not save the new ICEPRMxx options.
As a result, DFSORT does not use the
new ICEPRMxx options. You can fix all
indicated errors and issue the command
again.
The ICEP5xxI messages are
documented in z/OS DFSORT Installation
and Customization, SC26-7524.
Using multiple ICEPRMxx members
You can set up as many ICEPRMxx
members as you need for different images
and issue START ICEOPT on each image
to activate the needed member. For
example, you might set up ICEPRMAA
for images A1 and A2, and ICEPRMC1
for image C1 and issue the following
commands:
• START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=AA on A1
and A2
• START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=C1 on C1

ICEP500I ICEOPT COMPLETED – OPTIONS CLEARED/SAVED IN AREA 1
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START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=(x1,…,xn)

This is useful if you are setting up a base
member for all images and a separate
member for individual images. For
example, to set up ICEPRMBS for all
images, issue the following commands:
• START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=(BS,AA) on
A1 and A2
• START ICEOPT,ICEPRM=(BS,C1) on
C1

ICEP501I ICEOPT COMPLETED – OPTIONS NOT CLEARED/SAVED

If ICEOPT does not find any errors,
it issues the following message to the
console:

32

You can activate up to ten ICEPRMxx
members by issuing the command:
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Installation options used at run time
At run time, DFSORT uses each
installation option value for each
environment as determined by the
following override order (from high to
low):
1. The last value saved from an activated

ICEPRMxx member, if any.

2. The value specified by the ICEMAC

macro in a usermod, if any, provided it
is not overridden by a corresponding
ICEPRMxx value.

3. The IBM-supplied default value,

provided it is not overridden by a
corresponding ICEPRMxx value or
usermod value.

Sorting it out: an example
To illustrate how this works, let’s say you
have the following definitions:
In ICEPRM05:
JCL
RESALL=20480
DSA=256

In ICEPRM06:
JCL
RESALL=40960
ABCODE=10

//DEFAULTS JOB <Job Card Parameters>
//SHOWDEF EXEC PGM=ICETOOL
//TOOLMSG DD SYSOUT=*
//DFSMSG DD SYSOUT=*
//LIST1 DD SYSOUT=*
//TOOLIN DD *
DEFAULTS LIST(LIST1)
/*

In the ICEAM1 JCL load module (selected
values):
RESALL=4096
ABCODE=MSG
DSA=128
RESET=YES
SMF=FULL

(shipped default)
(shipped default)
(from a usermod)
(shipped default)
(from a usermod)

If you issue START
ICEOPT,ICEPRM=(05,06), DFSORT uses
the following installation options at run
time for the JCL environment:
RESALL=40960
ABCODE=10
DSA=256
RESET=YES
SMF=FULL

You can run an ICETOOL job at any time
(for example, after you issue a new START
ICEOPT command) to produce the report
described above in the LIST1 data set.
Here’s a sample ICETOOL job.

(from ICEPRM06)
(from ICEPRM06)
(from ICEPRM05)
(shipped default)
(from a usermod)

Listing installation defaults
For z/OS V1R10, the DEFAULTS operator
of the DFSORT ICETOOL utility has been
changed to list the installation options
for each environment in three parts as
follows:
1. Merged PARMLIB/ICEMAC defaults.

Displays the option values to be
used at run time as determined from
the override order discussed earlier
(activated ICEPRMxx members, then
usermod, then defaults).

2. PARMLIB ICEPRMxx member options.

Displays the activated START ICEOPT
command along with the option values
specified in each activated ICEPRMxx
member.

Activating ICEPRMxx members at IPL
time
Normally, your ultimate goal is to have
the appropriate ICEPRMxx members for
each image activated automatically at IPL
time. Here are the recommended steps for
achieving that goal:

Usermods, be gone!
Now that you can use ICEPRMxx
members to change your DFSORT
installation options the modern way,
there’s really no reason to set up and
install usermods for that purpose. You
can make all of your DFSORT installation
option changes with ICEPRMxx members
because they’re easy to use, flexible and
dynamic.
Information, please
For complete information on ICEPRMxx
members, the START ICEOPT command,
DEFAULTS, and other related subjects,
see these publications:
• z/OS Program Directory for CBPDO
Installation and ServerPac Reference,
GI10-0670-10
• z/OS DFSORT Installation and
Customization, SC26-7524-01. n

1. Give the user id assigned to the ICEOPT

started task READ access to the
ICEPRMxx PARMLIB members.

2. Set up your ICEPRMxx members.
3. Activate the ICEPRMxx members for

an image by issuing the appropriate
START ICEOPT command from the
console.

4. Check that the ICEP500I message was

issued to the console. If not, fix any
indicated errors and issue the START
ICEOPT command from the console
again until you get the ICEP500I
message.

5. Run an ICETOOL DEFAULTS job

and check the report it produces to
ensure that you’ve set up the DFSORT
installation options you want.

6. Add your START ICEOPT command to

the appropriate COMMNDxx member
of PARMLIB to activate the ICEPRMxx
members automatically at IPL time.

If necessary, you can clear your previously
saved ICEPRMxx options and save new
ICEPRMxx options at any time after IPL.
To do this, issue START ICEOPT from the
console for the appropriate ICEPRMxx
members.

3. ICEMAC defaults. Displays the option

values in each load module (usermod or
default).
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VCC me, please!
New FlashCopy V2 based VCC support in z/OS V1R10

BY C HE R YL K N A P P, SE A N M C M I LLEN , A N D DAV I D SH AC K EL F O R D

I

t pays to be demanding. You
demanded a point-in-time copy
function that scales to larger amounts
of data with a greater throughput
and velocity between logical and physical
copy completion. To optimize your
installation’s efficiency, you demanded a
function that utilizes less of your valuable
finite control unit cache. Well, your
demands have been answered! The system
data mover (SDM), Data Set Services
(DSS), and hierarchical storage manager
(HSM) components of z/OS DFSMS have
introduced FlashCopy-Version-2 based
virtual concurrent copy (VCC) support in
z/OS V1R10. Previously, the solution used
for FlashCopy functions was concurrent
copy, and its greatest drawback was its
extensive use of your control unit cache.
This was especially true with larger
volumes, which often caused constraint
problems in the concurrent copy
environment.
The main benefit of VCC is the
reduction of storage control cache
and host dataspace processing. This is
accomplished by ingeniously utilizing the
readily available DS8000 disk resources.
By implementing the new VCC solution,
you can now make a consistent point-intime copy or backup of large quantities
of data while still accessing the source
data. Additionally, we expect this function
will allow you to make high-volume
updates to the source data during the copy
process with less impact than equivalent
concurrent copy operations.
How does VCC work?

Figure 1 illustrates how VCC works.
During VCC, data is “flashed” from
the source location to an intermediate
location, and the data is then gradually
copied from the intermediate location
to the target location using normal I/O
methods. The operation is logically
complete after the source data is flashed

to the intermediate location, which is
a working space data set (WSDS). The
operation is physically complete after
the data is moved to the target location
(DASD or tape).

use than a few huge ones. Think of the
WSDS as an intermediary repository for
the data while the logical and physical
copies are in process.

FlashCopy V2

Copy is logically complete
when data is flashed from
the source location to an
intermediate location (WSDS).
WSDS

Data is then gradually copied
from the WSDS to the target
location (DASD or tape).

DS8000

Figure 1. Virtual Concurrent Copy using FlashCopy

How do I set it up?

To get started, you must provide a place
for VCC to store the consistent point-intime flash of the data. To do this, allocate
and fill one orFlashCopy
more WSDSs
on each
V2
storage subsystem containing data to copy.
You can allocate the WSDS as physical
sequential (PS) or VSAM LDS. All systems
VCC
in the sysplex can use any WSDS, but they
don’t share. We’ve found that any medium
size WSDS are much safer and easier to

FlashCopy uses only the space
allocated to a data set at the time of the
flash. If you want to use secondary space
allocation, you must fill the WSDS with
data to get it to extend. Our testers’
favorite method is to write a nonsense
pattern using the IEBDG utility until it
Part of the data set is copied
gets an out-of-space error. This might not
using virtual concurrent copy.
be the most productive use of electrons,
but it gets the job done. Be sure to protect
Part of the data set is copied
the WSDS from prying eyes, as they will
using cache-based concurrent
contain residual
bits and pieces of your
copy.
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Serialization on the source is

data after the VCC completes. Also, it’s
a bad idea to let a WSDS get migrated,
since the point of having one is to have
the space to flash into. To make sure that
a WSDS does not get migrated, assign it to
a management class that specifies NONE
for the COMMAND or AUTO MIGRATE
system-managed storage settings.
You can realize the benefits of VCC
when using DFSMSdss copy and dump
functions. You can invoke VCC using
the CONCURRENT (CC) keyword on
the COPY or DUMP commands. New
subkeywords are available for the CC
keyword to specify that VCC must be
used, or that it is preferred (will be used
if possible). Preferring VCC for copy
and dump functions (using VCC when
possible, and allowing other I/O methods
to be used when VCC is not possible)
reaps the benefits of VCC when it is
available, but does not inhibit the copy or
dump operation when it is not available.
When the CC keyword is specified with
no subkeyword, VCC is, by default,
preferred.
You can invoke DFSMShsm VCC
support through many different functions
and methods. Starting in V1R10, the
existing options for concurrent copy
accept the new VCC keywords.
• At the command level, you can use the
new VCC keywords on the SETSYS
VOLUMEDUMP command to affect the
operation of the BACKDS, HBACKDS
and BACKVOL DUMP commands.
• Programmatically, you can implement
VCC by including the new keywords
into your ARCHBACK user macro or
ARCINBAK in-line backup program.
• You can get the benefits of VCC using
a variety of the DFSMShsm backup
solutions. If you would like SMS to
handle your VCC parameters, consider
updating your management class backup
attributes for the SMS BACKVOL
commands, CDS Backups, and aggregate
backups.

By implementing the new VCC solution, you
can now make a consistent point-in-time
copy or backup of large quantities of data
while still accessing the source data.
What happens when VCC can’t be used for
some data?

VCC is designed to maintain backward
compatibility with
concurrent
copy. If
FlashCopy
V2
some of the data is on a storage subsystem
that does not have the FlashCopy V2
function licensed, or insufficient WSDS
space is allocated, then concurrent copy
will be used for the portions that do not
have corresponding WSDSWSDS
space. VCC
will be used for the portions that have
WSDS space (see Figure 2). If no WSDS is
allocated, then concurrent copy continues
to function as before, as long as the
VIRTUALREQUIRED subparameter is
DS8000
not specified.
This makes VCC resilient to
miscalculations in the amount of WSDS
space required.

I want my VCC!

The advantage of new FlashCopyVersion-2 based VCC support in z/OS
V1R10 is its ability to create a pointin-time copy of data without requiring
is logically
complete
large amountsCopy
of storage
control
cache or
when
data
is
flashed
host dataspace storage. You canfrom
achieve
the both
sourceDFSMSdss
location to anand
this benefit with
intermediate
location
DFSMShsm with
minimal
or no(WSDS).
changes
to your current jobs or setup. VCC is
is thenhigh-volume
gradually copied
also designed Data
to enable
the WSDS
the target
updates to thefrom
source
data to
during
the copy
location
(DASD or tape).
process without
a significant
performance
impact. Ask yourself if you want to
optimize performance and throughput
while reducing the amount of storage
control unit cache used. If so, what are
you waiting for? Remember, it pays to be
demanding. March up to your storage
administrator and demand your VCC! n

FlashCopy V2

Part of the data set is copied
VCC

using virtual concurrent copy.
Part of the data set is copied
using cache-based concurrent
copy.

DS8000

Serialization on the source is
released when the concurrent
copy environment has been
initialized.
Cache-based CC
No usable WSDS.
DS8000

If you plan to use VCC on a V1R10 system
that is shared with lower-level systems,
don’t forget to install coexistence PTF
UA40306.

Figure 2. Combined virtual and cache-based concurrent copy
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LSPACE: Above and beyond
New EAV free space information and options to improve performance

BY K E I T H C O W D EN , J A N R E D D I N G , A N D W I LL I A M S M I T H

A

fter decades of faithful service in
returning DASD volume free space
information, we gave the LSPACE
macro a much needed “renovation”
in z/OS V1R10. With the introduction
of the extended address volume (EAV),
we knew that you would want LSPACE
to return both total-volume free space
information and free space data for the
track-managed area of the volume.
In addition, because of the increased
number of cylinders that a single EAV can
address—up to 262,668 cylinders!—the
existing EXPMSG data return area has
several fields that would overflow with
numbers that big. So we added a new
mechanism for obtaining printable free
space information.
Thus, in z/OS V1R10, we enhanced the
LSPACE macro so that it retrieves more
information about volume free space. You
obtain the new information through four
new keywords on LSPACE:

New EXPDATA and XEXPMSG keywords
The new EXPDATA keyword returns
free space information for an entire
volume, as does the older DATA keyword.
EXPDATA, however, works with EAVs
as well as non-EAVs. We have added new
fields for the track-managed portion
of the volume. For an EAV, EXPDATA
returns free space information for the
total volume and for the track-managed
portion of the volume. For a non-EAV, the
total-volume free space information and
the track-managed free space information
are identical.

• EXPDATA. Free space information
returned in binary form
• XEXPMSG. Free space information to
be returned in printable form
• PLISTVER. Version of the LSPACE
parameter list
• DATATYPE. Types of free space
information to be returned.
In this article, we look at how you can
make the best use of these new LSPACE
keywords and some related enhancements
in z/OS V1R10.
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The new XEXPMSG keyword returns
95 bytes of extended printable information
in the return area. Fields in this area
are large enough to accommodate the
potentially large number of cylinders
on an EAV. As with EXPDATA, for a
non-EAV, the track-managed free space
information is identical to the totalvolume information.
In z/OS V1R10, if you continue to use
the existing EXPMSG keyword with an
EAV and a particular field exceeds the
returned size, the LSPACE macro sets the
field to “all 9s”. For example, if the total
number of free cylinders exceeds 999999,
LSPACE sets the EXPMSG returned field
to its maximum value: ‘999999’.

New PLISTVER keyword
To use the new LSPACE keywords, you
must supply the macro with a new, longer
input parameter list. To identify the new
version of the parameter list, specify the
new keyword, PLISTVER.
You use PLISTSERV as follows:
• To generate a longer parameter list on
the standard form or the data form
of the LSPACE macro, specify either
PLISTVER=2 or PLISTVER=MAX.
• To generate the minimum version of the
parameter list to be supported for the
invocation, specify
PLISTVER=IMPLIED_VERSION.

• If you omit the PLISTVER keyword,
LSPACE uses the lowest version of the
parameter list by default (PLISTVER=1).

New DATATYPE keyword
The new DATATYPE keyword allows the
DATA or EXPDATA caller to specify the
types of free space information returned
by LSPACE. On DATATYPE, you can
specify any of the following values:
• ALL – Return all available LSPACE
statistics
• FRAGINDEX – Return the
fragmentation INDEX
• INDEX – Return free space information
related to VTOC INDEX
• VOLUME – Return volume free space
information
• VTOC – Return free space information
related to VTOC.

In Figure 1, we converted an old call to
use EXPDATA instead of DATA. The
following is an example of a DATA call:

By requesting only the types of
data you need, you can avoid some
unnecessary I/O, thus improving
LSPACE performance. The default is
DATATYPE=ALL.

For example, to retrieve volume free
space information, specify LSPACE as
follows:

LSPACE UCB=(3),EXPDATA=SPACEDAT,F4DSCB=F4DSCB,
PLISTVER=MAX,DATATYPE=VOLUME

X

In this example, specifying
DATATYPE=VOLUME causes LSPACE to
omit information on VTOC free space,
index free-VIR, and fragmentation index
(those fields are set to zero). In addition,
the LSPDSPAC bit is set on when the
volume free space information is returned.

LSPACE UCB=(3),DATA=SPACEDAT,F4DSCB=F4DSCB
...
SPACEDAT DS
XL(LSPDELEN)
SPACE FOR RETURN AREA
*
(36 BYTES)
F4DSCB
DS
XL96
FORMAT-4 AREA
LSPDATA LSPACE MF=(D,DATA)
LSPDELEN EQU
*-LSPDATA
DATA LENGTH

Changes to SMF record type 19
In z/OS, an SMF record type 19 is created:
• For each disk volume that is online
during IPL
• If a HALT EOD or SWITCH SMF
command is entered
• Whenever a disk volume is varied
offline.

Following conversion of the above code to
use EXPDATA, the source now contains:
LSPACE UCB=(3),EXPDATA=SPACEDAT,F4DSCB=F4DSCB, X
PLISTVER=MAX
...
SPACEDAT DS
XL(LSPDELEN)
SPACE FOR RETURN AREA
*
(128 BYTES)
F4DSCB
DS
XL96
FORMAT-4 AREA
LSPDATA LSPACE MF=(D,EXPDATA)
LSPDELEN EQU
*-LSPDATA
DATA LENGTH (EXPDATA
*
RETURN AREA)

During LSPACE processing, SMF can
create type 19 records to describe space
usage on the volume. To have these
records created, you must specify SMF=YES
or SMF=TEST on your LSPACE macro
invocation.

Figure 1. Converting existing code to use the new EXPDATA keyword

To have the new keyword accepted, we
also included PLISTVER=MAX on the
macro call.

After decades of faithful service in returning
DASD volume free space information, we
gave the LSPACE macro a much needed
“renovation” in z/OS V1R10.
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In z/OS V1R10, we expanded the type
19 record to add new fields for trackmanaged free space statistics and volume
size information. The new fields apply to
all volumes accessed by z/OS V1R10. If
you have programs that process the type
19 record, modify them if necessary to
support the record’s expanded length and
new fields.

If your program invokes LSPACE
with parameters that require a longer
parameter list (EXPDATA, XEXPMSG, or
DATATYPE), and you run the program
on a pre-z/OS V1R10 system without
the applicable PTF for APAR OA22449
installed, LSPACE sets the return code
to 12 in register 15, and diagnostic code
x’0C010003’ in register 0.

Coexistence support
PTFs UA40219, UA40220, and UA40221,
which are applicable to z/OS V1R7, V1R8,
and V1R9, respectively, allow a program
that is assembled with the new LSPACE
keywords to run on a pre-z/OS V1R10
system. This change maps the EXPDATA
and XEXPMSG options to the DATA and
EXPMSG options, respectively.  
In addition, in z/OS V1R10, LSPACE
processing sets the LSPAXINF bit on to
indicate to the caller that EXPDATA or
XEXPMSG information was returned. If
LSPAXINF is not set on, the EXPDATA
or XEXPMSG request was translated to
DATA or EXPMSG, respectively. Figure 2
shows an example.

Find out more
For more information about the new
LSPACE keywords, parameter list,
and data-return areas, see z/OS V1R10
DFSMSdfp Advanced Services,
SC26-7400-08. n

MVC
PARMAREA,LISTAREA
MOVE LIST FORM TO EXECUTE AREA
LSPACE UCB=(3),EXPDATA=SPACEDAT,F4DSCB=F4DSCB,PLISTVER=MAX,
MF=(E,PARMAREA)
LTR
15,15
BNZ
ERROR
LA
1,PARMAREA
ADDRESS OF PARAMETER-LIST
USING PARAMLST,1
TM
LSPAFLAG,LSPAXINF
DID LSPACE RETURN EXPDATA ?
BO
GOTEXPND
YES, BRANCH
DROP 1
* SINCE LSPAXINF IS NOT ON (AND WE CHECKED THE LSPACE RC IN REG15),
* THEN LSPACE RETURNED “DATA” (36 BYTES)
* INSTEAD OF “EXPDATA” (128 BYTES).
...
SPACEDAT DS
XL(LSPDELEN)
SPACE FOR RETURN AREA (128 BYTES)
F4DSCB
DS
XL96
FORMAT-4 AREA
PARMAREA DS
XL(PARAMLEN)
PARAMETER-LIST AREA (FOR E FORM)
LISTAREA LSPACE PLISTVER=MAX,MF=L LIST FORM
LSPDATA LSPACE MF=(D,EXPDATA)
LSPDELEN EQU
*-LSPDATA
DATA LENGTH (EXPDATA RETURN AREA)
PARAMLST LSPACE MF=D,PLISTVER=MAX MAPPING FOR PARAMETER-LIST
PARAMLEN EQU
*-PARAMLST
PARAMETER-LIST LENGTH

Figure 2. Example of invoking the LSPACE macro in z/OS V1R10
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Bank on IBM
System z for
running SAP
for Banking

$

Development and banking
experts from SAP and the
IBM System z Technology
Center for SAP Applications in
Boeblingen have contributed
to the new reference
architecture publication that
describes the essentials for
business continuity in the
banking sector.
Business continuity
is a crucial strategy that
allows financial institutions
to guarantee their IT
infrastructure are secure and
in continuous operations in a
highly available environment.
Moreover, globalized
operations require efficient
processing of Unicode data,
support across different
languages and time zones,
as well as integration of
diverse business applications
for partners and customers.
All this requires a seamless
relationship between
servers, operating systems,
databases, and disk systems.
That’s why all top 50 banks
in Fortune´s 500 list count
on IBM System z technology
in their data centers. The
reference architecture builds
on this experience and
provides a blueprint for the
system infrastructure for SAP
for banking solutions.
Check it out at ibm.com/
solutions/sap/us/detail/
news/T857962T68443W47.
html.
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zFavorites

It’s the zFavorites for System z credit
card CD! You’re gonna love this! It has all
sorts of helpful Web links, like those for:

zFavorites:
www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/zfavorites/

• Hardcopy
• Operating systems
• Software
• Language and tools
• ISV development and applications
• Product documentation
• Marketing information
• Education
• Support
• Links to FREE downloads
• IBM Redbooks ® sampler
• WebSphere Application Server
• XML
To use the CD insert it in any standard
CD device, and it should start automatically.
If it does not, click Start > Run, and then
type x:\index.htm (where x is your
CD drive letter) and press Enter.
Additional copies of zFavorites CD
(GK3T-4331-14) are separately orderable.
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RMF Distributed Data Server is right when
things go wrong
BY K A R I N G EN T HE R A N D H A R A L D BEN D E R

D

o your installation’s performancemonitoring tools depend on the
availability of RMF™ Distributed
Data Server (DDS)? Products
like OMEGAMON® XE for z/OS,
RMF Monitor III Data Portal, or RMF
Performance Monitoring (PM) Java Client
certainly do. If so, you need RMF DDS to
be there when you need it.
Let’s look at a new feature of RMF
DDS that can help lessen or eliminate the
impact of system or component failures in
your sysplex, and help you create a more
stable environment for your performancemonitoring tools.
Old way of restarting RMF DDS
As a user of RMF DDS, also known as
GPMSERVE, you know that you need only
one DDS instance for your sysplex. In the
past, you had to select the master system
on which the DDS instance was to reside.
In choosing the best system for
running DDS, you observed the following
guidelines:
• RMF Monitor III Gatherer (RMFGAT)
is active on the system
• System release is the latest level of z/OS
in the sysplex
• RMF SMF buffer is active on the system.
Now, imagine that you have DDS running
on your current master system and one
of these conditions changes. In previous
releases, you had to identify a new master
system and then restart DDS on the
system manually.

New way of restarting RMF DDS
RMF now performs this action
automatically when you specify the
new DDS option. This option causes
the RMF control session to manage the
placement of DDS, as follows:
• At initialization, RMF starts an
instance of DDS on the best-suited
system in the sysplex.
• If the system with DDS leaves the
sysplex, RMF starts a new DDS
instance on the next appropriate
system.
• If you stop the Monitor III data
gathering function on the system with
DDS, RMF switches the DDS instance
to the next appropriate system.

//RMF		
//IEFPROC
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• If a new system joins the sysplex and
this system is the best-suited candidate
according to the guidelines we
mentioned earlier, RMF switches the
DDS instance to a new system.
Getting (re)started is easy
Specify the new DDS option on any system
of the sysplex on which RMF is active. You
can do so in any of three ways:
• When starting RMF, include the DDS
option on the START command: START
RMF,,,DDS

• When RMF is already running, specify
the DDS option as a value on the
MODIFY command: MODIFY RMF,,,DDS
• Or you can add the DDS specification to
the PARM statement of the RMF main
procedure:

PROC
EXEC PGM=ERBMFMFC,REGION=32M,TIME=1440,PARM=‘DDS’

If for some reason, you want to remove
the DDS option from a system, just
substitute the NODDS keyword for DDS
in any of these methods.
What about the IP addresses?
Allowing RMF to manage the DDS
instance automatically is convenient,
but if you are not careful, you might
encounter a problem. If you use an
application such as RMF Data Portal
or RMF PM to monitor your system’s
performance, the application looses its
connection to DDS if the instance moves
to another system. That’s because the new
system has a different IP address.
Fortunately, you can avoid this
problem easily in two steps:
1. Let virtual IP addressing do the job.

By setting up a dynamic virtual IP
addressing environment for your
sysplex, you essentially shield client
applications from the disruptions that
would result from DDS moving to
another system.

In this example, your client applications
can “talk” to the DDS virtual address
10.96.1.1 without disruption.
What about TCP/IP failures?
If, for some reason, TCP/IP becomes nonoperational, RMF DDS will attempt to
restart on its own. This feature is available
with z/OS V1R10.
If TCP/IP connectivity is lost, RMF
DDS issues message GPM078I for each
port that is currently in use:
GPM078I GPMSERVE HAS LOST TCPIP
CONNECTIVITY ON PORT 8803

Here, RMF DDS attempts to reconnect
to TCP/IP repeatedly until TCP/IP
recovers. For a successful reconnection,
GPMSERVE issues message GPM079I:
GPM079I GPMSERVE HAS REINSTATED
TCPIP CONNECTIVITY ON PORT 8803

2. Add an initial step and a terminating

step to the DDS JCL. The initial step
obtains the virtual IP address (VIPA);
the terminating step releases it. In the
following example, we use virtual IP
address 10.96.1.1:

//GPMSERVE
//VIPINIT
//DDS		
//		
//GPMINI
//GPMHTC
//SYSOUT
//VIPTERM
//		

The new automatic
restart feature of
RMF DDS can help
reduce the need
for your operations
staff to react to
system outages or
component failures.
Rest easier
The new automatic restart feature of
RMF DDS can help reduce the need for
your operations staff to react to system
outages or component failures. From now
on, RMF DDS can help you avoid having
to take manual actions to prevent your
performance monitoring applications
from seeing time gaps in their data
collection.
For more information about RMF
Distributed Data Server and the new DDS
option, see z/OS RMF User’s Guide,
SC33-7990. n

PROC MEMBER=00,VIPA=10.96.1.1
EXEC PGM=MODDVIPA,PARM=‘/-p TCPIPA -c &VIPA’
EXEC PGM=GPMDDSRV,REGION=128M,TIME=1440,
PARM=’TRAP(ON)/&MEMBER’
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SERBPWSV(GPMINI)
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SERBPWSV(GPMHTC)
DD DUMMY
EXEC PGM=MODDVIPA,PARM=‘/-p TCPIPA -d &VIPA’
PEND
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VSAM RLS performance information
at your fingertips
b y T E R R I M ENEN D E Z , P OO J A BH A R G AVA , A N D K AT HLEEN T I N G

W

ant to reduce I/O with just a few
keystrokes? That’s all it takes
to use Resource Measurement
Facility (RMF) to analyze and
maximize the throughput on your virtual
storage access method (VSAM) recordlevel sharing (RLS) configuration.
When a transaction needs data,
RLS first searches the local buffer pool,
then the coupling facility (CF) cache,
and finally, as a last resort, DASD.
The following RMF reports provide
information on these three types of
storage:

The BMF false invalid rate (False
Inv%) occurs when valid buffers in the
buffer pool are made invalid because of
space reclaims in the CF cache. Ideally,

the BMF false invalid rate is as close to
zero as possible. Increasing the size of the
CF cache structure can lower the false
invalid rate.

• The RLSSC report provides information
on VSAM RLS activity by storage class.
• The RLSDS report provides information
on VSAM RLS activity by data set.
• The RLSLRU report provides a VSAM
least recently used (LRU) overview.
The RLSSC report
The RLSSC report shows RLS activity by
storage class (obtained from SMF type
42, subtype 15). For each storage class,
sysplex-wide totals are displayed for
direct and sequential access, showing the
total number of requests and the
percentage of time the buffer was
RMF V1R8
VSAM RLS Activity - SYSPLEX
Line 1 of 12
located in the local buffer pool,
Command ===>
Scroll == => HALF
in the CF cache structure, or on
Samples: 59
Systems: 2
Date: 10/31/06 Time: 13.16.00 Range: 60
sec
DASD.
< 2GB / > 2GB
Figure 1 shows a sample
LRU Status
: Good / Accel
Contention % :
0.0 / 0.0
RLSSC report. In storage class
False
Cont
%
:
0.0 / 0.0
RLS_SC1, 88.2% of the buffer
Stor
Class
Access
Resp
-------- Read ---------- ------ BMF ------- Write
requests are in the buffer pool
Time
Rate BMF%
CF% DASD% Valid% False Inv% Rate
(BMF%), 0.5% are in the CF cache
RLS_SC1
structure (CF%), and 11.3% are
Below 2GB
DIR
0.004 665.6 88.2
0.5
11.3
100
0.01
0.00
in DASD (DASD%). Adjustments
SEQ
0.000
0.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.00
0.00
to the buffer pool size or cache
Above 2GB
DIR
0.004 665.6 88.2
0.5
11.3
100
0.01
0.00
structure might improve the
SEQ
0.000
0.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.00
0.00
RLS_SC2
buffer/cache hit rates for data sets
Below 2GB
DIR
0.005 200.0 90.5
0.0
9.5
100
0.00
0.00
in this storage class.
SEQ

0.000

Figure 1. RLSSC report example
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0.00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.00

0.00

When the mode of the LRU rises above
normal, buffers are removed from the
buffer pool at an increased rate. For
best performance, keep the LRU in
normal mode. Increasing the goal size
of the buffer pool to match the workload
demand allows the LRU to remain in
normal mode and retain buffers for the
maximum allowed time. When you
increase the buffer pool goal size, note
that you might also have to increase the
CF cache sizes.
In the sample RLSLRU
V SMS,MONDS(<component name>.*),ON
report shown in Figure 2,
F RMF,F III,VSAMRLS(ADD(<datasetname>.**))
the SYS2 31-bit pool has
exceeded the threshold for
normal and maintenance mode (pool size
The RLSLRU report
is > 120% of RLS_Max_Pool_Size) and
The RLSLRU report displays the current
has been in accelerated mode for 100% of
status of the buffer pool maintained by an
the RMS interval.
LRU strategy (obtained from SMF
type 42, subtype 19). This report
RMF V1R8 VSAM LRU Overview
- SYSPLEX
shows:
The RLSDS report
The RLSDS report shows RLS activity
by data set (obtained from SMF type 42,
subtype 16). Similar to the RLSSC report,
which shows activity by storage class, the
RLSDS report displays sysplex-wide totals
for direct and sequential access on a data
set component basis. Only those VSAM
spheres for which data collection has been
requested are displayed. To collect data,
enter the following commands:

• Buffer pool goal size
• High water mark for the pool
during the interval
• LRU mode (normal, accelerated,
or reclaim)
• Hit ratios for reads from buffers,
cache, and DASD.

Find out more
The RMF VSAM RLS reports are an
easy, user-friendly way to evaluate your
RLS configuration. With just a few key
strokes, you can display valuable tuning
information in real time and avoid the
need to format historical SMF data.
To learn more about VSAM RLS and
RMF see the z/OS Resource Measurement
Facility (RMF) Report Analysis,
SC33-7991.
Acknowledgements
Thanks to Jason Lee, Doug Lehr, and Neal
Bohling of VSAM RLS. n

Line 1 of 2
Command ===>
Scroll == => HALF
Samples: 120
Systems: 2
Date: 10/31/06 Time: 13.25.00 Range: 120
Sec
MVS
Avg CPU - Buffer Size - Accel Reclaim ------ Read ----System
Time
Goal
High
%
%
BMF%
CF% DASD%
SYS1
Below 2GB 0.023
500
352
0.0
0.0
82.0
8.0
10.0
Above 2GB 3.543
2000
1552
0.0
0.0
95.0
2.0
3.0
SYS2
Below 2GB 4.457
500
612
100.0
0.0
31.2
10.5
58.3

VSAM RLS supports two buffer
pools; one in data space (31-bit pool, Figure 2. RLSLRU report example
below 2 GB) and the other in address
space (64-bit pool, above 2 GB). Each
buffer pool has an LRU manger that
can operate in four modes (as shown
in Table 1).
Modes

31 bit:
RLS_Max_Pool_Size

64 bit:
RLSAboveTheBarMaxPoolSize

Normal

Total Pool Size < 80%

Total Pool Size < 80%

Maintenance

80% < Total Pool Size < 120%

80% < Total Pool Size < 90%

Accelerated

120% < Total Pool Size < 2*

90% < Total Pool Size < 100%

Panic/Reclaim

Total Pool Size > 2*
Or Total Pool Size > 1728M

Total Pool Size > 100%

Table 1. LRU manager operation modes
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40-year-old Version (10)
Cutting costs on z/OS with IMS

b y DAV E C A M E R ON , BEN J OHNSON , A N D J AC K Y UA N

V

ersion 10 of Information
Management System (IMS™), IBM’s
high-performance transaction and
hierarchical database management
system, introduces two new features:
• Transaction expiration
• Transaction flood monitoring.

IMS Connect support for transaction
expiration

When you combine these with the
integrated IMS Connect function, you can
cut your processing costs on z/OS.
The integrated IMS Connect function
serves as a high-performance TCP/IP server
that connects TCP/IP clients and local
z/OS applications to IMS. IMS Connect
exploits the IMS Version 10 transaction
expiration function to reduce CPU costs
by preventing IMS from processing
transactions that are no longer necessary
to the client application program. IMS
Connect also leverages the transaction
flood-monitoring feature of IMS Version
10 to help avoid the costs associated with
abnormal system performance or system
outages by redirecting IMS transactions
to a different IMS system when there are
signs of a message flood condition.
IMS Connect support for transaction
expiration
When an IMS Connect client application
submits a transaction to IMS, IMS
receives the transaction, processes it,
and sends a reply. To prevent the client
application from appearing hung if there
is a delay in processing, many users of
IMS Connect configure the connections
between the client applications and IMS
Connect to time out if the reply does not
return in an acceptable amount of time.
After a connection times out, the client
application can resubmit the transaction
on a new connection to the same or a
different IMS system and, therefore, no
longer needs the response to the original
transaction instance. Here, any processing
44
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costs in CPU cycles on z/OS.
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To prevent the unnecessary processing
of transactions that a client no longer
needs, your IMS Connect client or your
IMS Connect user message exit routines
can activate the transaction expiration
function of the Open Transaction
Manager (OTMA) component of IMS
Version 10. When the OTMA transaction
expiration function is active, IMS
Connect includes with the transactions it
submits a transaction timeout value that is
equal to the connection timeout value.
Upon receiving transactions submitted
by IMS Connect that have a timeout
value specified, OTMA monitors the
transaction timeout value. When
OTMA detects that a timeout value has
expired, OTMA discards the associated
transaction, preventing further processing
of the transaction by IMS.
OTMA monitors the timeout value
of a transaction only until an IMS
application program begins processing
the transaction or, if the transaction is a
Fast Path transaction, a conversational
transaction, or a transaction routed to a
remote IMS system through a Multiple
Systems Coupling (MSC) link, OTMA
monitors the timeout value only until the
transaction is enqueued to IMS. Install
APAR PK74017 and PK74024 to add the
transaction expiration feature to IMS
Version 10.
Activating OTMA

You can activate the OTMA transaction
expiration function for a transaction by
using one of the following methods:

Is s u e 2 0 , M A R C H 2 0 0 9

• Specify X’01’ (IRM_F1_TRANEXP)
in the IRM_F1 field of the user section
in the IRM prefix of the transaction
input message that is submitted by the
IMS Connect client. When IRM_F1
is set to X’01’, the user message exit
sets the OMHDRIST field to X’01’
(OMHDRXP1) in the state data section
of the OTMA header.
• Modify the HWSSMPL0, HWSSMPL1,
HWSJAVA0 or user-provided
user message exit routines to set
the OMHDRIST field to X’01’
(OMHDRXP1) in the state data section
of the OTMA header, as mapped by the
HWSOMPFX macro.
• Specify the EXPRTIME parameter on
the TRANSACT macro during IMS
stage-1 system definition when you
define to IMS the transactions that are
submitted by IMS Connect. In IMS
Version 10, the EXPRTIME parameter
applies only to transactions submitted
through OTMA.
When the transaction expiration function
is active, IMS Connect sets the transaction
expiration time to the connection timeout
value specified in the IRM_TIMER field of
the fixed section of the IRM prefix. If the
IRM_TIMER field is not specified, IMS
Connect uses the value specified in the
TIMEOUT parameter of the IMS Connect
TCPIP configuration statement.
If an IMS Connect client or user
message exit routine does not activate the
transaction expiration function, OTMA
uses the value specified in the EXPRTIME
parameter of the TRANSACT macro
as the time out value for transactions.
If transaction expiration is specified
on both the TRANSACT macro and
the IMS Connect input message, the
timeout value specified by IMS Connect
overrides the timeout value specified in

the TRANSACT macro. If either IMS
Connect or the IMS transaction definition
does not specify a timeout value, the
transaction does not time out.
The points at which OTMA checks the
expiration time for transactions are:
• When OTMA first receives the IMS
Connect transaction message from the
cross system coupling facility (XCF). If
the expiration time set by IMS Connect
has already passed, OTMA discards the
transaction and returns a NAK message
to IMS Connect.
• When OTMA enqueues a transaction
in IMS. If a transaction expires before
OTMA enqueues the transaction,
OTMA discards the transaction and
returns a NAK message to IMS Connect.
• When an IMS application program
issues a get unique (GU) call to
retrieve a transaction from the
input queue. If a transaction expires
before an IMS application program
retrieves the transaction, OTMA
discards the transaction to prevent
the IMS application from processing
it, and issues message DFS555I or, if
IMS is running in a shared-queues
environment, message DFS2224I.
IMS Connect support for transaction
flood monitoring
Another way to cut overall costs is by
ensuring that your transactions are
processed as quickly and efficiently as
possible by the IMS system. In multisystem IMS environments, one way to
do this is to route incoming transactions
away from IMS systems that are not
processing transactions as quickly as they
should.
When an IMS system cannot keep
pace with the incoming transactions,
a build up of transactions waiting to
be processed can flood the IMS system
and increase the consumption of both
IMS and z/OS storage. Enabling the
transaction expiration function might
offer some protection against an increase
in the usage of storage, depending on how
short the expiration value is, and how
quickly the transactions arrive. However,
this function will not avoid the costs
associated with resubmitting transactions
that expired on a flooded IMS system.
In IMS Version 10, OTMA can
help you avoid sending transactions to
flooded IMS systems by monitoring the
processing of transactions and informing

IMS Connect of the current state of the
system. OTMA monitors the number of
transactions queued in IMS and updates
IMS Connect any time a significant
change occurs in that number. In addition
to status change updates, OTMA also
sends a periodic “heartbeat” message to
IMS Connect, to let IMS Connect know
that the IMS system is still active. OTMA
sends the status change updates and the
heartbeat messages to IMS Connect as a
new server state protocol command.
On receiving a status update from
OTMA, IMS Connect stores the status of
the IMS system, referred to as a data store,
as an entry in the exit interface block data
store list (XIBDS). XIBDS entries identify
whether the data store is active, whether
the data store is processing transactions
within acceptable limits, and, if the data
store is not processing within acceptable
limits, whether a flood condition is the
cause.

The HWSXIBDS macro maps the
XIBDS. Information about whether an
IMS data store is active, inactive, or active
but disconnected from IMS Connect,
is stored in the XIBDS_STATUS field.
Information about whether the ability of
an IMS data store to process transactions
is normal, degraded, or completely
compromised is stored in the XIBDS_
ST_STATUS field. These changes not only
allow you to reroute transactions based on
the availability of an IMS system, but also
based on the “health” of an IMS system.
40 is the new 10
After 40 years of being the highperformance hierarchical database
management and transaction processing
system, IMS continues its dominance in
speed and reliability, while at the same
time providing you with new ways to
lower the total cost of ownership of IMS.

WebSphere
Application Server
EJB/
MDB

Flooded IMS system

IMS TM
resource
adapter

IMS Connect
roll-your-own
z/OS application

Status update alerts
IMS Connect
to flood

IMS
Connect

Alternate IMS system
Web service
provider

IMS Connect
reroutes transactions
to an alternate
IMS system

IMS
SOAP
gateway

Figure 1. Rerouting transactions with IMS Connect and OTMA flood monitoring

IMS Connect user message exit routines
receive control for every transaction that
IMS Connect processes. They can use
the information in the XIBDS to reroute
incoming transactions when an IMS
data store is compromised or completely
unavailable due to a flood condition.
See Figure 1. IMS Connect updates the
information in the XIBDS for an IMS
data store when a connection to the
data store is first established and when
OTMA notifies IMS Connect of changes
in the state of the data store. Examples
of changes in the state of the data store
include both warnings of a flood condition
and notifications that there is relief of a
flood condition.

IMS further reinforces the fact that when
it comes to enterprise computing, the
mainframe really is cheaper.
For more information about IMS
Version 10, visit the IMS Web site at
ibm.com/ims. You can find all of the
IMS Version 10 documentation, including
the documentation for IMS Connect and
OTMA, in the Information Management
Software for z/OS Solutions Information
Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/
infocenter/imzic. n
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CIM-patico!
z/OS implements CIM

BY AU T U M N A . HO U SE K NE C H T A N D T H I LO BOEH M

T

he Common Information Model
(CIM) is a standardized data
model developed by a consortium
of major hardware and software
vendors, including IBM, called the
Distributed Management Task Force
(DMTF). DMTF is the technology
industry standards organization that
oversees the development of management
standards and integration technology for
enterprise and Internet environments.
Some of the many technologies that the
DMTF has defined to create a common
management infrastructure include Web
Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)
and CIM.
WBEM lives true to its name; it
comprises the set of standards developed
to unify the management of distributed
computing environments over the
Internet. CIM, on the other hand,
defines a conceptual model to represent
management information for systems,
networks, applications, and services in
a platform-independent, technologyneutral, and object-oriented way. In other
words, WBEM explains how it will be
done, and CIM supplies the framework
to describe who, what, where, and
when. DMTF provides the why—make
integration attainable.
Here are some examples of the
standards that WBEM defines:

• How to query information and
operations in a distributed environment
over the HTTP protocol; see the
WBEM specification “CIM Operations
over HTTP” at dmtf.org/standards/
published_documents/DSP200.html.
• How to express CIM elements and
messages in XML; see the WBEM
specification “Representation of CIM
in XML” at dmtf.org/standards/
published_documents/DSP201.html.
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The CIM standard provides a structure
for describing system management data
by using a combination of a specification
and a schema. The CIM specification
describes the common framework for
the management environment; the
specification is the grammar and the
vocabulary of CIM. CIM classes are
pooled into a CIM Schema, standardized
by the DMTF, defining management data
entities; the schema is the book describing
the actual model of management data.
Together, WBEM and CIM provide
the means to manage a distributed
environment and a common language
to describe that environment. The
combination of WBEM and CIM enable
end-to-end, multi-vendor interoperability,
streamlining the integration of
heterogeneous environments and
reducing cost for both providers and end
users of management solutions.
The z/OS CIM server in action
Now that you are acquainted with the
roots of CIM, let’s look at some of the
details. The first release of the CIM server
was in z/OS V1R7. On z/OS, the CIM
server is based on the OpenPegasus CIM
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server (www.openpegasus.org), developed
as a project of The Open Group. The CIM
server is a long-running address space
that delivers z/OS system information and
executes system operations on z/OS.
The CIM server listens on port
5988 for incoming CIM XML requests
over HTTP (port 5989 is used for
HTTP over SSL, provided by the z/OS
Communications Server Application
Transparent Transport Layer Security
data protection). When a request arrives
from a CIM client, the CIM server
decodes the request and queries the
appropriate provider for the necessary
data and, in some cases, the execution of
an operation. Providers are responsible
for gathering data on the system, and each
provider runs on a separate thread (task)
with the identity of the authenticated CIM
client user that submitted the request.
After receiving all the necessary data to
fulfill the request from the provider, the
CIM server aggregates the information
and returns it to the requestor. The CIM
server also has the capability to register
subscriptions to certain events and notify
the interested CIM clients when events
occur.

Smooth operations
For a smooth start, you should apply all
available maintenance for the z/OS CIM
server. By ensuring that your maintenance
is current, you can avoid known
problems and allow for a straightforward
installation.
z/OS V1R10.0 Common Information
Model (CIM) User’s Guide, SC33-7998
contains a great deal of information
to assist you with the installation.
However, a few details of the installation
require special attention, such as the
ASCII environment, security setup, and
configuration files. Your familiarity with
these items can help you stay trouble-free.
ASCII environment

The CIM server runs within z/OS UNIX
System Services as an ASCII program. The
CIM server configuration is contained
in /etc/wbem, and the CIM server
repository, containing the management
data class definitions, is contained in
/var/wbem/repository. All files in
these directories must have ASCII tagging
(ISO8859-1). To ensure the appropriate
tagging of these files and to avoid errors,
the CIM server regularly scans the files
and updates any incorrect file tags it finds.
Make certain that the user who interacts
with the CIM server has the contents of
/usr/lpp/wbem/install/profile.
add in their user profile (or include the
contents in /etc/profile) to allow the

enhanced ASCII environment to be used
appropriately by the CIM server.

Security setup

The CIM server has a variety of security
setup options that you need to define
precisely for the CIM server to start and
run successfully. It’s important that you
read the topic “Customize the security
for CIM server” in Common Information
Model User’s Guide, SC33-7998.

Configuration files

You must change and update the CIM
server configuration files with each
release. If you are migrating from z/OS
V1R8 or V1R9, avoid errors on the startup
of the CIM server by taking the following
actions:
1. Update your CFZCIM started task

procedure and CIMIVP procedure with
the versions shipped with the latest
maintenance.

2. Update the CIM server z/OS UNIX

System Services environmental settings
in /etc/wbem/cimserver.env by
copying /usr/lpp/wbem/cimserver.
env.

3. Update CIM server configuration

settings in /etc/wbem/cimserver_
planned.conf by either removing the
logdir, enableNamespaceAuthorization,
and httpAuthType properties
or deleting the file /etc/wbem/
cimserver_planned.conf. All
defaults are now hard coded in the CIM
server.

For more information, see z/OS Migration,
GA22-7499.
New in z/OS V1R10!
In each release of z/OS, the CIM server
delivers improved features and function.
In z/OS V1R10, the CIM server is updated
to meet the standards of the CIM Schema,
version 2.13, and the OpenPegasus server,
version 2.7.
In addition, the CIM server has
introduced support for audit logging
through SMF. The CIM server uses SMF
Record Type 86 to record information
about authentication, configuration,
provider status, and CIM operations,
which we expect to be very useful for the
auditing of transactions processed by the
CIM server.

We also think that you will like
using console commands for server
configuration changes. Previously, you
needed to make all configuration changes
through the z/OS UNIX shell, but now,
with the new support of the MODIFY
console command, you can also make
these changes at the console, which gives
you more flexibility in the management of
your environment. For details, see z/OS
V1R10.0 Common Information Model
(CIM) User’s Guide, SC33-7998.
This release includes functions
intended to improve the flexibility of
security configuration through a unique
CIM server Application ID to use
for authentication when applying for
PassTickets. In addition, the introduction
of RunAs security for CIM providers gives
you the ability to specify the authority and
identity under which a provider will run.
An integral player
The CIM server is on the scene and in
position to become an integral player on
z/OS. New components are leveraging
the CIM server, such as the Capacity
Provisioning function, which uses CIM
to retrieve metrics from z/OS systems.
The CIM Server is also providing access
to an ever-increasing variety of z/OS
data, which is readily accessible through
the programming interface provided by
the CIM Client. For example, there are
already providers to obtain information
from RMF, WLM, and JES2/JES3. By
installing CIM now, you can get ahead of
the game and be ready to take advantage
of these new products and providers as
they arrive.
To learn more about the interaction
between the CIM Server and Capacity
Provisioning, see z/OS MVS Capacity
Provisioning, SC33-8299. n
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WANTED: smart man with
command knowledge
BY J O D I E V E R D ON A N D D EBB I E NOLL

F

or over 30 years, many
UNIX-based operating systems
contained internal documentation
explaining the commands that
can be used within the environment
(think DOS or OS/2 ®). This is the same
information you find in traditional
manuals except that it can be viewed
in the command line environment in
man page format. Following the UNIX
tradition of providing man pages, many
elements in z/OS supply an associated
man page for each command.
How to find a good man
On z/OS, a good man is easy to find. z/OS
UNIX System Services has man pages
for its set of shell and TSO/E commands
and so does IBM Ported Tools for z/OS
(OpenSSH, Perl, PHP, bzip2, cURL). As of
z/OS V1R10, so does zFS.
GCSD (Good communication skills desired)

When configuring your system to use
man pages:
1. Catalog a SEPHTAB data set in your

system and make the SEPHTAB data set
name available to the BookRead service
that the man command calls. The
SEPHTAB data set contains translation
tables used to translate data from
the internal BookManager® softcopy
format to the code page displayed by
BookManager.

2. Make sure that the BookServer-supplied

EPH.SEPTHTAB data set is available. If
you are using the default IBM-supplied
prefix on data set EPH.SEPHTAB, the
setup for man pages is simple. All you
have to do is let the shell know where
to find the man pages by setting the
MANPATH environment variable.

3. Tell the shell where to find the man

pages by setting the MANPATH
environment variable: MANPATH=/usr/

man/%L
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Now that you’ve configured the system
for man pages, you can use the man
command (which works from within the
z/OS UNIX shell) to view the available
commands online in man page format.
MBLH (Must be left-handed)

If you aren’t using the default data set
EPH.SEPHTAB, you’ll have to copy the
sample EPHWP00 parmlib member from
SEPHSAMP into SYS1.PARMLIB. The
EPHWP00 sample member contains one
line of left-aligned text, “EPH,” which is
the IBM-supplied prefix for the SEPHTAB
data set. If you change this prefix, you
must then change the “EPH” statement to
match the new prefix. Make sure that the
prefix is left justified on the first line of the
EPHWP00 member.
If you rename the SEPTHTAB data
set to another suffix, the first line of /etc/
booksrv/bookread.conf must contain the
following name:

• To view the zFS suite of zfsadm
commands, prefix the zfsadm
commands with the zfsadm prefix.
For example, to view information
about zfsadm aggrinfo, enter man
zfsadmaggrinfo.
• To view the z/OS UNIX set of TSO/E
commands, prefix the TSO/E commands
with TSO. For example, to view a
description of the z/OS UNIX variation
of the MOUNT command, enter man
tsomount.
Tips about your man

• For more information, enter man man.
• To scroll down, press <Enter>.
• To end the man page display, type q and
press <Enter>.
For information about the man command,
see the following books in the z/OS
Library at ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/
bkserv:

DSN=fully.qualified.dsn.where.members.are

The preferred location of the BookRead
configuration file is /etc/booksrv/
bookread.conf. If that location isn’t found,
the system uses the following name:
sys1.parmlib(ephwp00)
ETV (Easy to view)

Viewing man pages is as easy as entering a
command.
• To view the dbx alias subcommand,
enter man dbxalias.
• To view the pdbx subcommands, enter  
man pdbxcont.
• To view the tcsh ls-F built-in command,
enter man lsf (without the dash).
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• z/OS UNIX Command Reference,
SA22-7802
• z/OS Distributed File Service zFS
Administration, SC24-5989.
For information about setting up man
pages, see z/OS UNIX System Services
Planning, GA22-7800.
For more information about the
EPHWP00 parmlib member and the
SEPHTAB data set, see z/OS MVS
Initialization and Tuning Reference,
SA22-7592. n

translate your character data
through SMB
BY kar l l av o

I

just finished coding up a C program
on my laptop and was anxious to run
the compile on the z/OS platform. I
am thinking I’ll just ftp the file over
to z/OS and be on my way—but then I
remember that there’s another way to get
my program over to mainframe. I have
my z/OS UNIX System Services home
directory set up for export by Distributed
File Service SMB (DFS™ SMB) server. The
SMB server allows me to access
z/OS file systems as network drives on my
workstation, so I’ll drag the file over into
that directory. After doing so, I kick off
the compile and take a sip of hot coffee.
Life is good!
The compile fails. I figure it’s probably
a syntax error, but when I open the file
with OEDIT, it didn’t resemble anything
in English. I wonder if it was damaged
or corrupted, but after a little research
it turns out that during the file copy, the
file data didn’t translate from ASCII to
EBCDIC, so now it’s time to explore how
translation works with SMB.
How SMB with _IOE_HFS_FILETAG
SMB provides support for character data
translation. To make the translation
decision, the SMB server allows for
several configurable options through the
DFSKERN environment variable (envar).
The DFSKERN envar containing these
options is located in the home directory
for DFSKERN found at /opt/dfslocal/
home/dfskern. Anytime you update the
envar file, you must restart the DFSKERN
process to pick up the change.
The possible translation options
specified in the envar file are:
_IOE_HFS_FILETAG
_IOE_HFS_ATTRIBUTES_FILE
_IOE_INHERIT_TRANSLATION
_IOE_HFS_TRANSLATION

How SMB works with _IOE_HFS_
FILETAG
Specify the _IOE_HFS_FILETAG option
to take advantage of the z/OS UNIX
Enhanced ASCII support feature. This
option has three choices.
1. IGNORE is this options default. This

instructs the server not to look at the
z/OS UNIX file tag when making the
translation decision. To view the value
of this tag, use the ISHELL display file
attribute option or the ls –T UNIX
command.

2. QUERY tells the server when reading or

writing file data to base its translation
on the file tag value, but do not set the
file tag when creating a new file.

3. SET instructs the server to do the same

as the QUERY option and to set the file
tag when creating a new file.

z/OS UNIX file tag examples

Let’s look at some examples of the z/OS
UNIX file tag settings. Using ISHELL to
display the file tag value for the file
hello.bin looks like this:
Pathname : /home/susvsr/hello.bin
Char Set ID/Text flag : 65535 OFF

How SMB works with _IOE_HFS_
ATTRIBUTES_FILE
If you specify the _ IOE_HFS_
ATTRIBUTES_FILE option, the server
bases its translation decision by matching
the files suffix with the type of transition
you define in the HFS attribute file. This
method is similar to what the IBM HTTP
Server defines in the httpd.conf file. Lines
in this file contain the AddType keyword,
the file suffix, and the desired translation
method. The program ignores any existing
data on each line and all other lines. In
the following two samples of the following
file, SMB translates a file called hello.
txt, but doesn’t translate a file called
mybook.pdf.
AddType .txt
AddType .pdf

text/plain
adobe/files

ebcdic
binary

When you use this option to determine
the translation method, the server sets
the z/OS UNIX file format attribute for
the file. By doing so, the files translation
is consistent in future accesses. Use the
ISHELL display file attribute option or the
ls –H UNIX command to view the value
of this field.

Using ISHELL to display the file tag value
for the file hello.txt looks like this:
Pathname : /home/susvsr/hello.txt
Char Set ID/Text flag : 01047 ON

Using the z/OS UNIX ls command to
display the file tag values for both files
looks like this:
ls –T hello.txt (z/OS UNIX file tag set to text)
t IBM-1047 T=on hello.txt
ls –T hello.bin (z/OS UNIX file tag set to binary)
b binary T=off hello.bin
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z/OS UNIX file format examples

Using ISHELL to display the file format
attributes for the file hello.bin looks like
this:
Pathname : /home/susvsr/hello.bin
File format . . . . . : BINARY

SMB provides support for character data
translation.

Using ISHELL to display the file format
attribute for the file hello.txt looks like
this:
Pathname : /home/susvsr/hello.txt
File format . . . . . : NL (newline format, treated as text)

Using the z/OS UNIX ls command to
display the file tag values for both files
looks like this:
ls –H hello.txt (z/OS UNIX file format attribute: newline treated as text)
-rw-r--r-- nl
1 OMVSKERN SYS1
0 Sep 20 09:48 hello.txt
ls –H hello.bin (z/OS UNIX file format attribute set to binary)
-rw-r--r-- bin
1 OMVSKERN SYS1
0 Sep 20 09:48 hello.bin

How SMB works with _IOE_INHERIT_
TRANSLATION
If you specify the _IOE_INHERIT_
TRANSLATION option, the server bases
its translation decision on the parent file
system. Use this option for file systems
that are automounted or dynamically
exported. As you traverse through a
directory and encounter a file system that
is not mounted or exported, the server
can make it available to the user. You will
need additional configuration steps for
the dynamic export function as described
in z/OS Distributed File Service SMB
Administration, SC24-5918.
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How SMB works with _IOE_HFS_
TRANSLATION
Finally, if you use the _IOE_HFS_
TRANSLATION option, you can define
translation as ON, OFF, or AUTO:
• Specifying ON translates all data.
• Specifying OFF translates no data.
• AUTO is the global translation
specification or default setting.
When you specify AUTO, the server
examines 255 bytes of data and makes a
determination based on valid EBCDIC/
ASCII characters. The program compares
the outbound data or the data the SMB
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server is reading against an EBCDIC
table. The program compares the inbound
data or the data written to the SMB
server against an ASCII table. If the bytes
compared are valid characters, the file
is marked for translation; otherwise, the
data isn’t translated.
How SMB works with the devtab file
The translation options I’ve mentioned
so far are specified in the envar file of the
SMB server. Configure the last translation
option when you define which file systems
to export and make available to the
SMB server. This option specifies how
to perform translation against the entire

file system. The devtab configuration file
stores this information and is in the path
/opt/dfslocal/var/dfs. When you specify
the TEXT option, all the file data that
is read or written in the file system is
translated. If you specify the binary
setting, all file data read or written is
not translated. If you specify AUTO, the
server evaluates the data to make the
translation decision as mentioned earlier.
Server translation decisions
I’ve briefly explained the possible
configuration options, but it’s important
to know what sequence the server goes
through to make its translation decision.
The sequence is as follows:
1. If the file exists and you configure the

_IOE_HFS_FILETAG (that is, either
QUERY or SET) to exploit the z/OS
UNIX Enhanced ASCII function, the
server translates when the tag value
indicates text and does not translate
when the file tag is set to binary.

2. If an existing file has no file tag (or

5. For dynamically mounted file

3. If you configure the _IOE_HFS_

6. Finally, the _IOE_HFS_

Enhanced ASCII is not active in the
SMB server) and that file has a nonzero file format attribute, a file attribute
value of 1 (binary) causes no translation
to be done. A value greater than one
causes translation to be done.

ATTRIBUTES_FILE option and either
the file doesn’t exist or the file attribute
is set to zero (NA) for an existing
file, the file suffix determines the file
translation method. If the file suffix
doesn’t match any of the entries in the
file, the translation method continues to
the next step.

4. In the devtab file, the SMB server uses

the text, binary, or auto option to make
the translation decision. If this option
wasn’t specified, the translation decision
continues to the next step.

systems, if the _IOE_INHERIT_
TRANSLATION envar is set, the
translation can be made using the
parent file system setting; otherwise,
the translation decision continues to the
next step.
TRANSLATION environment variable
option determines how to translate the
data. By default, the option is set to
OFF. When you set it to ON, file data
translation takes place. If you specify
AUTO, the server bases the translation
decision on the inbound or outbound
character types.

Last word
Now that you have a basic idea about how
file data translation works for the SMB
file server, see z/OS Distributed File Server
SMB Administration, SC24-5918 for more
details.
Oh, about my original translation
problem—to recover, I translated it back
issuing the iconv command:

iconv –f ISO8859-1 –t IBM-1047 /home/kml/trans.c > /home/kml/trans.fixed.c

Hey, life is good again! n
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Java application insight is within sight
BY J OHN B . D I A M ON D

J

insightLive for System z
is a profiling tool for Java
applications. JinsightLive provides
a comprehensive set of visual
diagrams that help you understand
various performance aspects of a Java
application. You can use it to:
• Examine code execution to identify
bottlenecks.
• Look at memory allocation to identify
possible memory leaks.
• Associate object allocation with the
portion of code that allocated those
objects.
JinsightLive for System z is available from
IBM AlphaWorks as a free download.

You can use JinsightLive for System z
on 31-bit Java running on z/OS or Linux®
on System z. You can use it to profile
stand-alone Java applications, as well as
applications running in a WebSphere
Application Server or a Customer
Information Control System (CICS)
Transaction Server 3.2. JinsightLive
consists of two components—a profiling
agent, and a GUI viewer.
Sequence diagram of program execution
Figure 1 shows a sequence diagram for
a program’s execution. The sequence
diagram illustrates the interaction of
various objects and methods. The vertical
lines are lifelines that represent the
lifetime of a method invocation. The righthand side of the diagram shows elapsed

time in milliseconds. When profiling an
application, time is a relative measure
(rather than an absolute measure) because
of the system overhead associated with
profiling. When you position the mouse
over a field, the bottom bar displays
information about the class and method.
In Figure 1, start and duration
information is displayed for the doWork2
method on the first instance of class
A. The doWork2 method calls a print
statement and a sleep method. The colors
in the diagram identify similar code
blocks. For example, you can identify
database calls in a large diagram by color.
When profiling an application, the user
zooms in and out of various sections. The
color becomes a very effective tool for
identifying patterns.

Figure 1. Program execution diagram

JinsightLive provides a comprehensive set of visual diagrams
that help you understand various performance aspects of a Java
application.
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You can discover a lot about an
application by profiling it. To identify
bottlenecks, you can focus on the long
lifelines and determine whether to
optimize the code path. You can also
discover unexpected wait conditions.
Histogram of object allocation
Figure 2 shows a histogram of object
allocations. You can use this diagram
to see object allocation by type. You can
analyze garbage collection by looking
at the collected objects (the hollow
rectangles). Clicking a particular object
displays detailed statistics about the
object, including the time it was allocated
and the thread that created it. Selecting
an object highlights the area in the
execution diagram where the object was
created. This highlighting makes it easy to
determine exactly where and when objects
are being allocated.

Find out more
JinsightLive can track the execution of
many threads. Filtering capabilities are
available to narrow focus on particular
areas of interest. When getting started
with JinsightLive, it is best to start with a
simple program that you understand well.
Examine the execution pattern and the
memory histogram of objects to become
familiar with the type of information that
this tool produces.
The JinsightLive for System z tool has
many more useful features. To learn more
about JinsightLive for System z, and to
download a copy, visit www.alphaworks.
ibm.com/tech/jinsightlive/requirements. n

Figure 2. Object allocation diagram
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Performance, agility, and cost-saving
Win with IBM Java SDK on System z

BY M A R C EL M I T R A N , LE V ON S T E PA N I A N , A N D T HE R ES A TA I

A

s a compile-once-run-anywhere,
agile, and flexible programming
language, Java has become
the cost-effective language of
choice for implementing business logic,
e-business solutions and services, and
IT infrastructures. When combining
the cost and benefits of the IBM System
z Application Assist Processor (zAAP)
with the resilience and versatility of
IBM’s System z mainframe technology
and the powerful IBM middleware
portfolio that includes WebSphere
Application Server, WebSphere Portal
Server, Customer Information Control
System Transaction Server (CICS TS),
Information Management System (IMS),
Database 2™ (DB2), and the integrated
JZOS Java batch launcher, it is easy to
see why adoption of Java on mainframes
continues to be strong. Recently, with
the IBM z10™ processor providing up to
double the throughput improvement for
Java applications, the zAAP continues to
provide increased cost savings for Java
applications running on System z.

Platform, Standard Edition (Java SE) and
Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java
EE) platforms, including IBM z/OS and
Linux for System z.
This article reviews highlights of the
new IBM J9 Virtual Machine and IBM
Testarossa JIT Compiler technologies
before diving into key System z
exploitations; it specifically discusses
improvements in JIT and garbage
collection performance and begins by
introducing the IBM J9 Virtual Machine,
as the heart and soul of the IBM Java
Runtime Environment (JRE). Then, it
discusses new garbage collection and the
IBM Testarossa JIT compiler technology
packaged with the JRE. Finally, it looks
at z10 exploitation, including BigDecimal
and decimal floating-point.
IBM J9 Virtual Machine
Performance, security, reliability, and
serviceability remain the guiding
forces for steering IBM’s Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) technology. Having a
robust, versatile, and extensible runtime

About Java
Java is a base z/OS element available to
all z/OS customers at no charge. It is also
available as a standard base feature at no
additional charge in recent levels of z/OS
subsystems like WebSphere Application
Server, IMS (IMS Java), CICS TS (JCICS),
DB2 (stored procedures) and WebSphere
Message Broker (Java compute nodes).
IBM SDK for z/OS
With the release of the IBM SDK for z/OS,
Java Technology Edition, V5 (SDK5)
and Java Technology Edition, V6 (SDK6)
products, IBM continues its more than
ten year investment in Java technology
for System z. IBM SDKs are now powered
by the IBM J9 Virtual Machine and IBM
Testarossa JIT Compiler across all Java
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environment for the JVM allows IBM
to bring the latest innovations and
features of virtual machine technology
to its customers in a timely and scalable
manner. The IBM J9 Virtual Machine is
a clean-room runtime environment that
was re-engineered with this purpose in
mind.
Garbage collection with IBM J9 Virtual
Machine
Garbage collection (GC) continues to
be an important defining component of
any JRE. Considerable effort typically
goes into optimizing GC parameters to
best meet pause-time and throughput
requirements, providing scalability and
shorter pause times.
The J9 virtual machine comes
packaged with a state-of-the-art new
garbage collector that is equipped with
parallel mark, sweep, and compact
capabilities and provides four GC policies
that are designed to support various
workloads. See Table 1.

2.5
2

SDK131-31
SDK142-31

1.5

SDK5-31
SDK6-31

1

SDK142-64
SDK5-64
SDK6-64

0.5

n
ea
gm

t

o

c

s2

0

k

Table 1. GC policies

Designed for very
large multiprocessor
machines to alleviate
scalability issues due to
high allocation rates.

b

-Xgcpolicy:
subpool

New policy designed
for applications with
short-lived objects.
New objects are
allocated to a nursery
area with long-lived
objects promoted to
a tenured area of the
heap.

*

-Xgcpolicy:
gencon

Designed to reduce
GC pause by
overlapping GC
effort with application
runtime. As the GC
steals cycles from the
application to achieve
this, throughput may be
lower.

s1

-Xgcpolicy:
optavgpause

Designed to optimize
throughput by not
overlapping GC
activity with application
runtime. The
application is stopped
each time garbage is
collected.

JITing with IBM Testarossa Compiler
JVM start-up and shared classes support
technology
Application start-up time continues to
The performance engine of any JVM is its
be an important performance attribute
Just-In-Time compiler. SDK5 and SDK6
for many users running Java-based
are powered by the IBM Testarossa JIT
applications. Quick start-up of enterprise
Compiler. The JIT compiler performs a
environments such as WebSphere
significant set of loop-based optimizations Application Server allows for agile
that target program hot spots. By virtue
deployment and management of servers
of being a dynamic compiler, the JIT
and the applications that run on them.
compiler is fully aware and self-tuning
Additionally, batch-based environments
for the hardware it is running on. This
with short job steps see their performance
allows the JIT compiler to fully exploit
dominated by JVM start-up time.
new hardware features such as longClass loading and JIT compilation
®
displacement
support
on
IBM
eServer
represent
the two largest costs for JVM
1.6
extended
immediate
support
zSeries ® 990,
start-up.
In
SDK5, shared-classes support
1.4
on IBM System z9®, and a significant set
allows classes to be loaded into shared
1.2
of new instructions on IBM System z10.
memory so that future instances of the
1
In addition, the IBM Testarossa JIT
JVM can avoid the cost of reloading
0.8
Compiler is
equipped with a complex
classes from disk. It also provides savings
0.6control system that uses
compilation
to memory footprint as well as start-up
0.4 feedback to trigger up
sampling and
time. To further improve start-up time
0.2 levels of compilation
to six different
for short-running applications, the JVM
0 Cold, Warm, Hot, Profiling
(Interpreter,
provides
a special –Xquickstart option
Throughput
Start-up elapsed time
Start-up CPU time
and Scorching). Exploiting feedback-based that lowers the default compilation level
WebSphere Application
Server v6.0/SDK 1.4.2 normalized
recompilations to stagger
the investment
more aggressively. In SDK6, this mode
WebSphere Application Server v6.1/SDK5 vs. WebSphere Application Server v6.0/SDK1.4.2
WebSphere
Server v7.0/SDK6
Application
v6.1/SDK5 and relocating aheadin compilation allows
theApplication
JIT compiler
tovs. WebSphere
also
usesServer
storing
focus and amortize compilation effort to
of-time (AOT) compiled code more
best match the application code behavior.
aggressively.
Figure 1 compares seven singlethreaded Java benchmarks with scores
normalized relative to SDK131-31. The
benchmarks highlight the improved
performance of the code generated by the
JIT compiler.
Relative performance

-Xgcpolicy:
optthrougput
(default setting)

Purpose

Scores normalized to SDK 131

GC policies

* These benchmark values include a wide variety of function such
as data compression, database access and ray tracing.

Figure 1. Benchmark comparison of SDK versions on a System z10 processor that runs z/OS V1 R9
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Figure 2 summarizes the relative performance running trade between WebSphere
Application Server 6.1 SDK5 and WebSphere Application Server 6.0 SDK1.4.2 in
throughput, start-up elapsed time, and start-up CPU time:

Relative performance

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Throughput

Start-up elapsed time

Start-up CPU time

WebSphere Application Server v6.0/SDK 1.4.2 normalized
WebSphere Application Server v6.1/SDK5 vs. WebSphere Application Server v6.0/SDK1.4.2
WebSphere Application Server v7.0/SDK6 vs. WebSphere Application Server v6.1/SDK5

Figure 2. Relative performance for WebSphere Application Server 6.1/SDK5 and WebSphere Application
Server 6.0/SDK1.4.2

n

as data compression, database access and ray tracing.
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SKD6 provides a framework for
reducing the effects of using 64-bit
references, which require twice the
memory of 31-bit references. For
enterprise-scale applications, application
footprint is increased up to 40%, which
puts significantly more pressure on the
hardware’s memory management unit
ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/preLogin.
(MMU). SDK6 provides a methodology
do?source=trade6
for compressing 64-bit references to
use only 32-bits for heaps that are
2.5
64-bit performance
smaller than 30GB. The compressed
JVM heap for 31-bit SDKs is limited by the reference framework (enabled using
2
amount
of private virtual storage below 2
-Xcompressedrefs on the JVM command
gigabytes (GB). For example, the common
line with Java6 SR3) provides better cache
Java maximum heap size for a 31-bit SDK
and translation lookaside buffer (TLB)
1.5
is typically limited to less than 1024 MB
locality at the expense of a potential
and is quickly being exhausted because of
increase in path length. This trade-off is
a1more complex application deployment.
typically a win on hardware with higher
As result, installations are adopting 64-bit
CPU frequencies where cache bottlenecks
SDKs more heavily, and for this reason,
are more dominant. Significant
0.5
there has been a significant effort to
improvements in throughput for
reduce the overhead using 64-bit SDKs.
enterprise environments like WebSphere
SDK5 provides several path length and Application Server are observed when
0
code-generation
optimizations to reduce
combining large virtual pages (available
the cost of computing 64-bit addresses.
with Java6 SR1) support with compressed
references. Note that in some cases the
64-bit SDK can out-perform the 31-bit
* These benchmark values include
SDK.a wide variety of function such

*

Scores normalized to SDK 131

As you can see, SDK6 improves on SDK5
(which, in turn, improved on SDK1.4.2
in WebSphere Application Server-Trade
throughput) and decreases elapsed and
CPU times during WebSphere Application
Server start-up.
For more information, see the
following Web site: www14.software.

z10 exploitation
In February of 2008, IBM released the
new System z10 mainframe. The new
processor provides significant speed in
hardware thread performance. Based on
lab measurements, the hardware speed has
translated to 1.3 to two times performance
improvement for Java workloads when
you migrate to z10.
In addition, SDK6 includes several
new z10 features such as exploitation of
new assembly instructions provided by the
new architecture, full support for 64-bit
decimal floating-point hardware (through
the BigDecimal class) for increasing the
performance and accuracy of financial
calculations, as well as tuning for the new
micro-architecture and support for large
pages. In combination with the hardware
speedup, the performance improvements
provided by the new SDK and the cost
effectiveness of IBM specialty engine
zAAPs, Java on System z continues to be
an attractive choice for many users.
Conclusion
The adoption of Java on mainframes
continues to grow. As such, IBM has
invested heavily in its Java SDKs for z/OS.
With SDK5 and SDK6, the IBM JVM was
re-engineered, providing a significant
improvement in performance, security,
reliability, and serviceability. When
combining these improvements with the
cost effectiveness of zAAPs and thread
speedup of new processors such as the z10,
the ever-growing value of Java on System z
is undeniable.
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I dub thee
UNIX process
BY S C O T T BEN D E R A N D L I S A NO VA L

T

o dub or not to dub, that is the
question. The answer, of course, is
“to dub”. You want access to
z/OS UNIX System Services (z/OS
UNIX), and you need to be dubbed as a
z/OS UNIX user to do that. Dubbing refers
to making an MVS™ address space known
to z/OS UNIX as a process. Dubbing also
refers to making tasks within a dubbed
address space known to z/OS UNIX as
either a thread (the default) or a process.
This article describes the process
of dubbing, and the role of z/OS UNIX
security in protecting a process or thread
created at dub time. The new process
created when dubbing the address space
will have the MVS identity of the address
space. Threads or processes created when
dubbing a task within an already dubbed
address space can have their own identity,
or can share the identity of the parent
process.
Dubbing the address space
The first task in an address space that
issues a z/OS UNIX syscall causes the
address space to be dubbed. Dubbing
creates a new process with the MVS
identity (from the accessor environment
element or ACEE) of the address space.
Dubbing then establishes the z/OS UNIX
security environment based on the OMVS
segment defined for the MVS user ID.
Dubbing creates a user security packet
(USP) to hold the z/OS UNIX related
information, including the securityrelated information (the UIDs and GIDs).
The UID should be unique for each user,
just as the MVS user ID is unique for each
user.
For example, TSO user ID FRED has
an OMVS segment defined with UID=5
and GID=100. User FRED submits a
job that issues a z/OS UNIX syscall. The
process is created with login name set to
FRED, the UID set to 5, and the GID set
to 100.

If no OMVS segment is defined for
the MVS user ID, the z/OS UNIX security
environment created during a dub is
based on the OMVS default segment.
A disadvantage of the default OMVS
segment is that users will share the
same UIDs and GIDs, and therefore will
have access to each others’ z/OS UNIX
resources.
Dubbing tasks in the address space
The task that issues the syscall causing
the address space to be dubbed is itself
dubbed as (by default) a thread in the
dubbed address space process. Similarly,
when any other MVS task in the already
dubbed address space issues its first
syscall, that task is also, by default,
dubbed as a new thread in the process. As
long as a task does not have its own tasklevel security environment, the thread is
dubbed with the MVS identity (ACEE) of
the address space, and will have the UID,
GID, and login name associated with the
MVS identity. In other words, each thread
will, by default, have the same security
environment as the dubbed address space
process.
If a task security environment differs
from that of the address space, the task
will not be dubbed with the same MVS
identity as the address space. For example,
a task in Fred’s address space has a tasklevel security environment for user ID
JANE (TCBSENV points to an ACEE
defined for user ID JANE). The address
space is dubbed with security information

associated with FRED. Task JANE issues
a syscall and, as a result, a new thread is
dubbed and a USP is created for JANE.
Whenever the thread defined with ACEE
for user ID JANE makes a syscall that
involves calls to the security product, the
access is checked against JANE’s UID.
By default, additional tasks in a
previously dubbed address space are
dubbed as new threads in the existing
process. An exception to this occurs when
a call to the BPX1SDD service changes
this default behavior so that tasks in the
address space are created as processes. In
this case, when a task issues a syscall, it
is dubbed as a new process in the address
space. As long as none of the tasks have
their own task-level security
(TCBSENV = 0), all processes in the
address space will have the same security
environment as the address space. This
is a multiple process (multiproc) address
space. However, if a task has its own MVS
security environment that differs from
that of the address space, the task gets
a unique z/OS UNIX identity. This is a
multiproc-multiuser address space.
Find out more
You can find more information
about dubbing in the z/OS UNIX
documentation available in the z/OS
Internet Library (ibm.com/systems/
z/os/zos/bkserv/) or the z/OS V1R10
Information Center (publib.boulder.ibm.
com/infocenter/zos/v1r10/index.jsp). n
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Looking for validation?
z/OS XML can help
B y M AT T HE W C O U SENS A N D O M A R Z E VA LLOS

I

n z/OS V1R10, z/OS XML System
Services (z/OS XML) introduces a
parser that supports schema-based
validation. z/OS XML efficiently
performs schema-based validating parses
of XML documents by requiring that
schemas are first transformed into an
Optimized Schema Representation (OSR)
before being passed into the z/OS XML
parser. An OSR is a binary representation
of one or more schemas that z/OS XML
can process much faster than schemas in
text form.
Before requesting a validating parse
for one or more schemas, you must create
an OSR using the OSR generator utilities
included with z/OS XML. These utilities
are available as an OMVS shell-based
command-line program or, for users who
wish to write their own OSR generator
tools, as C or Java APIs. The supplied
command-line program, xsdosrg,
provides a simple way to quickly generate
OSRs. For more advanced OSR features,
such as string IDs or custom entity
resolvers, you can use the C or Java APIs.
After you create an OSR, you can
keep it in permanent storage and use it to
validate any number of documents. OSR
regeneration is not required. Therefore,
the overhead of generating a particular
OSR is a one time cost that, coupled with
the performance benefits of OSR-based
schema validation, makes z/OS XML a
very cost-efficient validating solution.
With the OSR available, you can
perform validating parses in much the
same way that you performed nonvalidating parses. The only difference
is that there are a few additional steps
before the actual validating parse can be
completed. First, the validating parser
must be loaded into system memory. z/OS
XML provides a new load API to facilitate
this step. In C, this interface is gxlpLoad().
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In Assembler, this interface is GXL1LOD
or GXL4LOD. The caller can also perform
the load operation without calling this
new API. Instead, the caller can make the
validating parser (the GXLIMODV load
module) available using the z/OS LOAD
macro, or you can put the validating
parser in the link pack area (LPA).
• If the caller uses the LOAD macro
to load the GXLIMODV module, no
further loads are needed in the same
address space (unless the module
is released by the DELETE macro).
Programs that will parse multiple
documents should be structured to load
the GXLIMODV module and perform
all document parsing before releasing
the GXLIMODV module using the
DELETE macro. This way, the load
cost is paid just once for any number of
parses.
• If the GXLIMODV load module is
placed in the LPA, the validating parser
is, like the non-validating parser, loaded
into common storage and shared by all
address spaces in the system. Again, the
load cost is paid once for any number of
parses (until a re-IPL or a similar event).
On systems where a significant amount
of validating parsing will be done, we
recommend placing the GXLIMODV
load module in the LPA.
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After the validating parser is loaded,
you initialize the parser like you did
when performing a non-validating parse,
except now a new validating feature flag
(GXLHXEC_FEAT_VALIDATE for the C
API) is needed so z/OS XML knows that
the current parse instance is validating.
With the OSR generated and the
validating parser loaded and initialized,
the z/OS XML parser must associate
the OSR with the parse instance. A new
operation for the parser’s control API
(GXLHXEC_CTL_LOAD_OSR for the
C API) associates the OSR with the parse
instance. This control operation resets the
parse instance so you can begin parsing a
document from its beginning.
With a few new steps and some
low-cost initial setup, z/OS XML has
become a more complete,
high-performance XML parsing solution.
When combined with the other features
and customizations of z/OS XML, such as
string IDs and zIIP or zAAP offload, the
parser becomes a fully scalable enterprise
XML solution that minimizes processing
costs while maximizing throughput.
For more information on the OSR
generator API, see XML System Services
User’s Guide and Reference, SA23-1350-03. n

Master keys theatre
The ICSF master keys story

BY BOB P E T T I A N D SHE R I D E G R OO D T

W

ith any application that makes
use of cryptography to protect
data, the security of the
cryptographic key that protects
the data is of utmost importance. One way
to ensure the safety of the cryptographic
key is to prevent the value of the key
(the clear key) from ever being available
outside the boundary of the cryptographic
subsystem.
IBM and Integrated Cryptographic
Service Facility (ICSF), a software element
of z/OS, are proud to present the concept
of a master key, a key securely stored on a
cryptographic coprocessor.
Here’s a happy story with an ending
that is sure to please any security
administrator in our audience.
The basic story:
What do master keys do?
All cryptographic functions require at
least one cryptographic key. When two
parties exchange data, they can share a
secret key (symmetric key) to encrypt
data before transmission, and then use the
same key to decrypt data upon receipt.
For this to be a secure communication,
that secret symmetric key cannot be
compromised—it MUST be secret. This is
where our hero, the master key, enters the
story.
You can encipher the symmetric
key so that the value of the key is never
known outside a restricted and protected
environment. In the case of ICSF, you
use the master key to encipher the
shared secret symmetric key so that
the clear value of that secret key never
exists outside the secure boundary of the
cryptographic card.

Here’s how the story unfolds:
1. Application A and Application B share

a secret key that has been enciphered
using their respective master keys. Both
applications can store this enciphered
secret key in their local storage for
future use. In ICSF, shared symmetric
keys are stored in the cryptographic key
data set (CKDS). While the “clear key
value” of the key is the same, the two
applications have different enciphered
versions of the key.

2. When it is ready to encrypt data,

Application A reads the enciphered key
from its CKDS and, using ICSF callable
services, passes it to the cryptographic
card along with the data to be
encrypted.

3. The cryptographic card uses the master

key to decipher the key, performs the
encrypt function, and returns the
encrypted data to Application A.

At no point in the above transaction was
the shared secret key available outside
the secure boundary of the cryptographic
coprocessor, that is, “in the clear.” Thus,
the data is protected from anyone who
tries to intercept it during transit.
The plot thickens:
How are master keys implemented?
So far, we have been describing the master
as if it were a single entity. In fact, as of
ICSF HCR7751, we might use the term
master key to refer to three distinct master
keys:
• The DES master key, used to encipher
DES keys
• The AES master key, used to encipher
AES keys
• The ASYM (or PKA) master key, used to
encipher asymmetric keys, such as RSA
keys.

4. The encrypted data is then sent to

Application B.

5. Application B uses an ICSF callable

service to send the encrypted data to
the cryptographic card along with its
enciphered version of the shared secret
key. The cryptographic card again
deciphers the key, decrypts the data,
and returns the original data to the
application, thus completing a secure
transaction.
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Cast of characters:
Current, new, and old
As part of any good security policy,
the value of the master keys must
be periodically changed. In order to
accomplish this, three components are
associated with each type of master key:
• The current master key (CMK)
• The new master key (NMK)
• The old master key (OMK).
You use the CMK during cryptographic
functions when you generate a new key
enciphered under the master key. When
you encrypt data, you use the CMK to
decipher the encryption key passed as part
of the request.
You use the NMK when you change
a master key. You must “load” the NMK
and re-encipher the corresponding
KDS (key data set). After the process is
complete, the NMK moves to the CMK
and the CMK moves to the OMK. Now,
when a cryptographic request is received,
the system uses the “new” master key.
What purpose does the OMK serve?
Keys that were enciphered under the
OMK (when it was the CMK) continue to
work, but the application receives a return
code that indicates the keys need to be
re-enciphered under the current master
key. In some cases, the re-enciphered key
is returned to the application. You should
re-encipher all keys, as well as key storage
data sets, under the current master key.
Key parts to play
In addition to protecting the master key
inside the cryptographic coprocessor, you
can further protect it by distributing the
knowledge of the key to other users. You
can use a “key part” scheme to load the
master key registers in such a way that no
single person has complete knowledge of
the master key.
When you load the NMK, you must
enter the key value in multiple parts
described as “first”, “middle”, and “last”.
The new master key is not considered full
until the last key part has been entered.
While the “middle” part is optional, the
first and last are not, so you must enter the
NKM value in two distinct parts.
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For example, if a company has four
security officers responsible for their
master key, each officer can enter the parts
separately, and the cryptographic system
combines each part to form the final
master key value. People have knowledge
of one key part, but none of them have
knowledge of the final key value.
Loading master keys the first time
Cryptographic cards do not come with
default master keys. Your installation
must load master keys when you prepare
for a cryptographic environment.
In addition to loading the master keys,
you must allocate and initialize the data
sets that ICSF uses to store cryptographic
keys. The CKDS and the PKDS (PKA key
data set) are used to store symmetric and
asymmetric keys, respectively. Because
both of these data sets contain header
records to ensure that the current master
key matches the master key used to
encipher the keys stored in the data set,
you must initialize these data sets after
you have set the master key. The steps to
get started are:
1. Allocate a CKDS and PKDS.
2. Start ICSF with the CKDS and PKDS

specified in the options data set.

3. Load the master key using the ICSF

panel.

4. Initialize the CKDS and PKDS.

Setting the master keys
You might need to set the master key
after a CKDS has been initialized, such
as when a new card is brought online or
when the master key registers on the card
are cleared with zeroes. If so, follow these
steps for both the AES MK and the DES
MK:
1. Load the NMK register with the known

master key value.

2. Use the SET MK panel to move the

NMK to the CMK.
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When the CMK matches the header
record in the CKDS, the cryptographic
card is “active” and available for
cryptographic functions.
Changing the master keys
You should periodically change the CKDS
master keys, as follows:
1. Load the value of the new master key

into the NMK register.

2. Allocate a new CKDS data set.
3. Re-encipher the CKDS, specifying

the newly allocated data set. The
original data set is unchanged. The
re-enciphered keys are written to the
new data set. Before you continue to the
next step, re-encipher all copies of the
CKDS.

4. On the CHANGE MK panel, specify

the re-enciphered CKDS to activate the
new master key.

During the REENCIPHER process,
the active CKDS is unchanged and the
current master key is unchanged. During
the CHANGE MK process, the CMK
value is moved to the old master key
register and the new master key value
is moved to the CMK register, and the
re-enciphered CKDS becomes the active
CKDS.
Adding AES keys to existing CKDS
Updating the CKDS is new in
Cryptographic Support for z/OS
V1R8-R10 Web deliverable (FMID
HCR7751). You can also update an
existing CKDS that currently has only
a DES master key to add an AES master
key and keep the existing DES enciphered
keys intact. Similarly, a DES master key
can be added to a CKDS that currently has
only the AES master key. To perform the
update function:
1. Load the appropriate NMK register

with the new master key value.

2. Choose the UPDATE panel option to

update each CKDS you want to update
with the new type of master key.

When all CKDSs have been updated,
use CKDS REFRESH followed by SET
MK to activate the new master key. The
CHANGE MK option also activates the
new master key.
PPINIT
PPINIT, or Passphrase Initialization, is
a quick way to get ICSF up and running.
Enter a 16- to 64-byte character string
(a passphrase) through the ICSF panels.
ICSF then generates symmetric and
asymmetric master key values, sets the
master keys on all online coprocessors
and initializes your CKDS and PKDS.
For more information about PPINIT
functions, see z/OS V1R9.0 Cryptographic
Services ICSF Administrator’s Guide,
SA22-7521.

master key through the Master Key Entry
panel, but when you enter the final key
part, that master key is now the current/
active master key; the original current MK
is considered the old MK.
With the “new” master key active,
you can re-encypher the PKDS (to an
empty VSAM data set) and refresh the
new PKDS to become the active PKDS.
Re-encipher all copies of the PKDS at the
same time. This refresh process for PKDS
is new in Cryptographic Support for
z/OS V1R8-R10 Web deliverable (FMID
HCR7751) and replaces activating the
PKDS and refreshing the PKDS cache.
Also, you must disable PKA Services
before loading the asymmetric master
key register. Use ICSF panels for making
changes to the PKDS master key.

Managing PKDS master keys
The management of PKDS master keys
differs from managing CKDS master keys.
As with the CKDS, you must load the

z800/z900 considerations
While the basic master key management
concepts also apply for IBM zSeries 900
(z900) or zSeries 800 (z800) servers, the

recommendations and procedures are
slightly different. For more information,
see z/OS ICSF Administrator’s Guide,
SA22-7521.
Trusted key entry
An optional feature of ICSF is the trusted
key entry (TKE). TKE provides security
administrators another means besides
ISPF to manage their cryptographic
keys, including the master key. For
more information on TKE, see z/OS
Cryptographic Services ICSF Trusted Key
Entry PCIX Workstation User’s Guide,
SA23-2211.
Happy ending
For more information on managing
your cryptographic keys, see z/OS ICSF
Administrator’s Guide, SA22-7521. n
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Pass the remote: RACF security is on
IBM RACF Remote Authorization Provider

BY M I C H A EL B U Z Z E T T I , M AT T HE W F I NL AYSON , a n d M I C H A EL ON G HEN A

T

he Java virtual machine has been
designed since the beginning to
enable code execution in a robust
and secure environment. Java
can be run in almost any environment,
from mobile phones to the mainframe,
but the original idea of a cross platform
virtual machine required a strict set of
rules to gain the trust of those application
developers and administrators who were
focused on security. The designers knew
that they would have to build a common
security system to encompass the many
differences from system to system. In
addition, they wanted to take advantage of
the underlying platform security.
Java Virtual Machine and security: some
basics

Many of the security semantics within the
Java Virtual Machine are controlled by a
set of permission classes.
The permission classes represent
actions. For instance, the FilePermission
class in the java.io package represents the
actions that can be taken on a file or a
directory. This class can grant read, write,
execute and delete functions. The class is
operating system agnostic, thanks to the
abstraction layers provided by the virtual
machine.
Also, a policy file can grant
permissions based on identity (through
JAAS), jar location (code source) or
by whoever has signed the jar file that
contains the Java classes.
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Java policy file: a sample statement

Let’s look at the following statement
from a java policy file, which gives read
permission from the /tmp/ directory to
everyone.
grant {
permission java.io.FilePermission “/tmp/”, “read”;
};

Application developers can create their
own permission classes and dictate access
based on these policy statements. The
default implementation is based solely
on text files. These files are read in at
system start up and cannot be modified
without reloading the virtual machine.
The policy decision can be off-loaded to
a third party policy server such as Tivoli
access manager only by implementing a
custom security manager. This makes it
easier for security administration because
it provides a centralized policy decision
point.
J2EE security extensions

The security system works the same way
within a Java 2 Enterprise Environment
(J2EE). The container must be constrained
in the same way as a stand-alone Java
application. The drawback of the default
policy provider (having to reload the JVM
in order to change or update the security
semantics of the policy) is a thing of
the past, having been addressed by JSR
115, more commonly known as the Java
Authorization Contract for Container
(JACC). JACC provides a set of contracts
that enables the container to off-load
the policy enforcement for a subset of
permissions. The JACC permissions
consist of those related to the Enterprise
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JavaBeans (EJB) method invocation and
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) based
access. These permissions are granted
and controlled by the J2EE application
deployment descriptor.
The contracts of JSR 115 delineate how
the container and the policy provider
work in conjunction to ensure the policy
information is read from the deployment
descriptor, stored in the policy provider,
and enforced by the container.
Because enforcement is done at run
time, you can update, change, or delete
the policy without having to restart the
application or the container. Similar
to writing a custom security manager,
this provides you a more dynamic and
easy way to administer application
infrastructure.
JACC specifies the requirements
for both the container and the policy
provider. Many containers such as the
IBM WebSphere Application Server,
Apache’s Geronimo and BEA support
JACC. The remainder of this article
focuses on an IBMRRAP, a JACC provider
that allows RACF to handle security
policy enforcement for applications
running off of the z/OS platform.

Molding these two disparate
environments requires different skill sets
to maintain and secure. The WebSphere
Application Server policy is provided
by the application developers. As stated
earlier, this information is defined in the
deployment descriptor of each application.
The developer decides what pieces of the
application need protection and groups
this policy information into roles, or
gives access directly to users or groups.
In the mainframe domain the RACF
administrator is responsible for giving
access to these profiles (roles) to users
or groups. The roles defined in the J2EE
application are equivalent in concept to
profiles in RACF. A system of mapping
was put in place so that IBMRRAP could
deal with users and groups that originated
on a distributed platform. We’ll discuss
the mapping later on in detail.
RACF profile definition

In Figure 1 we can see the deployment
descriptor created by the application
developer that defines three security roles,
Admin, CustService and BackEnd. Each
role protects a particular set of URIs in
this application.

WebSphere
container

Deployment descriptor
Role
Admin
CustService
BackEnd

IBMRRAP and the WebSphere Application
Server

WebSphere Application Server added
support for JACC in version 6.0. This
addition has given security administrators
the ability to bridge many different
security domains into one coherent
landscape. The IBM RACF Remote
Authorization Provider (IBMRRAP)
connects the WebSphere Application
Server security infrastructure with the
legacy mainframe authorization services
that RACF provides.

Protected URI
/app/*
/app/customerService/*
/app/config/*

IBMRRAP

WebSphere Application
Deployment Descriptor
Role

A user attempts to access a URI that is
protected by a role. The URI is found in
the deployment descriptor and the role
that protects it is also found. IBMRRAP
is called to determine whether the user
initiating the request has the required
role. IBMRRAP sends a request to a
z/OS system running RACF and an
access decision is rendered and returned
by IBMRRAP to the container.
When the roles have been defined
to the deployment descriptor by the
application developer, profiles have to be
defined to RACF to represent these roles.
The profiles are defined to the EJBROLE
class. Because a remote mechanism
to define these profiles remotely from
WebSphere Application Server does not
exist, the RACF administrator defines
the profiles using the RACF RDEFINE
and RALTER commands, just as with
any other resource in the system. Access
is granted to the roles using the RACF
PERMIT command. A user must be
granted READ (or higher) access in order
for that user to be considered as belonging
to that role.

User: FRED
CLASS: EJBROLE
Resource: BackEnd
Access: READ
(Answer NO!)

RACF database

User: SMITTY
CLASS: EJBROLE
Resource: BackEnd
Access: READ
(Answer YES!)

Role
Admin
CustService
BackEnd

Protected URI

Admin
Cust Service
BackEnd

/app/*
/app/customerService/*
/app/config/*

ACL
READ: ADMINUSR
READ: FRED, BOB
READ: SMITTY

Deployment Descriptor
Websphere Application
Role

Deployment Descriptor
Role
Admin
Cust Service
BackEnd

Protected URI

Admin
Cust Service
BackEnd

Protected URI
/app/*
/app/customerService/*
/app/config/*

/app/*
Websphere Application
/app/customerService/*
/app/config/*

Websphere Application

User=FRED
URI=/app/config/cfg1

User=SMITTY
URI=/app/config/cfg1

Figure 1. Deployment descriptor
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Mapping

The IBMRRAP JAAS module does not
actually do a login. It is only used to
augment the subject with the principal.
Therefore, it must be used in conjunction
with the default WebSphere Application
Server JAAS module. It is not necessary
to force the WebSphere Application Server
JAAS module to consult the RACF user/
password repository. Mapping of logon
user ids to RACF user ids is optionally
possible with IBMRRAP.
The IBMRRAP JAAS module is
responsible for the user mapping; it does
this through two repositories of user
information. The first is the standard
WebSphere Application Server user
registry which can be configured to
look up users from multiple backends;
Operating System, LDAP, and so forth.
The second is an IBMRRAP specific
facility called the user repository.
Although these names are similar, it is
important to note the difference. The user
registry is used to supply the primary
principal that populates the subject,
and the user repository is extensible,
IBMRRAP specific, and used to augment
the subject with additional principals.
This allows IBMRRAP to be flexible in its
ability to connect user information.
No mapping

The most basic mapping scenario that
IBMRRAP can be configured to perform
is one-to-one mapping. This involves
capturing the user id used to authenticate
with the distributed system and using
that same id as the RACF user id during
the authorization check. Although we call
this the one-to-one mapping scenario, the
mapping is from distributed to mainframe
authorization without modifying the
user id. This will give us a subject with
two principals with the distributed and
mainframe user ids being the same.
One-to-one mapping

The previous scheme only works well
when distributed user ids match RACF
user ids but this is not often the case. In
a scenario where user ids do not match
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some mapping is required in order
to correlate users between systems.
This is done by adding an additional
mapped principal to the subject as
before. However, now the user ids in the
principals are not identical.
The distributed principal is populated
by the user id used for authorization,
while the RACF user id is provided by
custom attributes added to that user’s
LDAP entry. This is a flexible system to
allow the administrator to map any user
id to a RACF profile.
One-to-many mapping

The shortcoming of the one-to-one
mapping is that the RACF administrator
is required to create a RACF profile for
every user that depends on IBMRRAP.
For large numbers of users this might be
prohibitive. In these cases group based
authorization makes more sense. We
still use two principals but the additional
information identifies a group or set of
groups in RACF instead of a single profile.
In effect, the groups to which a distributed
user is a member are mapped in a
one-to-one fashion to groups in RACF.
When it is time for the authorization
check to be sent to RACF, a check to see
whether the GROUP is authorized to the
role is performed. In this case RACF does
not perform a user ID access check. Only
groups need be defined to RACF.
Extending user repositories

It is possible however that the
administrator has the group mapping
information in a different repository from
that of the extended LDAP attributes. One
example is a DB2 database that contains
user and group information. In this case,
mapping can be done by implementing
the UserRepository interface that
requires two methods, getUsers and
getGroups. This implementation allows
the JAAS module to generically augment
the principal using the auxiliary user
repository. Note, however, in this scenario
the mapping logic is left to the user.
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Prerequisite software

IBMRRAP was written to be compatible
with WebSphere Application Server 6.0
and 6.1.
In order to communicate with RACF
on z/OS, IBMRRAP makes use of the
Remote Authorization and Audit services
that are part of the ICTX component of
z/OS Enterprise Identity Management.
(See “Remote authorization and auditing,
it’s no joke!” in z/OS Hot Topics Newsletter
Issue 17, August 2007, GA22-7501-13).
The z/OS server must have the
following software for the Remote
Authorization service to work:
• z/OS V1R8 IBM Tivoli Directory Server
(IBM TDS)
• z/OS V1R8 Enterprise Identity Mapping
(EIM)
• z/OS V1R8 Security Server (RACF).
A minimal configuration requires that
IBM TDS starts the ICTX component of
EIM only. Configuration of other database
managers within IBM TDS is allowed but
is not required.
Getting started with IBMRRAP
IBMRRAP is offered as an as-is download
from the following z/OS download Web
site under the heading of “IBMRRAP
code, documentation, and utilities for
WebSphere Application Server 6.0 and
WebSphere Application Server 6.1:
ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/downloads/

The download consists of a single
ZIP file that contains JAR files for both
WebSphere Application Server 6.0 and 6.1,
installation and configuration scripts, and
PDF documentation to cover installation
and use of IBMRRAP. n

New bells and whistles for STP
BY PAU L H AG EN A N D G EO R G E N G

T

o serve the growing number of
IBM System z servers currently
running a Server Time Protocol
(STP) Coordinated Timing
Network (CTN), IBM has made several
significant improvements to STP. Besides
the Network Time Protocol (NTP) client
support released in October 2007, this is
the first set of new enhancements for STP
since its initial release in January 2007.
The following six enhancements
are available for the IBM System z10
Enterprise Class (z10 EC™), IBM System
z10 Business Class™ (z10 BC™), IBM
System z9 Enterprise Class (z9® EC), and
IBM System z9 Business Class (z9 BC).
Best of all, you get them for no additional
cost, if FC1021 and the latest microcode
levels (MCLs) are installed on your server
or coupling facility.
• Enhanced accuracy to an external time
source (ETS)
• Continuous availability of ETS
• NTP Server on Hardware Management
Console (HMC)
• Enhanced STP recovery when Internal
Battery Feature (IBF) is in use
• STP configuration and time information
saved across a power-on-reset (POR) or
power outage
• Application programming interface
(API) to automate STP CTN
reconfiguration.

NTP server A
stratum 1

NTP server A
stratum 1

PPS output

PPS output

System z
HMC
Ethernet
switch

SNTP
client

ETR card
PPS port 0

ETR card
PPS port 1

Figure 1. Enhanced accuracy to an ETS

pulse per second (PPS) output from NTP servers (available from vendors) to improve
the CTS time accuracy to within 10 microseconds of the NTP Server. The PPS signal
runs from the NTP server PPS port through a coaxial cable directly connected to the
External Time Reference (ETR) card PPS port on the CTS.

Enhanced accuracy to an ETS
In Figure 1, we provide an overview of
enhanced accuracy to an ETS. Some
installations require Current Time Server
(CTS) time accuracy to an ETS to be
more precise than the 100 milliseconds
currently available using HMC Dial
out or Support Element (SE) NTP client
support. Your installation can now Non-System
obtain
z
enhanced accuracy to an ETS usingtime
the synchronized
servers

NTP server A
stratum 1
HMC as an
NTP server C
stratum 2

Ethernet
switch
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NTP server A
stratum 1

Internet NTP servers
(NTP project)

NTP server A
stratum 1
HMC as an
NTP server C
stratum 2

Non-System z
time synchronized
servers

Corporate
network

Firewall

Firewall

Ethernet
switch

Separate LAN

Internet

LANs are
isolated

SNTP
client

SNTP
client

Remote HMC (browser)
z10 EC
PTS/CTS

z990
Arbiter

z9 BC
(BTS)

NTP server A
and C can both
be defined on
CTS/PTS
NTP server A and C
can both be
defined on BTS

Figure 2. NTP Server on HMC

NTP Server on HMC
In Figure 2, we provide an overview of the
NTP server on HMC. Most installations
have their HMC/SE LAN isolated from
their customer LAN for security reasons.
However, NTP client support requires a
LAN connection between the NTP server
and the SE, meaning that one of the
following is true:
• Your LAN might not have to be used for
the SE to access the NTP server if the
server is not within close proximity to
the HMC/SE LAN
• You require a separate LAN connection
between the NTP server and
HMC/SE LAN to implement
SE NTP client support.
With the enhancement of the PPS output
from the NTP servers, the HMC can
now provide the necessary LAN isolation
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between your customer LAN and the
HMC/SE LAN. The HMC has two LAN
ports, which you can configure as:
• NTP client on your customer LAN using
one HMC LAN port
• N-1 stratum level NTP server for the SE
on the other HMC LAN port.
These two LANs are physically isolated by
the HMC and are logically isolated from
each other through the HMC NTP client
and HMC NTP server support internal to
the HMC. This setup effectively alleviates
the need for separated LAN instances.
Because the HMC has no PPS
output port, you cannot use the PPS
enhancement described previously if you
use the HMC as an NTP server.

Is s u e 2 0 , M A R C H 2 0 0 9

STP configuration and time information
saved across a POR or power outage
Many installations run a single server
CTN configuration and use STP to
maintain time accuracy. Previously,
whenever you did a POR on the single
server CTN CTS, the STP information
was lost and both the CTN definition and
the CTS time initialization were required
for LPAR activation. This enhancement
saves that STP information across a POR
for a single server CTN.
This particular enhancement is also
available on the IBM System z890 and
System z990 with the latest MCLs.
For more information
For more information about STP, see:
• IBM Release for Announcement (RFA)
47533, dated October 28, 2008
• IBM Redbooks Web site:
www.redbooks.ibm.com n

Say, “Hi!” to NMI (and more)
Managing your IP security

BY K I M BE R LY B A I LEY, O V I ES B R A BSON , A N D S C O T T M OONEN

l

et’s face it: z/OS Communications
Server support for IP filtering and
IP security (IPsec) can become
complex. Implementing these
functions involves configuration and
management across the TCP/IP, Policy
Agent, and IKE daemon components.
Optionally, the implementation of
Network Security Services (NSS) daemon
might add to the complexity.
How do you manage all these
functions? It’s difficult enough to
understand IP security and to configure
it on your systems! Now that you’ve done
that, you probably want to know if it’s
working as efficiently as you intended.
Help is on the way. You’ll be happy
to know that z/OS Communications
Server and IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE
for Mainframe Networks can help you
manage your z/OS IP Security. This article
describes the IP security management
functions provided by OMEGAMON XE
for Mainframe Networks and also gives
an overview of the z/OS Communications
Server IPSec Network Management
Interface (NMI) that allows network
management applications on z/OS,
like OMEGAMON XE for Mainframe
Networks, to gather important
information from Communications
Server simply and efficiently.
This article does not describe
the IBM Tivoli Monitoring Services
(TMS) architecture required to run
OMEGAMON XE applications or the
Tivoli Enterprise Portal (TEP) graphical
user interface (GUI). For information
about TMS and the TEP GUI, see
“Configuring the Tivoli Enterprise
Monitoring Server on z/OS” in IBM Tivoli
Monitoring: Administrator’s Guide, SC329408.

OMEGAMON XE for Mainframe Networks IP security application
IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for Mainframe Networks provides an IP security
management application that gathers and reports information about z/OS IP security
for each of the TCP/IP stacks on an LPAR. The information collected is presented on
the TEP GUI in views referred to as workspaces and which display the information in
tabular and chart forms.
Selecting the TCP/IP node for an LPAR in the TEP navigation tree displays the IPSec
Status workspace. This workspace shows graphical views of key IP security statistics and
displays IP security configuration settings for each of the stacks. The statistics in the
graph allow you to observe:
•
•
•
•

Growth in the number of failed tunnel activations
Growth in the number of tunnels in progress
Aggregated tunnel byte rates decreasing to zero
Growth in the number of packets being denied.

These allow you to evaluate the health of IP security on your system quickly. Figure 1
shows the navigation tree and the IPSec status workspace.

Figure 1. IP security workspaces
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Each TCP/IP stack in the navigation
tree has an IP Filters and an IPSec
Tunnels node. Any of these nodes allow
you to access additional workspaces with
detailed information about IP filters and
IP tunnels. You can view information like
the following.
• The encryption and authentication
algorithms that a tunnel uses
• The date and time a filter was created
and most recently updated
• The number of packets matched and
mismatched by each filter
• The IP source and destination addresses
describing the traffic matched by a filter
or traversing a tunnel
• The number of dynamic IP tunnel
activations that have failed for an IKE
tunnel
• The byte and packet rates for each IKE
and dynamic IP tunnel.
Monitoring for situations

It’s difficult to depend on users to
monitor workspaces and data in order to
determine when there is a problem. An
important feature of Tivoli Monitoring
Services is its ability to proactively
monitor your system and determine when
defined situations exist. A situation is a
set of conditions to be examined at some
specified interval. The situation evaluates
the data collected, and if its conditions are
met, Tivoli Monitoring Services registers
an event.
To help users identify IP security
problems on their z/OS systems,
IP security has thirteen predefined
situations. Monitoring for the productdefined situations is not automatic; the
end user has to decide which situations to
monitor. The product-defined situations
identify the following IP security
problems:

• Monitor the number of failed Internet
Key Exchange (IKE) negotiations and
the number of invalid IKE messages
between the z/OS system and its
peers. This might be the result of an
improperly configured policy, network
connectivity issue, or an intrusion
attempt.
• Identify large numbers of retransmitted
IKE messages during situation
intervals, which can indicate loss of
network connectivity between security
endpoints.
An example

When a situation is identified by an
event, you can use the information in
the provided workspaces along with
information from the log file of the z/OS
UNIX syslog daemon to identify the
source of the problem.
For example, an end user calls the
help desk and indicates an inability to
access an application that was accessible
yesterday. Information about the
application shows that it is hosted at
IP address 9.42.45.114. The help desk
operator looks for information about the
system hosting the application and for
network failures that could prevent the
end user from accessing it. The operator

does not see any problems and calls one of
the system administrators for assistance.
The system administrator notices that
situation N3T_IPSec_Pkts_Denied_DENY
has been triggered. While examining the
Current IP Filters workspace the system
administrator sees that filter nmp206_
Deny:1 has denied a large number of
packets. See Figure 2.
The system administrator locates filter
nmp206_Deny:1 in the table view. The
filter has a create time that is within the
last 24 hours. Scrolling to the right, the
filter definition specifies a destination
address range that includes the IP address
of the system hosting the application
of the end user. When the z/OS IP
component matches packets to filters,
the filters in this workspace are displayed
in the same order that they are scanned.
Comparing the destination address
range for the filter being matched to the
destination address range for the filter
below it, you can see that the destination
address ranges overlap. This causes some
traffic to be incorrectly denied. The
system administrator corrects the filter
definitions to ensure that traffic for the
end user’s application is not denied.

• Identify large numbers of denied
packets and large numbers of packet
mismatches. Denied packets are
packets that the policy does not permit;
mismatched packets are packets that
arrive other than expected, for example,
packets that should have been encrypted
but weren’t. Both of these cases can
be an indication of an attack or of an
improperly configured policy.
Figure 2. An example of using the Current IP Filters workspace to debug packet denial problem
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You’ll be happy to know that z/OS Communications Server and
IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for Mainframe Networks can help you
manage your z/OS IP Security.
Monitoring performance problems

Application performance degradation
can be caused by an insufficient number
of cryptographic coprocessors or by
problems with the IBM System z9
Integrated Information Processor (IBM
zIIP) on a system. The tunnel workspaces
show aggregated byte rates for all tunnels
installed on each stack, and byte rates
for each individual tunnel installed.
Low byte rates can indicate a problem.
Tivoli Management Services provides
the capability of saving collected data
and displaying it in historical reports.
An historical view of the IPSec Status
workspace might show a decrease in
the aggregated byte rate for all installed
tunnels over some period of time. If you
are also monitoring z/OS performance
information with OMEGAMON XE
for z/OS, you can display statistics for
the cryptographic coprocessors and
determine whether they are being overutilized. Additionally, OMEGAMON XE
for z/OS provides information about the
utilization of zIIP on your systems. IPSec
workload can run on zIIP and might be
affected by its over-utilization.

Highlights: z/OS Communications Server
IPSec NMI

OMEGAMON XE for Mainframe
Networks uses the z/OS Communications
Server IP Security Network Management
Interface (IPSec NMI) to obtain all of the
IP Security information, and so can you!
The z/OS Communications Server
IPsec NMI provides an application
programming interface that allows
management applications to gather
information about their IP Security
tunnels and filters. There are two types of
interfaces:
• Monitoring: In z/OS V1R9, the IKE
daemon provides a request-response
interface using a local AF_UNIX
socket. It allows applications to query
IP filtering, IPsec, and IKE information.
It also allows them to control IKE
functions such as refreshing and
deactivating tunnels.
• Event-based: In z/OS V1R10, SMF type
119 records report when IPsec and IKE
tunnels are activated or deactivated.
These records are documented in
the z/OS Communications Server IP
Configuration Reference, SC31-8776.
(For complete SMF records, see MVS
System Management Facilities (SMF),
SA22-7630-07.) They are available
through the traditional z/OS SMF exit
interface or the real-time SMF data
NMI, SYSTCPSM.

Additionally, the NSS daemon provides
a programmable NMI that is largely
equivalent to the IKE daemon requestresponse interface. If LPARs have been
configured and enabled for remote
management using the NSS daemon, the
advantage of using the NSS NMI instead
of the IKE NMI is that applications are
able to query and control IKE daemon
instances on multiple LPARs.
All of these interfaces are available
for use by any user who wants to
provide comprehensive IPsec network
management information.
References

• For information about monitoring and
the real-time SMF data NMI functions,
see z/OS V1R9.0 Communications Server
IP Programmer’s Guide and Reference,
SC31-8787.
• For the Communications Server library,
see ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/
bkserv/r10pdf/#commserv. n
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Who’s keeping score? We are!
Customer satisfaction and System z documentation

B y G e o ffr e y S M I T H a n d J am e s G ui l ia n e l l i

the following attributes using a scale from
one to five, where five is very satisfied and
one is very dissatisfied.
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• Track the quality of our information
deliverables over time
• Determine what additional
documentation is needed
• Gather new requirements to improve
our documentation
• Gather requirements for how we deliver
our documentation.
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What are we looking for?
We take the results of these surveys
seriously and we use them to:

Figure 1 illustrates how our library has
improved in the past four years. Users
were asked to rate our documentation on

Ac
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t every SHARE conference,
those of us in IBM Systems and
Technologies Group responsible
for the System z product
documentation survey our customers.
We typically gather and analyze 250 to
300 customer surveys at each SHARE
in exchange for one of our z/OS DVD
collections that contain all the z/OS
documentation for a release (base
publications and software products).

Figure 1. Comparison of customer satisfaction for System z product publications between 2003 and 2008
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Table 1 shows some of the improvements we’ve made over the years as a result of SHARE feedback.
z/OS customer requirements

Deliverables

Help me manage softcopy documentation

Softcopy Librarian and DVD collections with extended shelves
(XKS) support to manage PDFs

Give me access to information on the go.

Hand-held support for Library Server

Make it easy to find message information

LookAt and LookAt mobile

100%
90%
Provide a80%
BookManager like search for PDF
70%
Provide a central
60%repository for all z/OS information
50%
I want to Google z/OS information
40%
30%
Free education materials for the newbie
20%
10%
Table 1. Customer requirements and deliverables for System z documentation
0%

Command filtering in library centers

Faster access to command information

Very dissatisfied

z/OS basic skills information centers
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We think you’ll be pleased with these
winning survey results and our improved
deliverables for System z publications.
So keep letting us know what you think
about System z documentation. n
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team to develop the Advanced Linguistic
Search for PDF. Figure 2 taken from our
last SHARE survey indicates the high
satisfaction with this effort. See the Web
site at ibm.com/software/applications/
office/bkmgr/adobeplugin.html.
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A good example of this is PDF search.
Basic PDFs have only a find function
and many customers in our survey
repeatedly asked for a PDF that searched
more like BookManager. We listened
and commissioned the BookManager
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The IBM Advanced Linguistic Search for PDF and
z/OS base indexed
PDFs
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Figure 2. Customer satisfaction with Advanced Linguistic Search for PDF
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LookAt what’s new! We’re all a twitter!
Recent updates to the LookAt Web site

BY D EBB I E q uick

D

id you know the LookAt Web
site has a “What’s New” page that
contains information on the latest
alerts and news? Some of the latest
updates include message updates, adding
the LookAt Widget in the Lotus Notes ® 8
sidebar, and a link to Twitter. Let’s take a
closer look at the current updates.
New messages enabled for LookAt

As you might have noticed, there are new
messages enabled for LookAt. If you are
a z/OS user, LookAt now includes z/OS
V1R10 messages. If you are a
z/VM® user, LookAt now includes z/VM
V5R4 messages. You can view these new
messages on the LookAt Mobile Edition
or from the LookAt homepage at ibm.
com/systems/z/os/zos/bkserv/lookat/.
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If you’re using Lotus Notes 8, it’s possible
to add widgets in the My Widgets sidebar.
This new feature allows you to perform
business actions in a quick and efficient
way. The widgets can be either standalone
or launched from Live Text in Lotus Notes
documents. You can easily add a LookAt
widget by using Form 2 in the wizard and
giving it the LookAt URL.

regarding message explanations for IBM
z/OS, z/VM, z/VSE™, and Clusters. To
access the LookAt page, go to twitter.com/
lookatmessages and subscribe to it as
a blog to follow. You can also follow the
updates in your RSS reader. If you have
any further questions in regards to the
way Twitter works, go to their Web site
at twitter.com and check out their “About
Us” and “Blog” sections.

Twitter

Come see us

Another way to keep in touch with
LookAt developments is to follow us on
Twitter. If you haven’t yet heard of Twitter,
here’s a brief overview. Twitter is similar
to a blog in which it allows the owner
to communicate information through
a real-time feed. LookAt has set up a
Twitter page that allows us to post new
information to you, and it allows you to
share your knowledge or ask questions

As you can see, the LookAt Web site now
contains more information to make your
life a little easier. Whether you’re looking
for information on that new message
or looking for a new way to look up
messages, there are several options for you
to choose. For future updates to LookAt,
be sure to visit the Web site at

Adding the LookAt widget
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ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/bkserv/
lookat/lookatalerts.html. n

IBM makes house calls with Assist On-Site

B y N I C OLE M . FAG EN A N D LO U I S R U G G I E R O

A

nyone who has ever had an injury
understands the importance of
getting help right away. The same
is true for injured systems. IBM
support understands that when a system
or application is not well, it needs to be
seen and treated as quickly as possible.
You can now get a quick diagnosis using
Assist On-Site (AOS). AOS allows IBM
support to make a house call!
AOS provides IBM support
representatives with access to problem
documentation on your systems using a
connection to your PC. This immediate
and direct access to the documentation
allows IBM support representatives
to assess your system’s vital signs,
and can expedite diagnosis. If the
remedy is evident, IBM can provide it
instantaneously! If additional followups or more complicated diagnostics are
required, then the documentation can
be FTPed to IBM for continued in-depth
analysis.
Is it safe?
You wouldn’t let just anyone into your
house. IBM understands our customers’
need to keep their systems and data
safe. AOS provides a secure connection
using the latest security technology.
This connection uses the 128-bit MARS
encryption algorithm implemented
over an HTTPS browser session. The
IBM support representatives must also
authenticate before starting an AOS
session.

Will it hurt?
AOS is simple to use, and does not require
adjustments to your firewall settings.
However, if your site has strict security
guidelines, you might need to make some
changes. AOS uses a static IP address and
port to connect you to IBM. Table 1 shows
the possible addresses and ports.
Hostname/GEO

IP

Port

aos.us.ihost.com

72.15.208.234

8200 or 80

Americas Relay

72.15.208.234

8200 or 80

EMEA Relay

81.144.208.229

8200,443 or 80

Asia Pacific Relay

203.141.90.53

8200,443 or 80

Table 1. Static IP addresses and ports used by AOS

After you are ready to make a connection,
use the link on the IBM AOS Web site to
download the connectivity test to your
PC. The IBM AOS Web site is at
ibm.com/support/assistonsite. Run the
program to test your connectivity to the
AOS network. If you see a firewall window
pop up, allow the program to access the

internet. A small window will appear
and cycle through the AOS IP addresses
shown in Table 1.
Depending on the speed of your
machine, the test could take a few
minutes to verify connectivity to AOS.
When finished, the program will start
your Web browser and display the
output. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1. AOS output information displayed in Web browser

If you run the test and discover that you
do not have a connection, then you need
to ensure you can access the address
through the port specified. Connection
for those in the U.S. is through the
topmost server, which is used by IBM
support.
While connectivity to all servers is not
required, make sure that you have a green
bar for the IP address (on both ports)
in your geographic location. If there are
any problems, refer to the AOS network
connection requirements on the Web site:

How much do I have to share?
You can choose how much you tell your
doctor. Similarly, you can decide how
much you want to share with AOS. Figure

ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=0&q
1=trcaos&uid=swg21232485

Figure 2. AOS options dialog
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2 displays the four AOS options that let
you choose how IBM will interact with
your PC. Note that when you see this
panel, you have a connection to IBM.

The “Chat” button enables simple chat
sessions between an IBM support
representative and you. The chat option
allows both sides participating in the
conversation to cut and paste data into
the chat session or save data to a separate
file for later review. There is no option
to save the chat session. Although there
is a “Clear” button in the chat window,
clicking it will clear the chat window only
for the person who clicked it. For example,
if you clear the screen, the exchange is still
visible on the IBM support representative’s
screen. While in the chat session, if you
want to change to another mode, you can
click the “Change Session” button in the
chat window.
The “Shared View” button allows
the IBM support representative to view
your desktop, but will not give the
representative mouse or keyboard control.
If you want to give more control to IBM,

or you prefer to only chat with IBM,
you can change the session type. Again,
simply click the “Change Session”
button, and make a new selection.
The “Shared Control” button gives
the IBM support representative shared
control of your PC. Both the IBM
support representative and you are
able to use the keyboard and mouse
to manipulate your PC. This is the
preferred method, because it allows
the IBM support representative to run
IPCS from your remote session and
view dumps (if you are set up to do so).
Shared control is the least secure option,
so be sure to close any applications that
might expose confidential materials or
private discussions that are open on the
desktop.
The last option is to refuse the
connection by clicking on the “Refuse”
button. This automatically disconnects
you from AOS.

Let’s be prepared
To identify what is ailing the system as
quickly as possible, it is ideal that the PC
on which you connect to AOS is dedicated
to diagnosing the problem. Furthermore,
the PC must connect to the mainframe,
and should ideally have a high-speed
internet connection.
How do I sign up?
It seems there’s always paperwork to
fill out before the doctor can see you.
Before you can use AOS, an IBM support
representative will provide you with a
unique connection code and will direct
you to the request form on the IBM AOS
Web site. In addition to your unique
connection code, the AOS request form
asks for your name, IBM customer
number, PMR number, branch code,
country code, and geography. After you
complete the form, remote diagnosis can
begin! n
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HAPPYAnniversary
Thanks for letting us shed some light on all things z . . .
. . . for being there at SHARE
. . . for helping us celebrate 10 years of sizzling Hot Topics!
And don’t forget that we continue our celebration with more chapters to the
mainframe story here in the pages of this newsletter and on our Web site.

NEXT UP: IBM PRINTERS
So have a piece of cake on us, drop us line, and let us know what you think!
Here’s to more great years of Hot Topics. Thank you, readers!
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Ten hot top
tips for z
BY G EO F F r e y S M I T H A N D J O D I E V E R D ON

T

ry to say that ten times fast. No
matter how fast you say it we think
you’re going to love these ten tips—
one for each year of our newsletter’s
publication!

Tip 1: Wherever you are, Google z

To get to all things z in two-clicks, go to
Google and type in zfavorites. It’s always
your first hit! zFavorites is designed to
be a consolidated index of all things z.
There are links to documentation, product
information, education, service and much
more: ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/
zfavorites
Tip 2: RSS for z keeps you up-to-date

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds for
z/OS are easy to configure:
First, choose your tool:
• Browsers: Firefox and Safari have built
in RSS capabilities
• Mail clients: Outlook 2007 and Lotus
Notes 8 have built in RSS capabilities
• Dedicated RSS clients, such as
FeedDemon 2.7 for Windows ® or
NetNewsWire 3.1 for Mac OS X.

Tip 3: Get z latest product documentation

z/OS DOC APAR and PTF ++HOLD
documentation changes are updated
weekly and include closures from the
prior week. You can search for changes
using IBM BookManager search:
publibz.boulder.ibm.com/cgi-bin/
bookmgr_OS390/Shelves/ZDOCAPAR
Tip 4: Get advanced with z education

The z/OS Education Assistant Web
site is designed for the experienced
system programmer and comes directly
from z/OS development. Get technical
information in as little as five minutes of
your time. Many of the presentations are
in multimedia format, which makes it
easy to get up to date on technical topics:
publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/
ieduasst/stgv1r0/index.jsp
Tip 5: Get basic with z education

The z/OS Basic Skills Information Center
is a free Web-based information resource
intended to help users learn the basic
concepts of z/OS: publib.boulder.ibm.

Next, search for RSS feeds that interest
you. Here are some System z feeds:

com/infocenter/zoslnctr/v1r7/index.jsp

• IBM Redbooks: www.redbooks.ibm.

Tip 6: Free z Red Alerts

com/rss.html

• IBM Software Support: ibm.com/
software/support/rss/other/852.
xml?rss=s852&ca=rssother
• WebSphere for z/OS: ibm.com/
software/support/rss/websphere/404.
xml?rss=s404&ca=rsswebsphere
• DeveloperWorks for z: ibm.
com/developerworks/blogs/rss/
systemzblogger?flavor=atomdw

Red Alerts is a Web site that provides
technical information for IT professionals
who maintain System z. You can also use
the enhanced HOLDDATA for simplified
identification and management of PEs
and HIPERs. Every time there’s an
important update, subscribers receive an
e-mail containing a link to the bulletin.
Check it out: www14.software.ibm.com/

Tip 7: Unite with Destination z
Connect with others in the mainframe
community at Destination z
ibm.com/systems/z/destinationz/index.
html
Tip 8: Create z books

My IBM Redbooks is a Web 2.0 mashup
that remixes IBM Redbooks. It uses many
of the most popular IBM Redbooks,
enabling you to create customized books
based on your interests and needs. To start
mashing, see: services.alphaworks.ibm.
com/MyR/
Tip 9: Get z help in a Flash!

The Technical Support organization
publishes Flashes to alert you to
significant new technical developments
and provide guidance on installation,
use, and management of IBM products:
ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.
nsf/Web/Flashes
Tip 10: See z titles of your z/OS manuals on
your hard drive

Many people keep a local repository of
z/OS PDF publications manuals on their
laptop or workstation. Unfortunately, the
default view shows the eight-character file
name for the manual—not very helpful!
Now z/OS PDF files have the title encoded
as metadata in the file. To change your
view from the Windows tool bar:
1. Click View, select Choose Details, and

check the Title option, click OK.

2. To make it easier to read, drag the title

to be next to the file name.

webapp/set2/sas/f/redAlerts/home.html
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